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ABSTRACT

This group of indices lists all articles published in the Soviet military journal Voyennyy vestnik (or Military Herald) from 1975 through 1979. The indices have been compiled from available FSTC translations of the article titles. If they were not available, the titles were translated by the staff at the Center for Naval Analyses.

Volume I contains two sections. Section 1 lists the articles in chronological order. In Section 2 the articles have been arranged alphabetically by author. Volume II is a title index that lists the titles alphabetically by each key word in the title. These indices will be useful, for example, to researchers desiring to obtain all articles written on a specific subject regardless of author, articles by a particular author, or articles appearing in certain issues of Voyennyy vestnik.
SECTION 1

CHRONOLOGICAL SORT
1975 JAN ANDRYUSHENKO, A.: BOUND ACROSS THE DANUBE
1975 JAN ANON.: COMPETITION WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT
1975 JAN ANON.: ON FIRES AND AFTERMATHS OF FIRES, FRIENDS AND COMRADES
1975 JAN BESSARAB, A.: GAGE OF EXACTINGNESS
1975 JAN BOKOV, A.: CREATIVE TRAINING OF PERSONNEL
1975 JAN BUBNOVMO., KHAKITONOV, V.: A GAGE FOR SMOKE AGENT CALCULATION
1975 JAN GOLUBKOV, A.: ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME
1975 JAN IVANOV, YU.: COMPANY COMMANDER DIRECTS FIRE
1975 JAN KALININ, V.: BUT WHERE ARE THE TANKS?
1975 JAN KHAVTOV, P.: COMMUNICATIONS IN FRG TROOPS
1975 JAN KUKUSHKIN, P.: VOYENIZDAT IN 1975
1975 JAN PASHKOVSKIY, V.: FIRE IN EXECUTION OF A COMBINED MISSION
1975 JAN PAVLOVSKIY, I.: THE FIELD, THE SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL
1975 JAN POPOV, N., TSYPURIN, A.: AERIAL RADIATION RECONNAISSANCE
1975 JAN SELYAVIN, V., VESELOV, L.: WHEN THE BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE COMBAT
1975 JAN SOSUL'NIKOVM., IL'YEVSKIY, B.: MORE ABOUT FIRE ADJUSTMENT WITH A SMOKE SHELL
1975 JAN STEYNBERG, M.: OBSTACLE CONCENTRATION IN MOUNTAINS
1975 JAN TRET'YAKOV, V.: MARXISM-LENINISM-THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF SOVIET MILITARY SCIENCE
1975 JAN YEMEL'YANOV, G., ATLATOV, I.: IN AN OUTSTANDING BATTALION
1975 FEB ANON.: EVERY TOWN WAS A SCENE OF DARING
1975 FEB ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 FEB ASHCHEULOV, V.: AERODYNAMIC CATAPULT
1975 FEB ASTASHCHENKOV, A.: WE TRAIN FIRE PLATOONS
1975 FEB BLIZNYUK, I.: CHIEF PARTY CONCERN
1975 FEB BUTS, B.: COMBINED EXERCISE WITH ELECTRICIANS
1975 FEB DYIN, I.: EFFECT OF TRAINING
1975 FEB DZOTSIYEV, B.: MOUNTAIN TRAINING
1975 FEB KARDASHEVSKIY, YU.: SKILL WON THROUGH
1975 FEB KURCHKIN, P.: COST OF TRAINING TIME
1975 FEB LYSASHCHENKO, I.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1975 FEB MATKOVSKIY, A.: RADIO OPERATORS HAVE GONE OUT INTO THE FIELD
1975 FEB MEL'CHAKOV, N.: AT INDIVIDUAL TARGETS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE WATER
1975 FEB MERIMSKIY, V.: OFFICER'S TACTICAL HORIZON
1975 FEB NIKIFOROV, YU., SARAPULOV, S.: FOR TROUBLEFREE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES
1975 FEB SKRYABIN, N.: NOT IN A STEREOTYPED MANNER
1975 FEB STOROZHENKO, YU.: AT THE TANK PARK AND IN THE FIELD
1975 FEB TEREKHOV, A.: PLATOON IN ACTION IN MOUNTAINS
1975 FEB TIKHOMIROV, N., PANASENKO, A.: CAPTURE OF AN AIR BASE
1975 FEB TONKIKH, A.: FIRE AGAINST ARMOR
1975 FEB VINOIKOV, V.: WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN
1975 FEB YAKOBCHUK, P.: HEADQUARTERS AND COMBAT READINESS OF TROOPS
1975 FEB ZUP, P.: MISSILE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING
1975 MAR ADAMOV, K.: WHAT ABOUT MEDIUM CALIBER
1975 MAR ANAN’YEV, N.: WHEN OBSERVER DISPLACEMENT IS GREATER THAN 5-00
1975 MAR ANON.: THE VOICE OF MEMORY AND THE HEART
1975 MAR DMITRYUK, P.: VALUE OF INCENTIVES
1975 MAR DOLGOPOLOV, A.: CLOSER TO LIFE
1975 MAR IVANOV, B.: THE COMMANDER AND THE PARTY ORGANIZATION
1975 MAR IVANOV, V., BARDADYM, I., VINOIKUROV, M., DERYUGIN, F.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1975 MAR IZMAILOV.V.: THUS WERE MILITARY CADRES MOLDED
1975 MAR KARPOV.V., DMITRIYEV.V., BELOV.A.: TECHNICAL SECURITY ON THE MARCH AND DURING A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1975 MAR KATUKOV.M.: IN EASTERN POMERANIA
1975 MAR KNYAZEV.V.: WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS TAKEN TO COMPETITION
1975 MAR MILOVANOV.V.: IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF FIRE AND DEATH
1975 MAR KOKHANOV.V.: BATTALION MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1975 MAR MILOVANOV.V.: IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF FIRE AND DEATH
1975 MAR NEGIN.V.: DETERMINATION OF TARGET HEIGHT DIFFERENCE
1975 MAR PECHNIKOV.V.: INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS, STEREOTYPE AND SEARCHING
1975 MAR PEPELIN.V.: LANDING OPERATION REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND DECISIONS
1975 MAR PIKALOV.V.: FIELD TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1975 MAR SAPKOV.V.: TOWARD NEW LEVELS OF COMBAT SKILL
1975 MAR SAPKOV,V.: TOWARD NEW LEVELS OF COMBAT SKILL
1975 MAR STAKHEYEV.V.: INTELLIGENCE TRAINING OF TROOPS
1975 MAR TOLKACHEV,V., VASIN.A.: FIRE AT HELICOPTERS FROM A SELF-PROPELLED ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY MOUNT
1975 MAR TRUSHCHENKOVM.:
1975 MAR UPOROV,V., SHAKIROV,A.: WINTER STREAM CROSSINGS
1975 MAR VOROSHKEVICH,V.: THE STANDARDS GO INTO COMBAT
1975 MAR YAKIMOVICH.I.: MANEUVERING OF FIRE
1975 APR ABASHIN,D.: COMMANDER QUALITIES FOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS
1975 APR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 APR ANON.: ON LAND, IN THE SKIES, AND AT SEA
1975 APR ANON.: MILITARY COUNCIL STUDIES THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WORK OF LEADING OFFICERS
1975 APR BABUSHKIN,A.: CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ENEMY
1975 APR BELOV,M.: WAYS OF INCREASING THE COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS OF HELICOPTERS
1975 APR BIRYUKOV,N.: ON THE ROAD TO VIENNA
1975 APR BUROV,V.: ORIENTATION BY MEANS OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR'S GYRO INDICATOR
1975 APR CHERNYSHOV,V.: PLATOON ADVANCE ON AN INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE INVOLVING FIELD FIRING
1975 APR DEGTYAREV.N.: FIELD TRAINING TO THE FOREGROUND
1975 APR DYNIN,I.: INSPIRATION
1975 APR FOMICHIEV.V.: ON THE SPECIAL TRAINING GROUND
1975 APR KARPOV,V.: MOTIVES OF BEHAVIOR IN COMBAT
1975 APR KLECHKIN,P.: BEFORE AND DURING THE WAR
1975 APR MIKHEYEV,V.: TOPICAL QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY EDUCATION
1975 APR MINAEV,I.: ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY COVER FOR GROUND FORCES
1975 APR PIROGOV.I.: USE OF THE PUS-7 IN TRAINING
1975 APR REZNIKENKOV.V.: TACTICS DURING THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
1975 APR RUBTSOV,O.: POLITICS AND THE ARMED FORCES OF THE FRG
1975 APR SAMSONOV.F.: ARTILLERY IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
1975 APR SHATUNOVV., EFRON,I.: IN ORDER NOT TO LOWER COMBAT EFFICIENCY
1975 APR SURIKOV,N.: BY THE COMPREHENSIVE METHOD
1975 APR VASYAGIN,S.: TOWARD A NEW UPSURGE IN IDEOLOGICAL WORK
1975 APR VOLOSHIN,I.: COMMANDER INITIATIVE AND INDEPENDENCE IN COMBAT
1975 APR ANON.: A GREAT FEAT OF THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1975 MAY ANON.: COMBAT TRADITIONS ARE ALIVE AND GROWING
1975 MAY ANON.: LAST SALVOS
1975 MAY ANON.: STAGES OF OUR VICTORY
1975 MAY BESKOROVAYNYY, A.: ARMY FIELD ORDER
1975 MAY BOCHAROV, N.: AGAINST THE ENEMY WITH HIS OWN GUN
1975 MAY DUGINETS, A.: OPERATION BREZNO
1975 MAY DYIN, I.: THREE MEDALS OF YEGOR LARIKOV
1975 MAY DZHASP, P.: FACETS OF COMBAT READINESS
1975 MAY KARPOV, V.: EXPLOSION IN THE NIGHT
1975 MAY KOCHETKOV, A.: BUILDERS OF STEEL FORTRESSES
1975 MAY MONASTYRSKII, B.: A HEROIC DEED IN THE VILLAGE OF PUSTYN'KA
1975 MAY POPOV, S.: THEY CALLED FOR FIRE ON THEMSELVES
1975 MAY SKROBOB, YA.: LIEUTENANT LOSKUTOV, SON OF AN ARTILLERYMAN
1975 MAY TRET'YAKOV, V.: HISTORY ITSELF SUPPORTS OUR VIEWS
1975 MAY VATURK, A.: KALININ ROADSTEAD
1975 MAY YAKUBOVSKII, I.: DEPENDABLE SHIELD OF SOCIALISM
1975 JUN ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 JUN BATOV, P., KARASEV, M.: STUDY OF COMBAT EXPERIENCE
1975 JUN BUKHTEYEV, N.: A HIGHLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN COMBAT READINESS
1975 JUN USHKOV, G.: PARTY COMMITTEE IN A TRAINING EXERCISE
1975 JUN ZHADOV, A.: FROM THE NEISSE TO THE ELBE
1975 JUL APRELE', O.: INVISIBLE MEN ON THE FRONT
1975 JUL BELOKH, M.: ADJUSTMENT CALCULATION INSTRUMENT
1975 JUL BITYUKOV, N.: TO DETECT AN AERIAL TARGET
1975 JUL BULYZHIN, S.: HEADQUARTERS AND FIRE TRAINING OF ARTILLERYMEN
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1975 JUL BURNOS, N.: STAFF EFFICIENCY
1975 JUL BURULEV, L.: PSYCHOLOGICAL SEASONING OF THE YOUNG SOLDIER
1975 JUL DUBOVITSKIY, A.: SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE BATTALION
1975 JUL FINAYEV, A.: AND MASTERY WAS ACHIEVED
1975 JUL GODOVANIK, B.: GRAPHIC METHOD OF MARCH CALCULATION
1975 JUL KALINOVSKYI, S.: NEW TRAINING AIDS
1975 JUL KOCHU, A.: MAIN HEIGHT
1975 JUL KOTOV, N.: COMPANY COMMANDER ORGANIZES A MARCH
1975 JUL LYZLOV, V., RAKITIN, A.: FIRE AT AERIAL TARGETS FROM TANKS
1975 JUL NIKITENKO, G.: FEATURES OF THE MARCH TRAINING OF CADET PODRAZDELENIYE
1975 JUL NOVOPAVLOVSKIY, A.: DDA-53 TRAINING STAND
1975 JUL PEREDEL'SKIY, G.: APPLICATION OF WARTIME EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING PRACTICE
1975 JUL POLYANSKIY, A.: TANK ON A PEDESTAL
1975 JUL RODIN, A.: CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE AT MAXIMUM RANGES
1975 JUL RYZHKOV, A.: BUNDESWEHR MOTOORIZED INFANTRY BATTALION
1975 JUL SEDYKH, A.: THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE
1975 JUL SHCHERBAKOV, V.: COMMANDER RESOURCEFULNESS IN COMBAT
1975 JUL SKORODUMOV, I., DYNIN, I.: STRENGTH OF A LANDING FORCE IS TESTED IN BATTLE
1975 JUL SMIRNOV, M.: ENGINEER OFFICER IN TRAINING
1975 JUL SUKHAREV, V.: STREAM CROSSING IN BAD WEATHER
1975 JUL VIKTOROV, P.: CREATIVITY OF RATIONALIZERS
1975 JUL ZEMZEROV, V.: COMPREHENSIVEIDEOLOGICAL TRAINING WORK
1975 JUL AFANJENKO, I.: ALLOWANCE FOR CURRENT REQUIREMENTS
1975 JUL ANON.: SKILLFUL EXECUTION OF MARCHES
1975 JUL BELONOZHKO, S.: THOROUGHNESS OF COMMANDERS AND STAFFS IN EXERCISES
1975 JUL BOGDANOVA: COOPERATION IN COMBAT
1975 JUL BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 JUL BUDAKOV, V.: NOT MERELY AN INSPECTOR
1975 JUL CHAPLYGIN, P.: TRAINING BASE — WHAT SHOULD IT BE LIKE
1975 JUL DERNOVOY, M.: THE GOAL IS HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
1975 JUL GORKIN, A., DRAGOMIRESKIY, F.: CAMOUFLAGE MUST BE TAUGHT
1975 JUL GRYAZNOV, A.: A DEVICE FOR CESSION OF FIRE
1975 JUL IVANOV, S.: VICTORY IN THE FAR EAST
1975 JUL KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 JUL KRAYUSHIN, I., AL'TSHULLER, R., YEFIMOCHKIN, L., MITYUSHKIN, V.: MONITORING TRAINING WITHOUT USING MACHINES
1975 JUL KUZNETSOV, V.: TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF THE MARCH OF TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE
1975 JUL LEBEDEV, B., NIKOLAYEV, Yu.: AUTOMATION OF TROOP CONTROL
1975 JUL LEVANDOVSKIY, B.: ALLOWANCE FOR THE THEATER OF OPERATIONS
1975 JUL MADUDOV, N.: TANKMEN ON THE OFFENSIVE
1975 JUL MEL'NIKN.: COMBINED EXERCISE IN A MOTOORIZED INFANTRY COMPANY
1975 JUL NORENKO, R.: TEAM AS THE BASIC ELEMENT
1975 JUL NORENKO, R.: TEAM AS THE BASIC ELEMENT
1975 JUL PAVLOV, B.: ON EXTINCT VOLCANOES OF MANCHURIA
1975 JUL PLYEV, I.: THROUGH THE GOBI DESERT
1975 JUL SYEDIN, S.: TO FIRE ACCURATELY FROM A TANK
1975 JUL SHCHUKIN, N.: FIELD TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1975 JUL SYUKHOV, B.: WATER SUPPLY IN THE DESERT
1975 JUL SHUBIN, B.: COMPANIES COMPETE
1975 JUL STROIYNOV, N.: ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER
1975 JUL VOLODIN, YE.: BATTERY COMMANDER'S INDIVIDUAL SITUATION MAP
1975 JUL ZMIROV, V.: ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE IN MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN
1975 SEP AKIMOV, N.: DURING MOVEMENT INTO THE FIELD
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1975 SEP ANDREYEV, N., VAYSMAN, B., YANOVAR, L., TSARIKOV, L.: TACTICAL TRAINING OF CADETS
1975 SEP AVKSENT’YEV, A.: WITH THE DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME SIGHT
1975 SEP BEIK, P.: IN SKILL, NOT IN NUMBERS
1975 SEP BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNOY, N.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 SEP BULATOV, A.: AIR-TRANSPORTABLE ANTITANK WEAPONS
1975 SEP DAVYDOV, YA.: BEHIND THE LINE OF THE OPERATIONS SUMMARY
1975 SEP GOLOVAN, V.: COMPETITION AUGMENTS FORCES
1975 SEP KALININ, V.: THE IMPORTANT THING IS THE FINAL RESULT
1975 SEP KASILENSKIY, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 SEP KARDASHEVSKIY, YU.: FIRE SUPPORT IN DEPLOYMENT FROM THE MARCH
1975 SEP KARSANOV, K.: GROUND FORCES OF THE AGGRESSIVE BLOC
1975 SEP KONONOV, I.: USE OF MOVING PICTURES FOR TRAINING PURPOSES
1975 SEP KOTOV, N.: AIMING INSTRUCTION
1975 SEP KRASKEVICH, YE., BUKHARENKO, F.: A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR OBJECTIVE MONITORING
1975 SEP LUK’yANENKO, V.: AN OSCILLOGRAPH MONITORS FIRE
1975 SEP MANT, M.: STEREOTYPES CANNOT BE IMPOSED ON TACTICS
1975 SEP NOVICHKOV, A.: ARTILLERY FIRE SIMULATION KIT
1975 SEP PAVLOV, S.: ELIMINATION OF THE AFTERRFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT
1975 SEP POPOV, S.: UNFORGETTABLE DAYS
1975 SEP REPIN, I.: A HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS
1975 SEP SAPROZHINSKIY, V.: FIRE AT UNOBSERVED TARGETS IN MOUNTAINS
1975 SEP SARAYEV, A.: MILITARY FACULTY-STUDENT EDUCATION
1975 SEP SERDYUK, V.: MINELAYING INSTRUCTION
1975 SEP SHABALIN, A.: CONTROL EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY
1975 SEP TUKOVSKII, P., TSELIKOVSKII, B., USIK, P., PANTELEYEV, N.: PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF SIGNALMEN
1975 SEP VILENOV, V.: THE COMPANY TAKES UP GUARD DUTY
1975 SEP ZLATKOVSKII, M.: MOBILE OBSTACLE DETACHMENT
1975 OCT AL’TOSKOVSKII, S., MALKOV, I.: THEY UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE
1975 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 OCT ANON.: IMPROVEMENT IN ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT
1975 OCT BABUSHKIN, A.: ON THE LAST LINE
1975 OCT BONIN, N.: DESTRUCTION OF STATIONARY TARGETS
1975 OCT BESPALOV, V.: COMPANY POLITICAL OFFICER
1975 OCT BESSARAB, A.: ON THE STEEP BANK OF THE DNEPR
1975 OCT BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNOY, N.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 OCT CHERNOMAZOV, V.: LET US TEACH NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS THE METHODS OF FIRE PREPARATION
1975 OCT FOMICHEV, P.: SUCCESS IS FORGED IN THE COMPANY
1975 OCT GORBACHEV, V.: LANDING FORCE REPELS HELICOPTER ATTACKS
1975 OCT GRABOVOY, I.: UNDER SMOKESCREEN CONDITIONS
1975 OCT GUDYMENKO, B.: INDEPENDENT STUDY BY OFFICERS
1975 OCT IVANOV, V., NESTEROV, V.: ON THE QUESTION OF THE VULNERABILITY OF ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE
1975 OCT KALININ, V.: BEST RADIO OPERATORS OF THE DISTRICT
1975 OCT KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
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1975 OCT KATANAYEV, V.: LANDMARKS OF COMBAT READINESS
1975 OCT KHOBOTOV, V.: MILITARY HISTORY AND IDEOLOGICAL WARFARE
1975 OCT KOLUBKOV, N.: SPECIAL TACTICAL TRAINING WITH THE PONTOON COMPANY
1975 OCT YADSKYI, V.: CALCULATION OF ADJUSTMENTS IN FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER
1975 OCT MARISHCHUK, V., BAZARNYY, F., YEVTAS'YEV, B.: PHYSICAL CONDITIONING COMPLEX
1975 OCT NOZDRAKEYEV, V.: ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER
1975 OCT ADASKYI, V.: CALCULATION OF ADJUSTMENTS IN FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER
1975 OCT ALEKSANDROV, A., BAZARNYY, F., YEVSTAF'YEV, B.: PHYSICAL CONDITIONING COMPLEX
1975 OCT VARENNIKOV, V.: COMMANDER CREATIVITY ON THE BATTLEFIELD
1975 OCT BOLOTOV, I.: PLAATOON DEFENCE OF A STRONG POINT
1975 OCT SUBBOTIN, V.: ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY AT THE FRONT
1975 OCT URYUPIN, N.: ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER
1975 OCT PETROVSKIY, G.: MOTORIZED INFANTRYMEN ADVANCE
1975 OCT STARUN, V.: FOR THE PENNANT FROM OUTER SPACE
1975 OCT SUBBOTIN, V.: ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE OF A TACTICAL LANDING OPERATION
1975 OCT URYUPIN, N.: ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER
1975 OCT BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNOYE.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 OCT CHEVOKIN, YU.: FIELD EXERCISES ARE IN PROGRESS
1975 OCT CHUMARIN, S.: COURT OF HONOR
1975 OCT DEMIDOV, A.: ALLOWANCE FOR THE ACTUAL SITUATION
1975 OCT KREPSHEVI., B.: CREATIVE TRAINING OF TROOPS IN ATTAINING SKILL IN FIRE
1975 OCT OLEJNIKA, V.: A DARING ASSAULT
1975 OCT MALININ, V.: THIS IS NEED FOR COMBAT
1975 OCT VENKI, O.: A CHALLENGING MISSION
1975 OCT KASHAFUTDINOV, M.: A HIGH PROFICIENCY RATING INVOLVES WORK
1975 OCT KLOUCHKO, V.: ACHIEVING PLATOON TEAMWORK
1975 OCT KREPSHEVI., B.: CREATIVE TRAINING OF TROOPS IN ATTAINING SKILL IN FIRE
1975 OCT MALININ, V.: THIS IS NEED FOR COMBAT
1975 OCT OLEJNIKA, V.: A DARING ASSAULT
1975 OCT PAVLOV, V.: DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN CADETS
1975 OCT SEDYKHA, V.: CONTINUITY OF FIRE ASSAULT OF THE ENEMY IN THE OFFENSIVE
1975 OCT SVERDLOV, F.: IS THE COUNTERATTACK WORTHWHILE
1975 OCT TRUSHIN, B.: IMPERIALISM-A SOURCE OF MILITARY DANGER
1975 OCT VARICHENOV, S.: COMMANDER TRAINING EXERCISES IN PROTECTION
1975 OCT YAROSHEVSKIY, V.: TANK FIRE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY
1975 DEC ANON.: COMBAT READINESS IS THE MAIN THING
1975 DEC ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 DEC KREPSHEVI., B.: CREATIVE TRAINING OF TROOPS IN ATTAINING SKILL IN FIRE
1975 DEC ARKHIPOV, V.: FROM THE DNEPR TO THE SAN
1975 DEC ARYUTOV, N., TAMLO, V.: COMMANDERS ARE MADE IN THE FIELD
1975 DEC BAL'SHEM, N.: ALONG OBSTACLES AND RESTRICTED PASSAGES
1975 DEC BARKHUDAROV, YU., VATNISHTEYN, N.: OPERATION OF INSTRUMENTS IN WINTER
1975 DEC CHEREDNICHENKO, N.: THOROUGH MASTERY OF MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY
1975 DEC CHERNYKH, I.: THE COMMANDER WAS NOT AT FAULT
1975 DEC GALITSKIY, YE.: PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF COMBAT ENGINEERS
1975 DEC GRIBKOV, A.: CONCERNING MANEUVERS
1975 DEC KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENK, V.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 DEC KOSTIN, S.: A NEW UPSURGE IN SOVIET INDUSTRY
1975 DEC KOVAL'Yenko, A.: COMMANDER'S INDIVIDUAL SITUATION MAP
1975 DEC KOBAL', M.: PROTECTION AGAINST CARBON MONOXIDE
1975 DEC MUSLIMOV, M.. SAPRUNOV, V.: HASTY ASSAULT CROSSING OF A RIVER
1975 DEC POLYANSKII, Y.: THE PATH TO THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER RANKS
1975 DEC RUDAKOV, B.: FIRE ASSAULT OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES
1975 DEC SHINKAREV, G.: MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY ON THE ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER
1975 DEC TALANOV, V., Miroshnichenko, V.: ACCURACY OF OPERATION OF SOUND RANGING PODRAZDELENYES ON A SHORT BASE LINE
1975 DEC TARITSYN, A., FILIPPOV, A.: VOLLEY FIRE SYSTEMS
1975 DEC VINNIKOV, V.: ASSAULT IN TWO AND THREE BATTLE LINES
1976 JAN ANON.: A GREAT BATTLE
1976 JAN ANON.: A MORTAR BATTERY IN THE MOUNTAINS
1976 JAN ANON.: AT THE ISTRA BASE OF OPERATIONS
1976 JAN ANON.: BATTLE FORMATIONS IN OFFENSIVE COMBAT
1976 JAN ANON.: COMBAT MORALE
1976 JAN ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING UNDERWAY
1976 JAN ANON.: CONFIRMED BY EXPERIENCE
1976 JAN ANON.: ELECTRIC IGNITION COIL
1976 JAN ANON.: FIRE DISTRIBUTION IN A BATTLE
1976 JAN ANON.: FIRING FOR EFFECT
1976 JAN ANON.: FOR THE TRIUMPH OF A JUST CAUSE
1976 JAN ANON.: GEOPHYSICAL WARFARE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
1976 JAN ANON.: INTERNATIONALIST, FRIEND OF THE SOVIET UNION
1976 JAN ANON.: MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING ON A COMBAT INFANTRY VEHICLE
1976 JAN ANON.: ON THE DAILY SCHEDULE
1976 JAN ANON.: ON TIME NORMS
1976 JAN ANON.: ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF CADETS
1976 JAN ANON.: ONE REGIMENT'S POLITICAL WORKERS
1976 JAN ANON.: PREPARING PODRAZDELENYES FOR THE MARCH
1976 JAN ANON.: RADIATION IN CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE AT NIGHT
1976 JAN ANON.: READY FOR A FEAT
1976 JAN ANON.: RELYING ON THE ACTIVE GROUP
1976 JAN ANON.: RIGHT-HAND FLANK COMPETITIONS, COMMUNIST SHIPOVSKII
1976 JAN ANON.: SINGLE COMBAT
1976 JAN ANON.: SKILL IS FORGED ON THE FIELD
1976 JAN ANON.: STALINGRAD, 1942
1976 JAN ANON.: TACTICAL TRAINING
1976 JAN ANON.: TANKS FIRE FROM AMBUSH
1976 JAN ANON.: THE VALUE OF FORESIGHT
1976 JAN ANON.: WELL-BEING OF THE PEOPLE IS THE PARTY'S HIGHEST GOAL
1976 JAN ANON.: THEMATIC PLAN FOR 1976
1976 JAN ANON.: THEY BECOME SERGEANTS IN THE RANKS
1976 JAN ANON.: TO OUR READERS
1976 JAN ANON.: TOWARD GOOD RESULTS
1976 JAN ANON.: TWO BATTERIES FIRING AT A SINGLE TARGET
1976 JAN ANON.: UNDER THE BANNER OF MARXISM-LENINISM
1976 JAN ANON.: UNDER WINTER CONDITIONS
1976 JAN ANON.: USE OF EQUIPMENT IN MOUNTAINS
1976 JAN ANON.: VOYENIZDAT — FOR THE READER IN 1976
1976 JAN ANON.: WITH THE HELP OF NETWORK PLANNING
1976 FEB ABRAMOV,A.: AT THE HEART'S BIDDING
1976 FEB ANON.: A WORD FROM OUR FRIENDS
1976 FEB ANON.: ALWAYS COMBAT READY
1976 FEB ANON.: ARTILLERY COMPETITION GOES ON
1976 FEB ANON.: COMMUNISTS FORWARD
1976 FEB ANON.: DAILY ROUTINE OF THE KANTEMIROVKA MEN
1976 FEB ANON.: FROM CONGRESS TO CONGRESS
1976 FEB ANON.: IN GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR
1976 FEB ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 FEB ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1976 FEB ANON.: TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE
1976 FEB ANON.: WE REPORT TO THE CONGRESS
1976 FEB ANON.: YEAR OF THE CONGRESS IS A YEAR OF EXCELLENT TRAINING
1976 FEB ANON.: 25TH CPSU CONGRESS
1976 FEB BALISTOVSKIY,L.: WE ARE IMPROVING COMBAT EXPERTISE
1976 FEB BESARAB,A.: IMENI V. I. LENIN (TODAY IN THE UL'YANOVSK GUARDS TANK)
1976 FEB CHEKUNOV,YU.: QUALITY IS MOST IMPORTANT
1976 FEB KIRYUKHIN,M.: HOW SUCCESS CAME
1976 FEB KISELEV,P.: TRAINER EXERCISE
1976 FEB KISELEV,P., SHILOV,A.: BROTHERHOOD IN CLASS AND IN ARMS
1976 FEB KONYUKHIN,M.: QUALITY IS MOST IMPORTANT
1976 FEB KOROLEV,D.: FIGHTERS OF THE IDEOLOGICAL FRONT
1976 FEB KOSEV,K.: ON PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALIST INTERNATIONALISM
1976 FEB KURLENINN.: PANORAMIC MINIATURE RANGE
1976 FEB LOVI,A.: FIRING FROM INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES
1976 FEB MAL'TSEV,O.: EXPERTISE PLUS COURAGE
1976 FEB MISHAYLOV,A.: BATTERY COMMANDERS COMPETE
1976 FEB MOSKALENKO,S.: LEADING FORCE
1976 FEB NOVIKOV,A.: TRUE TO THE CAUSE OF THE PARTY
1976 FEB OPILAT,V.: ACROSS MINE FIELDS
1976 FEB PIVOVAR,YU.: SURPRISE IN COMBAT
1976 FEB SARAYEV,A.: TARGET OWNED
1976 FEB SEDYKH,A.: COMMANDERS' MILESTONES
1976 FEB SHELTYGOV,A.: A WORDS SUMMONING TO BATTLE
1976 FEB SMETANIN,A.: YOU'LL GO INTO BATTLE AS A COMMUNIST
1976 FEB SVIDTSEV,O.: TANKERS ATTACK AT NIGHT (A TACTICAL PROBLEM)
1976 FEB TRISHIN,V.: AIR TARGETS DESTROYED
1976 FEB ZAYTSEV,M.: THEY ARE NOT BORN COMMANDERS
1976 FEB ZUYEVI.: BMD ENSURES MANEUVER (EXPERIENCE OF A BATTALION EXERCISE)
1976 MAR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 MAR AYDINYANA, A.: TAKE CARE OF EFFECTIVENESS AND SKILL A MONITORING TRAINING SESSION
1976 MAR BALYSHEV, YE.: COMPANY ATTACK FROM THE MARCH
1976 MAR BIRYUKOV, G.: ARTILLERY IN COMBATING TANKS
1976 MAR BLIZNYUK, I.: A COMMANDER'S AUTHORITY
1976 MAR BOLTENKO, I.: FIRING SKILLS FOR YOUNG SOLDIERS
1976 MAR BREATHE, A.: EACH SHOT - A BULLS-EYE
1976 MAR BRYNDIN, V.: FIRING BARRIERS FIRE
1976 MAR DEMIDOV, A.: GROUP EXERCISES AT NIGHT
1976 MAR GERASIMOV, I.: LIEUTENANTS BECOME EFFECTIVE
1976 MAR IBASHININA, I.: SMOKE SCREEN FROM A HELICOPTER
1976 MAR IgBAYOV, V.: LESSONS OF COURAGE
1976 MAR KABOANOV, V.: SAPPERS IN THE ENEMY'S REAR
1976 MAR KARPYEV, YE., KISINAS, YE.: A TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ARTILLERY BATTALION
1976 MAR KESSLER, G.: UNBREAKABLE SOLIDARITY
1976 MAR KHARENYAN, I.: LIEUTENANTS BECOME EFFECTIVE
1976 MAR KITSULA, I.: IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPEED UP THE DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIPMENT
1976 MAR KOBALT, N.: GAS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE DK-4
1976 MAR KOSTIN, S.: START OF THE TENTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN
1976 MAR KOTZLOV, A.: COMPETITION - AN IMAGINATIVE AFFAIR
1976 MAR KUMSHAYEV, B.: INFANTRY ANTIAIRCRAFT MENS ON THE PVO (AIR DEFENSE) TRAINING FIELD
1976 MAR LABICEV, B.: CALCULATING ONE'S STRENGTH
1976 MAR LABUTIN, P.: A COMPANY UNDERTOOK THE RESPONSIBILITY
1976 MAR LAKISOV, A., BONDARCHUK, V.: TO INCREASE FIRING EFFECTIVENESS
1976 MAR LEUBEDEV, A.: TIMELY AND ACCURATELY
1976 MAR LEVCHENKO, N.: FIELD TRAINING FOR REAR AREA SPECIALISTS
1976 MAR MALISOV, V.: COURSE ON QUALITY-COMBATTING DEFICIENCIES
1976 MAR MERIMSKY, V.: BMP IN COMBAT
1976 MAR MORDASM., BOYKO, V.: COMBAT DRILL EXERCISE AT NIGHT
1976 MAR OGLANOVA, YA., CHISTOV, B.: USING A TIME FUZE
1976 MAR PODKOPAYEV, YE.: INNOVATORS SUGGEST
1976 MAR PODOBE, I.: COMMANDER'S DECISION
1976 MAR POLYANSKI, A.: COMMANDER MARIYA
1976 MAR RADUGIN, M.: DAY-TO-DAY LIFE IN THE DEFENSE
1976 MAR SHEVCHUK, N.: SWIFTNESS AND IMPACT
1976 MAR SHIBURN'KO, A.: GENERAL PURPOSE WRENCH
1976 MAR SURKOV, E.: SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF A ZRK (AIR DEFENSE MISSILE COMPLEX) POSITION
1976 MAR TATARINOV, V.: PATH TO SUCCESS
1976 MAR TERENIN, V.: INCIDENTAL TRAINING
1976 MAR TSOI, V.: ON GUARD OVER CONSTRUCTIVE LABOR
1976 MAR TROV, YE.: SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS
1976 MAR VOLKOZGAOV, D.: FAILURE OF BOURGEOSI CONCEPTS ON THE CAUSES OF WAR
1976 MAR YAGUIN, V.: TO INCREASE THE SKILL OF LAUNCH CONTROL OFFICERS
1976 MAR YAROSHEVSKII, V.: BECONEING PROFICIENT IN THE ART OF ACCURATE FIRE
1976 APR ALYOKOV, V.: THERE ARE COMMUNICATIONS
1976 APR ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES)
1976 APR ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 APR ANON.: COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT TRAINING
1976 APR ANON.: IN GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR
1976 APR ANON.: IN THE LENINGRAD HIGHER ARTILLERY SCHOOL
1976 APR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 APR ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1976 APR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 1)
1976 APR ANON.: TACTICAL PROBLEM (TACTICS)
1976 APR AZOVTSEV,N.COL.DHS.PROF.: LENINIST IDEAS FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATING SOVIET SOLDIERS
1976 APR DOROKHOV,YU.LC.: CONCERNS OF AN ARTILLERY BATTALION COMMANDER (PVO)
1976 APR GONCHAROV,N.GEN.MAJ.: A COMMUNIST'S HIGH DUTY
1976 APR GRANKIN,V.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS.: ESTIMATE OF THE SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE SITUATION (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
1976 APR GRINKEVICH,D.GEN.COL.COS.GSFG.: CONTROL OF TROOPS AT THE LEVEL OF MODERN DEMANDS
1976 APR GUDYMENKO,B.LC., VORONOVM,M.JA.: COMMANDERS WORK OVER THE RADIO
1976 APR IGNATYUK,YU.GDS.MAJ.: FIGHT FOR SECONDS
1976 APR ISAYEV,V.LC.: THEORY OF PROBABILITY IN WEAPONS PRACTICE
1976 APR IVANOVV.COL.: IMPROVE TEACHING METHODS
1976 APR KARPENKO,V.ENGR.CAPT.: FIELD COMPUTERS OF NATO ARMIES
1976 APR KLIPEL',V.MAJ.RES.: SEARCH
1976 APR KOLOSKOV,YU.COL.CMS.: ARTILLERY IN THE BREAKTHROUGH OF FORTIFIED AREAS
1976 APR KORNEYEVL.CHS.: ARMY OF ISRAEL, TOOL OF AGGRESSION
1976 APR KRASNIKOV,V.LC., TITOV,L.MAJ.: A MARCH OVER BAD ROADS (ENGINEER SUPPORT)
1976 APR KUDRYASHOV.V.GDS.MAJ., OKANIN,V.GDS.CAPT.: REPETITION OF EXPERIENCE
1976 APR LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL.ARTY.: ANTI-AIR DEFENSE AND THE COMBINED-ARMS COMMANDER
1976 APR MOLOKOYEDOV.S.GEN.COL.: BASIS FOR SUCCESS IS IN PLANNING
1976 APR MOSTOVOYS.GDS.LC.: COMPETITIVENESS ENSURES SUCCESS
1976 APR PAVLOVSKIY,I.GEN.ARMY.HSU.: A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS
1976 APR PERSIKOV,A.LT.: AFTER THE EXERCISE (TACTICS)
1976 APR POLOKHOV,M.GEN.LT.: RESOLUTELY FIGHT STEREOTYPES (TACTICS)
1976 APR RAZUVAYEV,N.COL.: FROM EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING HEAT ENGINE OPERATORS
1976 APR SALIKOV,K.SR.LT.: COMMANDER AND DISCIPLINARY PRACTICE
1976 APR SHAMANSKIY,V.LC.: THUS WE TRAIN OFFICER CANDIDATES
1976 APR SHEVCHENKO,A.GEN.LT.CMS.HSU.: PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS)
1976 APR SHUBINB.COL.: FLAMETHROWER AND INCENDIARY WEAPONS (REVIEW OF A.V. BABUSHKIN'S BOOK)
1976 APR SIDOROV,M.GEN.LT.ARTY.: COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RECONNAISSANCE DATA IN THE ARTILLERY BATTALION
1976 APR SOKOLOV,E.MAJ.TECH.SVC., SERGEYEV,V.ENGR.SR.LT.: TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM TROOP EXPERIENCE)
1976 APR SOLOV'YEV,A.COL.: AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SPRING (REVIEW OF OSHURKOV AND GLUSHCHETS BOOK)
1976 APR STEPANOV,R.ENGR.GEN.MAJ.: IMPROVE ENGINEER TRAINING
1976 APR YEPIFANOV,I.LC.: ON THE MATTER OF SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE
1976 APR YUKHRIJEVKO,V.GDS.CAPT.: QUALITY OF TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1976 APR ZAVGORODNIY,V.GDS.CAPT.: PUBLICITY
1976 APR ZYRYANOVA.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS.: NEW DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE USSR ARMED FORCES
1976 MAY ANON.: AND THEY WERE FIRST TO ACCEPT BATTLE
1976 MAY ANON.: CHECK YOUR ANSWERS (EDUCATION AND TRAINING)
1976 MAY ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 MAY ANON.: FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS
1976 MAY ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (TANK XM-1, IRISH BT TIMONI, STINGER)
1976 MAY ANON.: HIGH QUALITY FOR COMMUNICATIONS
1976 MAY ANON.: INCREASE THE COHESIVENESS OF SMALL PODRAZDELENIYE
1976 MAY ANON.: METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSING THE ENEMY (POLISH ARTICLE ON)
1976 MAY ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 MAY ANON.: PREPARE THOROUGHLY, FIRE EXCELLENTLY
1976 MAY ANON.: PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 1)
1976 MAY ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1976 MAY ANON.: SNIPERS OF THE AIRWAVES
1976 MAY ANON.: VOYENNY VESTNIK QUESTIONNAIRE
1976 MAY ANON.: YOU ASK AND WE ANSWER
1976 MAY BAKHTIN, N.GDS.MAJ.: COMBAT FIRE OF A PLATOON IN A BMD (AIR DESANT)
1976 MAY BASHKIROV, I.COL.CMS.: ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNNER PAVEL MOROZOV
1976 MAY BELOVM, COL.DMS.PROF., KORYAKIN, YU.LC.CMS., OPILAT, V.LC.: REMOTE MINELAYING (SCATTERABLE MINES)
1976 MAY CHUMARINS.: FIRST ORDER
1976 MAY DYNIN, I.COL.: ARE THESE ERRORS ACCIDENTAL
1976 MAY FEDOTOV, V.GEN.MAJ.RES.HSU.: RAID
1976 MAY GERASIMOV, M.MAJ.RES.HSU.: EXACTLY AT FIVE
1976 MAY GRABOVOYI, COL.CMS.DOTS.: BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFEYEV AND SHAMSUKHOV'S ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION)
1976 MAY GUDYMENKO, B.LC.: PLATOON IN A TACTICAL PROBLEM
1976 MAY IL'YEVSKIY, B.LC.: IMPROVE PREPARATION FOR FIRING
1976 MAY IVANIN, A.COL.: PLATOON NIGHT ATTACK
1976 MAY IVANOV, E.COL.: ON RECONNAISSANCE (TACTICS)
1976 MAY KHARCHUK, B.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS.: TEACH, BUT DON'T SUBSTITUTE
1976 MAY KIRIN, I.COL.: IN THE FLANK AND REAR
1976 MAY KOVAL', M.MAJ.: COMPETITION IN THE PLATOON
1976 MAY KOVALENKO, A.COL.: IMPROVING SKILLS IN ORIENTATION
1976 MAY KOVALENKO, L.T.: WITH A TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR IN THE MOUNTAINS
1976 MAY KUDINOVA, M.MAJ.: AT THE ZSU-23 FIRING POSITION (PVO)
1976 MAY KURLENIN, N.LC.RES.: FOR REMOTE DETONATION OF MEANS OF SIMULATION
1976 MAY LUKASHOV, V.CAPT.: TO ENSURE TARGET DESTRUCTION (PVO)
1976 MAY LUNEV, V.SR.LT.: TRAINING PROBLEM WITH A TELEPHONE PLATOON
1976 MAY LUTSENKO, G.MSL.ARTY., MICHAYLOVA, M.GER.MAJ.: NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN DEVIATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE
1976 MAY MATVEYEV, S.COL.: AGAINST A DIVING TARGET (PVO)
1976 MAY MIRANOVICH, G.CAPT.: CONCERN FOR THE JUNIOR COMMANDER
1976 MAY MOGUTOV, V.COL.: THE PARTY UNDER CONDITIONS OF WELL-DEVELOPED SOCIALISM
1976 MAY NEKHOROSHEV, S.LC.: WHEN FRIENDLY AND ENEMY AIRCRAFT ARE IN THE AIR (PVO)
1976 MAY NILOGOV, Y.E.LT.: OPERATOR TRAINING (PVO)
1976 MAY PAVLOV, Y.LC.: ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE)
1976 MAY PEREDEL'SKIY, G.MSL.ARTY.: TACTICAL TRAINING OF MISSILE AND ARTILLERY MEN
1976 MAY PLOTNITSKIY, A.COL.: UNDER CONDITIONS CLOSE TO COMBAT (PVO)
1976 MAY POPOV, P.CAPT.: PREPARE EQUIPMENT WELL, SAVE SECONDS (PVO)
1976 MAY PROKHOROV, W.COL.RES.: HELPING THE INFANTRY
1976 MAY SAMOYLENKO, V.SR.LT.: AGAINST TANKS AND HELICOPTERS (PVO)
1976 MAY SAVLYAK, V.CAPT.: WE DO IT THIS WAY (PVO)
1976 MAY SEIDKH, A.LC.: REACH EACH PERSON
1976 MAY SHKURDALOV, Y.E.COL.RES.HSU.: IN FIGHTING FOR ZNAMENKA
1976 MAY SIRENKO, N.CAPT.: COMPLEX PROBLEM
1976 MAY SMIRNOV, V.COL.: TANKERS PERFORM RECONNAISSANCE
1976 MAY STEPANOV, V.LT., RUDENKO, L.PRAPOSHCHIK.: AT THE PATH'S BEGINNING
1976 MAY TERESHIN, G.SR.LT.: TRAINING OBSERVERS (PVO)
1976 MAY TSYGANCHUK, P.GEN.MAJ.: HIGH STAFF CULTURE IS A GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS IN TROOP CONTROL
1976 MAY TSYGANCHUK, V.LT.: WE TRAIN GUN COMMANDERS
1976 MAY VLASOV, A.GDS.SR.LT.: TO LONG RANGES
1976 MAY YEFIMOV, V.COL.HSU.: COMBAT ENGINEERS IN STREET FIGHTING
1976 MAY ZATOLOCHNYY, M.MAJ.: COMBAT ENGINEERS IN STREET FIGHTING
1976 MAY TSYGANCHUK, P.GEN.MAJ.: HIGH STAFF CULTURE IS A GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS IN TROOP CONTROL
1976 MAY TSYGANCHUK, V.LT.: WE TRAIN GUN COMMANDERS
1976 MAY VLASOV, A.GDS.SR.LT.: TO LONG RANGES
1976 MAY YEFIMOV, V.COL.HSU.: COMBAT ENGINEERS IN STREET FIGHTING
1976 MAY ZATOLOCHNYY, M.MAJ.: COMPE...
1976 JUN ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO SECOND SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1976 JUN ANON.: MILITARY TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE OFFICER (LEAD ARTICLE)
1976 JUN ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2)
1976 AUG ANON.: PROBLEMS ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 2)
1976 JUN ANON.: TRAINING TO EVALUATE THE RADIATION SITUATION
1976 JUN ANON.: MILITARY TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE OFFICER (LEAD ARTICLE)
1976 SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2)
1976 JUN BESSARABA, ENGR. COL. RES.: HIGH EFFICIENCY FOR DRIVING CLASSES
1976 JUN BORCHENKO, N. COL. CHS. DOTS.: FEEDBACK (MILITARY SCHOOLS)
1976 JUN BORISHENKO, L. COL.: FIRE SYSTEM OF THE TANK COMPANY IN THE DEFENSE
1976 JUN BULYZHIN, S. COL.: PREPARATION FIRE OF THE ANTIAIRCRAFT POPOZDELENIYE
1976 JUN DEGTEV, L. CAPT.: HOW PREPARATIONS WERE MADE FOR THE OFFENSIVE
1976 JUN DYNIN, I. COL.: A WORD BEFORE COMBAT
1976 JUN GOLUBEV, L. COL.: CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE)
1976 JUN GORSHKOV, A. GD. S. LC.: SIGNALMEN IN FIELD EXERCISES
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KRASHCHENKO, V. LT.: DETERMINING THE GUN CORRECTIONS (155-MM ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN LEVYKIN, V. COL.: FIELD FORTIFICATIONS IN THE ARAB-ISRAELI WAR
1976 JUN LYZLOV, V. COL.: AT MAXIMUM RANGE—WITH ONE SHOT
1976 JUN MAR'YASOV, V. COL.: SPECIAL TACTICAL TRAINING (CHEMICAL DEFENSE)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 JUN KIKISHEV, N. CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1976 JUN KLOCHKO, P. CAPT. RES.: ON A HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA
1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
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1976 JUN KOROLEV, Y. E. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS.: UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS)
1976 JUL BRZHEZINSKY, A.LC. RES.: THE BATTALION ARRIVED AT BERLIN
1976 JUL BULAT, N. ENGR. LC.: THE FORMAT OF THE TABLES HAS BEEN CHANGED
1976 JUL BULATOV, A. COL. POLYAKOV, I. COL.: AIR DEFENSE IN A BATTALION
1976 JUL CHERNOUSSKO, L. ENGR. C1. RES.: DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST)
1976 JUL IKISHCHEV, N. CAPT.: A BATTALION COMMANDER CONDUCTS AN EXERCISE
1976 JUL KIRILIN, S. ENGR. COL. CTS., NOVIKOVS, P. ENGR. C2.: TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1976 JUL KISELEV, P. ENGR. LC., SHILOV, A. LC.: TRAINING CHEMICAL OBSERVERS
1976 JUL KLYUYEVA, GEN. MAJ.: IN THE INTERESTS OF FIELD TRAINING
1976 JUL KOL'TSOV, A. LC.: REGULATION REQUIREMENTS ARE AT THE BASIS OF TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION
1976 JUL MAL'TSEVN, COL. CHS. DOTS.: THE CPSU-THE PARTY OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNISM
1976 JUL MOROZOV, S. CAPT.: A COMMUNICATIONS CLASS WITH MOTORIZED RIFLE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL ORISHCHENKO, A. GDS. MAJ.: THE INSTRUCTIONAL SKILL OF A PLATOON COMMANDER
1976 JUL PLOTINSKY, A.: SAFETY MEASURES WHILE FIRING
1976 JUL RUDAKOV, B. COL.: INCREASING THE SKILL OF ARTILLERYMEN
1976 JUL SAPOZHINSKY, V. COL.: PLANNING AN ARTILLERY BATTALION'S MOVE IN THE MOUNTAINS
1976 JUL SILENKO, L. COL.: THROUGH BARRIERS AND OBSTRUCTIONS
1976 JUL AKIMOV, I. GDS. LC., DVORYANCHIKOV, A. GDS. LC.: TRAINING INITIATIVE
1976 AUG ANON.: A POWERFUL IMPULSE (REVIEW OF LETTERS)
1976 AUG ANON.: ARTILLERY-FIRE EXAMINATION (FIFTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1976 AUG ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (FRG LT RECON VEHICLE 'LUKS', FRG REGULATIONS)
1976 AUG ANON.: MILITARY ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
1976 AUG ANON.: NEWSBOOKS
1976 AUG ANON.: PROBLEM Number 4
1976 AUG ANON.: RADIO ELECTRONIC COMBAT
1976 AUG ANON.: ARTILLERY-FIRE EXAMINATION (ANSWERS TO THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
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QUALITY IN THE FOREGROUND

MOST IMPORTANT IS PERSISTENCE

IN FRATERNAL UNITY

GROUP EXERCISE WITH OFFICERS

SHORT TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH COMPANY AND BATTERY COMMANDERS

URGENT TASKS IN TRAINING OFFICER CADRES

GREATER INDEPENDENCE FOR COMMANDERS

PATH TO TACTICAL COHESIVENESS

ALONGSIDE AND TOGETHER WITH THE SOLDIER

FOR QUALITY OF WEAPONS TRAINING

ON THE MAIN AXIS

IN FIELD PRACTICE

IMPROVE TRAINING OF SERGEANTS

TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY

OFFICER-CANDIDATE AND MILITARY SCIENCE WORK

WITH THE FIRST STEP

THEORY OF ERRORS AND FIRING PRACTICE

SURPRISE, KEY TO VICTORY (TACTICS)

ACCOMPLISH COMBAT MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY

FRIENDSHIP OF NATIONS OF THE USSR IS A POWERFUL FORCE OF SOVIET SOCIETY

EFFICIENCY IN TROOP CONTROL (TACTICS)

BY SWORD AND DOLLAR (REVIEW T.K. BELASHCHENKO'S USA: 200 YEARS — 200 WARS)

IN A RIVER OUTPOST (ENGINEER PONTOON TROOPS)

CONCERN AND ATTENTION FOR YOUNG OFFICERS

STRENGTH OF PERSONAL EXAMPLE

MAKE SKILLED ASSAULT CROSSINGS OF WATER OBSTACLES

STRONG ARMOR, HEAVY AND ACCURATE FIRE

TACTICAL AIRBORNE LANDINGS (DESANT, HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY)

TIME GRAPH FOR FIRE PREPARATION (GEN.LT.ANASHKIN) 122-4M D-30

WAYS FOR INTENSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS

WITH DUE REGARD FOR CONTEMPORARY DEMANDS

WE INCREASE RESULTS

A USEFUL TEXTBOOK (I.A. BUBNOV'S MILITARY TOPOGRAPHY)

FIRE CONTROL EXERCISE

DETERMINING INSTRUMENT ERROR OF A COMPASS

EMPLOYMENT OF TACTICAL AVIATION (BASED ON FOREIGN PRESS)

COMPETITION MULTIPLIES FORCES

FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

A MEETING ENGAGEMENT IN THE DESERT

TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO A BATTALION ON THE MARCH

FOR RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS

PRACTICE TRAINING SESSIONS WITH BATTERY COMMANDERS

SCIENCE AT THE PENTAGON'S SERVICE

NUCLEAR BURST SIMULATORS
1976 SEP KOBZAR', A. GEN. MAJ. ARTY., RAZUVAYEV, A. COL.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1976 SEP KOKAREV, G. MAJ.: MEN IN TANK HELMETS (PHOTOS)
1976 SEP KOLBIN, V. ENGR. LC.: HOW TO FORECAST FAILURES OF MODULATOR TUBES
1976 SEP KONONOV, I. COL.: IN A RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
1976 SEP KREPAVIN, Yu. LC., SHAFER, S. LC.: FOR CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS
1976 SEP LASHCHENKO, P. GEN. ARMY. HSU.: FORMATION OF THE MILITARY COLLECTIVE
1976 SEP MININ, R. COL. RES.: WITH A SNIPER RIFLE (ADVICE ON TRAINING SNIPERS)
1976 SEP PASECHNIKOVA, L. LT.: PLATOON TRAINING IN RIVER RECONNAISSANCE
1976 SEP PARFILOV, Yu. COL.: ENGINEER SUPPORT TO A BREAKTHROUGH OF DEFENSES
1976 SEP KREPOSHEV, I. GEN. MAJ.: HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR PRACTICE FIRING
1976 SEP KONONOV, I. COL.: IN A RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
1976 SEP KOLBINEV, E. LC.: HOW TO FORECAST FAILURES OF MODULATOR TUBES
1976 SEP KRAPIVIN, YU. LC., SHAFERS, L. LC.: FOR CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS
1976 SEP POPOVICH, S. LT.: KOMSOMOL COMMITTEE IN AN EXERCISE
1976 SEP SAVEL'YEV, A. COL.: IN A RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
1976 SEP SHKRUDNEV, D. GEN. LT.: EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL
1976 SEP SHUTOV, G.: TROOP EXERCISE SEVER
1976 SEP SMIRNOV, V. COL.: STREET WITH HIS NAME
1976 SEP SPITSYN, A. LC.: RESTORATION OF CONTROL IN COMBAT
1976 SEP STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS.. NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTS.: FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF TELEVISION IN TRAINING
1976 SEP TSYBAYEV, M. ENGR. LC.. RUZIN, N. COL. RES.: PROBLEM TRAINING IN SCHOOL
1976 OCT ABRAMOV, V. LC.: NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE
1976 OCT ANASHKIN, I. GEN. LT. ARTY.: JOINTLY SOLVING A PROBLEM
1976 OCT ANON.: ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 6 (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1976 OCT ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS 5TH SERIES
1976 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 2, ISSUE 6)
1976 OCT ANON.: FOR THE SOVIET UKRAINE
1976 OCT ANON.: IMPROVING NIGHT TRAINING
1976 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (US BMP XM-723, FRENCH ARMORED VEHICLES)
1976 OCT ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 OCT ANON.: TRAINING IN ESTIMATING RADIATION SITUATION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 6)
1976 OCT ANON.: 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE POLISH FORCES, DEFENSE AT NIGHT
1976 OCT ANON.: 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY, ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES
1976 OCT ARISTARKHOV, Yu. ENGR. AMJ.: IN ORDER TO DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A. ENGR. LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 OCT BABKIN, N. LC.: UNBREAKABLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND PEOPLE
1976 OCT BEOLOVANENKO, M. COL. RES. HSU.: SKILL AND COURAGE OF SIGNALMEN
1976 OCT BORISOV, Yu. LC., RODCHENOK, L. LC. RES.: A RANGE-FINDER FOR A RIFLE RANGE
1976 OCT DEMCHUK, V. LC.: WORKING WITH EACH ONE
1976 OCT PEFOTOV, V. GEN. MAJ. RES. HSU.: BATTLE FOR A BRIDGEHEAD
1976 OCT GADALIN, B. LC.: WHAT EFFECT DID THE COMMANDER COUNT ON (TACTICS)
1976 OCT GRAMMKOV, A. LC.: A BATTALION FORCES A WATER BARRIER
1976 OCT GRISHIN, V. COL.: FIRING EFFECTIVENESS (PROBABILITY OF DESTRUCTION)
1976 OCT GUBARENKO, V. CAPT.: A METHOD FOR INDEPENDENT WORK
1976 OCT KRAYNOV, A. GEN. MAJ. HSU.: LET US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY
1976 OCT KUKUSHIN, P. GEN. MAJ.: IN THE INTERESTS OF SERVICE
1976 OCT LIMNO, K. COL.: HOW SHOULD A MOBILE OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT OPERATE
1976 OCT NOVOSEL'TSEVV, L. LC. RES.: ASSAULT LANDING OBSTACLES (MINES)
1976 OCT OLEYANIK, A. GDS. LT.: SERVICE IS A TEST
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1976 OCT OTLIVANCHIK, YE. GDS. COL.: STICK COMMANDER'S ACTIONS
1976 OCT PAVLOV, S. GEN. COL. TECH. TRPS.: CHEMICAL SUPPORT FOR PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT OPERATIONS
1976 OCT PREDOBRAZHENSKYI, V. MAJ.: PREPARING A RECONNAISSANCE PODRAZDELENIYE
1976 OCT RYB'YAKOV, W. GEN. LT.: COMBINATIONS DURING TACTICAL CLASSES AND EXERCISES
1976 OCT SAVINOV, A. SR. LT., ZAKHARENKO, N. SR. LT.: FROM EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING SERGEANTS
1976 OCT SOROBEDYAN, V. MAJ.: WE ARE HOLDING ON TO THE LEADING PLACE
1976 OCT SOROKIN, I. COL.: CLASSES WITH ARTILLERY WARRANT OFFICERS
1976 OCT TARAN, I. COL., CHERNOV, YE. LC.: LIAISON COMMUNICATIONS (RADIONETS)
1976 OCT VIACHENSYA, V. CAPT.: SUPPORTING MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN
1976 OCT ZHAROV, V. COL.: ARTILLERY OF FOREIGN ARMIES (BASED ON THE FOREIGN PRESS)
1976 OCT ZYRANOV, A. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS.: KNOW AND FOLLOW REGULATIONS
1976 NOV ANON.: AAA MEN AT THE RANGE
1976 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 NOV ANON.: IMPROVE OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES TRAINING
1976 NOV ANON.: MISSILE TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY
1976 NOV ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 NOV ANON.: ON RESULTS OF SOLUTIONS TO CONTEST PROBLEMS
1976 NOV ANON.: POLISH ARMY JOURNAL 'PRZEGLAD WOJSK LADOWYCH' IS OUR GUEST
1976 NOV ANON.: SUCCESSORS TO GRAND TRADITIONS
1976 NOV ANON.: PENETRATION AND THE SHIELD
1976 NOV BELOKUR, M. COL.: SOME QUESTIONS OF SHORT BASE REGISTRATION
1976 NOV BORISOV, M. COL.: PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT FOR SERGEANTS
1976 NOV DALY, MAJ.: GUARDING THE REVOLUTION
1976 NOV DOLODONOV, S. COL.: RADIATION AND CHEMICAL SURVEY IN THE DEFENSE
1976 NOV FEDOTENKOV, I. COL.: PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION OF THE SOLDIER
1976 NOV FEDOTENKOV, I. COL.: PSU PRINCIPLES AND OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES TRAINING
1976 NOV LAPSHIN, V. MAJ.: CONTROL PROBLEM IN PROTECTION
1976 NOV LATYSH, V. MAJ.: CONTROL PROBLEM IN PROTECTION
1976 NOV LOKTEN, G. LC.: PROBLEM METHOD, TACTICAL DRILL
1976 NOV LYZLOV, V. COL.: AT THE LEVEL OF CONTEMPORARY TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES
1976 NOV MARTYNOV, B. CAPT.: FOR CHECKING THE ZERO LINE OF SIGHT
1976 NOV MASTERKOV, S. MAJ.: WITHOUT CLOSING UP A COMBAT FORMATION
1976 NOV MILOVTSOV, V. LC.: AND PRESCRIBED RELATIONSHIPS
1976 NOV MOYZHENKO, N. COL. CMS. DOTS.: BY THE COMPLEX PROBLEM METHOD
1976 NOV PALTSEV, IY. CAPT.: INCREASE THE ROLE OF PRIMARY PARTY ORGANIZATIONS
1976 NOV PANASYUK, S. GDS. MAJ.: STRUGGLE FOR SECONDS. QUALITY, EXPERTISE
1976 NOV POLYAKOV, A. SR. LT.: SMALL TITLE, HIGH RESPONSIBILITY
1976 NOV POPOVRIN, V. MAJ.: CONTROL AND THE TIME FACTOR
1976 NOV RYAZANTSEV, M. COL.: COMMANDER AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES WORK
1976 NOV SEMENOV, N. GDS. CAPT.: OVER DIFFICULT BARRIERS
1976 NOV SHALOV, I. COL.: THREE DAYS IN THE LIFE OF AN AAA BATTERY
1976 NOV SHCHEKOVICHIN, P. COL.: INDOCTRINATE EACH ONE
1976 NOV SKORODUMOV, I.GEN.COL.TK.TRPS.: BOTH TRAIN AND ANALYZE
1976 NOV SKROBOV, YA.GNE.LT. ARTY.RES.: A FORTUNATE GUESS
1976 NOV SOLOMENKO, I.ENGR.COL., IVANOVA, A.ENGR.COL.RES., SIDENKO, P.MAJ.: SERVICING DAY
1976 NOV SVETIKOV, V.LT.: WHEN I SOUNDS DIFFERENT
1976 NOV SYRGIEWICZ, R.COL.: THEIR NAMES ARE CONNECTED WITH THE GREAT OCTOBER
1976 NOV TARASOV, A.COL., KUTEPOV, V.LC.: SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES
1976 NOV TROKHACHEV, N.COL.: UNREMITTING ATTENTION TO POLITICAL CLASSES
1976 NOV TUMANOV, V.LC.: SKILLS IN ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT
1976 NOV URBANSKIM, GEN.BRIGADE.: POLISH ARMY 'FIELD ACADEMY'
1976 NOV VITKOVSKYI, A.MAJ.: IN THE DIVISION IMENI HEROES OF THE SOVIET ARMY
1976 NOV YAKOVLEV, K.COL.RES.: EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE FIELD
1976 NOV ZINCHENKO, N.CAPT.: TANK PLATOON IN THE ATTACK
1976 DEC ABRAMTSEV, B.GE.MAJ.TECH.TRPS.: USE OF SMOKE IN THE OFFENSIVE
1976 DEC ANDRONOV, IONA.: ROADS OF WAR
1976 DEC ANON.: FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR TROOP PRACTICE
1976 DEC ANON.: OUTSTANDING PARTY AND STATE FIGURE (L.I. BREZHnev)
1976 DEC ANON.: SOME QUESTIONS OF BATTERY FIRE
1976 DEC ANON.: SUMMING UP
1976 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8)
1976 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8)
1976 DEC ANON.: FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR TROOP PRACTICE
1976 DEC BODDANOV, S.LT.: FOR A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
1976 DEC BONDARENKO, A.COL.: FIRE PREPARATION TIMETABLE
1976 DEC BURDUKOV, A.SR.LT.: RELIANCE ON SERGEANTS
1976 DEC CHEREDNICHENKO, V.COL.: CLOSE-RANGE CONCENTRATED FIRE
1976 DEC DOROKHIN, G.LC.: FOR THE PRACTICE OF COMBAT TRAINING
1976 DEC DROZHDIN, V.ENGR.MAJ.: TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1976 DEC DYNNIN, I.COL.: LOYALTY TO TRADITIONS
1976 DEC GALANOV, N.CAPT.: COMPETITION MULTIPLIES SUCCESSES
1976 DEC GORBACHEV, V.ENGR.GEN.MAJ.: THEY TRAIN FOR COMBAT IN THE FIELD
1976 DEC GOSHKO, V.LC.: RESERVE OF STRENGTH
1976 DEC IVANOVA, V.COL.: SO AS NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES
1976 DEC KAZARNOVSKYI, YU.GEN.MAJ., RUBTSOV, P.COL.: PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT FORMATIONS
1976 DEC KIRYUKHIN, M.COL.: ANTI AIRCRAFT GUNNERS IN A FIGHT FOR THE LEAD
1976 DEC KLIMOVICH, YE.ENGR.MAJ.: ECCR FOR RADARS
1976 DEC KLYACHIN, I.COL.: ON THE TRUE PATH
1976 DEC KOCHUKOV, A.LC.: A THIRD CHOICE WAS NOT GIVEN
1976 DEC LABAN, BRATISLAV.COL.: YEARS OF STRUGGLE AND VICTORIES (YUGOSLAVIA)
1976 DEC LINANTSEV, M.MAJ.: WITH FIELD FIRING
1976 DEC MOVCHAN, V.MAJ.: RECONNOITERING AN ICE CROSSING
1976 DEC OCHKIN, A.MAJ.: BY ALL FORMS
1976 DEC OGLANOV, YA.COL., KOHEREV, V.ENGR.MAJ.: INCREASE ACCURACY OF ROCKET ARTILLERY FIRE
1976 DEC OREKHOV, B.COL.: LENINIST FOREIGN POLICY COURSE OF THE CPSU
1976 DEC OREKHOV, V.LC., BARSUKOV, A.COL.: INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR OFFICERS
1977 JAN SOROKIN, A. LC., BAKS. M. SR. LT.: UNDER JAMMING CONDITIONS
1977 JAN STULETNEV, YU. LT.: CHECKING REFLECTION
1977 JAN UTKIN, B. GEN. LT.: THE FOUNDATION OF SERVICE IS DISCIPLINE
1977 JAN VASYAGIN, S. GEN. ARMY.: HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK
1977 JAN VOLODCHENKO, V. ENGR. LC.: AN ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A TAPE RECORDER
1977 JAN YEFIMOVI, I. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS., MEL’NIKENKO, A. COL.: TODAY IS A MILITARY DAY FOR STUDENTS
1977 JAN YEPIFANOV, I. LC. CMS.: STABILITY OF ARTILLERY CONTROL POINTS
1977 JAN YERSHKOV, V. LC.: PLATOON IN MOVEMENT SECURITY (TACTICAL DRILL)
1977 JAN ZABABURIN, V. GDS. COL.: AKTIV’S WORK DURING GUARD DUTY
1977 JAN ABYSOVYU. MAJ.: EXERCISE WITH A UNIFORM DECONTAMINATION COMPANY
1977 JAN AYDINYAN, A. COL., SHADRIN, V. LC.: IN PASSING THROUGH AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
1977 JAN ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 JAN ANON.: FRIEND AND ADVISOR
1977 JAN ANON.: ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND TROOP EDUCATION)
1977 JAN BARANCHUK, I. LC. RES.: ELECTRIFIED BOARD
1977 JAN BONDARENKO, G. GDS. MAJ.: REPELLING AN AIRBORNE ATTACK
1977 JAN DEMCHUK, V. LC.: INDIVIDUAL WORK LOG
1977 JAN DEMENT’YEV, V. GEN. LT.: PARTY ORGANIZATIONS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR MILITARY DISCIPLINE
1977 JAN FROLOV, B. SR. LT.: MORE ATTENTION TO SPECIAL TRAINING
1977 JAN GAOLYEV, N. LC.: MARINE COMPANY ON THE OFFENSIVE
1977 JAN GOROSHCHENKO, G. CAPT.: EFFECTIVENESS IS THE MOTTO OF EVERY EXERCISE
1977 JAN GOVOROV, V. GDS. COL.: ALLOY OF YOUTH AND EXPERIENCE
1977 JAN KIKESHEVN, C. CAPT.: WHEN COORDINATED ACTION IS ONLY DESIGNATED
1977 JAN KIRILYUKA, M. MAJ.: WE STUDY THE TECHNOLOGY, AND ACQUIRE SKILL
1977 JAN KNECH, G. COL. NNA. GDR.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN THE ARMY OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
1977 JAN KOCHEKTOV, A. LC. RES.: TULA’S MILITARY EXPLOIT
1977 JAN KULIK, N. CAPT.: EXERCISES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MOTORIZED RIFLE CADETS
1977 JAN KUZNETSOV, V. LC.: FIRE SYSTEM IN THE DEFENSE OF A BATTALION
1977 JAN LAPYGIN, N. GEN. LT. TK. TRPS.: TANK DRIVING – A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKY’S BOOK TANK DRIVING)
1977 JAN LATUSH, S. SR. LT.: TACTICS OR PARADE PRECISION
1977 JAN LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY.: OFFICER COMBAT TRAINING (AIR DEFENSE)
1977 JAN KRYLOV, V. GDS. LC.: DEMONSTRATION CLASS FOR COMPANY COMMANDERS
1977 JAN KOCHETKOVA, L. LC.: TULA’S MILITARY EXPLOIT
1977 JAN KOCHETKOV, A. LC. RES.: TULA’S MILITARY EXPLOIT
1977 MAR YEFIMOV, G. COL.: FEATURES OF COMBAT IN A CITY (TACTICS WW II EXPERIENCE)
1977 MAR ZHAVORONKOV, G. LC., TKACHEV, V. LC.: TROOP PROTECTION IN DEFENDING A BEACH
1977 APR AGARKOV, G. CAPT.: THE PARTY COMMITTEE AND OFFICER CLASS RATINGS
1977 APR ANON.: CALENDAR OF 1917 (NOT TRANSLATED)
1977 APR ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 APR ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5)
1977 APR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 APR ANON.: NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES DAY, 10 APRIL
1977 APR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 APR ANON.: RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY DISTRICT, TECHNICAL TRAINING
1977 APR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 APR ANON.: COMMANDER AND COMPETITION
1977 APR ANON.: TRAINING FILM, CLASS OR ENTERTAINMENT?
1977 APR ANON.: TRAIN YOURSELF? (TACTICAL PROBLEM)
1977 APR BASKALOV, YU. COL.: CROWN OF FIELD TRAINING (TACTICS)
1977 APR BOGDANOV, N.: WE ARE STRONG WITH LENIN'S TRUTH
1977 APR CHIRTSOV, V. ENGR. CAPT.: NORMS WITH A HIGH MARK
1977 APR DREGVAL', V. CAPT.: AIRBORNE COMPANY SEIZES AN OBJECTIVE IN THE MOUNTAINS
1977 APR DYVIN, I. COL.: MOST DIFFICULT BATTLE
1977 APR FEDOTENKO, V. LC.: RADIO DIRECTION-FINDING MODE OF SOUNDING
1977 APR FERNANDEZ, R. GEN. CUBA.: IN A SPIRIT OF REVOLUTIONARY VIGILANCE
1977 APR GAVRISH, V. GDS. LC.: VOLKOV, O.: IN CARRIERS NEAR AND FAR
1977 APR GERASIMOV, I. GEN. COL.: IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF TROOP COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
1977 APR GORIN, A. LC.: POSITION CAMOUFLAGE (MASKIROVKA)
1977 APR GRANKIN, V. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. DMS. PROF.: ELECTRONIC WARFARE
1977 APR IGNATOVICH, YE. COL. RES.: ON THE APPROACHES TO SEVASTOPOL' (DEFENSE)
1977 APR IZMAYLOV, V. COL. CHS.: ACCORDING TO BEHESTS OF THE GREAT LEADER
1977 APR KALININ, V. COL., S'YEDIN, S. ENGR. LC. CTS.: SPECIALISTS CAN BE TRAINED FASTER
1977 APR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 APR KISELEVICH, S. LT.: ARTILLERY BATTALION LONG-DISTANCE MARCH
1977 APR KOROLEV, YU. COL. CMS. DOTS.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICAL COVER AND DECEPTION (MASKIROVKA)
1977 APR KUTSENKO, B. GEN. LT. ARTY.: WITH THE FIRST MISSILE OR FIRST BURST
1977 APR LOVI, A. COL., GORDEYENKO, I. LC.: FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE
1977 APR METELKIN, V. COL. RES.: IN A CREATIVE SEARCH (MET BULLETINS, HELICOPTERS)
1977 APR MODUTOV, V. COL. RES.: PRINCIPLES AND PATHS OF PARTY DEVELOPMENT
1977 APR NIKOLYUK, A. COL.: SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY FIRING COMPOUND
1977 APR PAVLOV, B. COL. RES.: EXPLOIT OF A MACHINEGUNNER (DEFENSE)
1977 APR PAVLOV, P. LT.: FOR RECEIPT OF TRAINING TEXTS
1977 APR PROSKURIN, I. COL.: IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1977 APR RUDAKOV, B. COL.: FIRING IN LOCAL DEFENSE OF A FIRING POSITION
1977 APR SIMCHENKOV, P. COL.: MANEUVER IS THE KEY TO VICTORY (ADVANCE RATES)
1977 APR SIMONOV, SERGEY G.: WEAPONS WORTHY OF A FIGHTING MAN (INTERVIEW WITH WEAPON DESIGNER)
1977 APR SKORIK, B. COL.: IN THE TUNDRA (ZENITH ARTILLERY BATTALION ON OFFENSE)
1977 APR SKRYABIN, N. COL.: SPECIAL TACTICAL TRAINING OF CADETS
1977 APR SLYUSAREV, A. SR. LT.: FOR A PLACE ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1977 APR VODSCHENKO, V. GDS. LC.: EACH OFFICER A SKILLED METHODOLOGIST
1977 APR YAKUSHIN, V. GEN. COL. GEN. STAFF.: UNREMITTING ATTENTION TO TROOP SERVICE
1977 APR ANDRUSIV, V. CAPT.: INCREASING ONE'S CLASSIFICATION
1977 MAY ANON.: CHRONICLE OF 1917 - MAY
1977 MAY ANON.: IN FOREIGN ARMIES (SUMMARIZED)
1977 MAY ANON.: IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF OUR PRESENTATIONS
1977 MAY ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 MAY ANON.: RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF ATTACK
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1977 MAY ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 MAY ANON.: STAGES ALONG THE GREAT ROAD, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD
1977 MAY ANON.: 9 MAY — THE DAY OF VICTORY
1977 MAY ARCHIPOV, V.SR.LT.: KNOWLEDGE AND WORK—THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS
1977 MAY BARBASH, V.LC.: INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF FIRING FOR EFFECT
1977 MAY BELIKOV, V.GEN.COL.: HIGH QUALITY COMMAND TRAINING
1977 MAY BEVZ, I.LC.: ACROSS A WIDE WATER BARRIER
1977 MAY BIRYUKOV, G.GEN.MAJ.ARTY.DMS.PROF.: SEARCH FOR EFFECTIVE ARTILLERY SUPPORT METHODS
1977 MAY BIRYUKOV, N.I.GEN.LT.RES.HSU.: DURING THE FIRST DAYS OF THE WAR
1977 MAY BOBROVSKIY, YU.LC.: HOW WE CONDUCT MULTI-THEME CLASSES
1977 MAY BOCHEROV, V.COL.: HIGH SPEED AERIAL TARGETS
1977 MAY CHERNOGOROV, V.SR.LT.: STUDENTS ARE COMPETING
1977 MAY DEDYUKHIN, V.V.GDS.CAPT.: INCREASING GLORIOUS TRADITIONS
1977 MAY DEMINA, N.S.GEN.LT.RES.HSU.: FORCE CEMENTING THE MASSES
1977 MAY DOLGOV, ENGR.COL., KHLEBNIKOV, YU.ENGR.LC.: BALLISTIC OPERATIONAL-TACTICAL ROCKETS (FOREIGN)
1977 MAY FEDYUNINSKIYI, I.GEN.ARMY.HSU.: AN ARMY OF COURAGE AND HEROISM
1977 MAY GORODOV, R.C2.CPEDS.: KNOW AND CONSIDER THE MEN'S INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PECULIARITIES
1977 MAY GOTSILY, K.COL.: COORDINATING ARTILLERY AND HELICOPTERS
1977 MAY KARAMYSHEV, V.ENGR.SR.LT.: DETERMINING THE BOUNDARIES OF A RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED ZONE
1977 MAY KOSTITYSN, S.P.LT.: BOND OF GENERATIONS
1977 MAY KOSTYUNIN, V.A.CAPT.: FAITHFUL TO LENINIST PRECEPTS
1977 MAY KOTOV, N.MAJ.: TRAINING TO FIRE AT NIGHT
1977 MAY KRUTS, L.LC.: CHECKING A GUNNERS QUADRANT AND FIELD CLINOMETER
1977 MAY KUSIN, E.I.COL.RES.: IN DEFENSE OF SOVIET POWER
1977 MAY MARAKHOVSKIY, V.COL.: OPERATIONS OF A SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY
1977 MAY MERIMSKIY, V.GEN.COL.: IMPROVING THE TROOP'S FIRING TRAINING
1977 MAY MIRONOV, YU.LC.CMS.: WHEN TIME TO ORGANIZE FOR A MARCH IS LIMITED
1977 MAY MOCHALOV, V.N.: LONG LIVE THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION
1977 MAY MOLYANOV, V.CAPT.: FIRING ACCURATELY AT NIGHT
1977 MAY MUKHAMEDZHANOV, G.MAJ.: AN ATTACK IN THE DEPTHS OF THE DEFENSE
1977 MAY MUIZHENKO, N.COL.CMS.DOTS.: COORDINATION AND CONCEALED SHIFT TO THE ARTILLERY PREPARATION
1977 MAY NAYONUSKIN, L.LT.: WE ARE RAISING THE EXACTINGNESS PLACED ON SERGENTS
1977 MAY PERFIL'YEV, B.COL.: A SHORT TACTICAL EXERCISE
1977 MAY PLOTNIKOV, A.COL.RES.: VINEY
1977 MAY POLYANSKIYA, M.MAJ.RES.: A JUSTIFIED RISK
1977 MAY PORTNOV, V.ENGR.MAJ., SHMUL', S.: A STAND FOR THE CONTAMINATION ROENTGEN METER
1977 MAY RADZIYEVSKY, A.GEN.ARMY.: TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION IN MILITARY TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS
1977 MAY REMIZOV, K.COL.: WE ARE PREPARING EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY FIRE
1977 MAY SEDKYKH, A.COL.: REFERENCE POINTS FOR SKILL
1977 MAY SINOZERSKIYK, P.COL.RES.: COMMUNICATIONS ARE NECESSARY
1977 MAY SIRENKO, N.CAPT.: ROUTE OF A CHEMICAL SCOUT
1977 MAY SYUSARENKO, I.MAJ.: FOR THE SAKE OF SUCCESS IN BATTLE (RATE OF ADVANCE)
1977 MAY VASIL'YEV, V.LC.: A GRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINING CORRECTIONS
1977 MAY VASILEVSKIY, A.MSU.HSU.: SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE CONTAINED IN THE LOVE FOR THE MOTHERLAND
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1977 JUL ANON.: BASIC LAW OF OUR LIFE
1977 JUL ANON.: IN OUR VISITOR JOURNAL MORSKOY SBORNIK
1977 JUL ANON.: SOUTHERN GROUP OF FORCES
1977 JUL ANON.: A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF TACTICS (SERIES ON RATES OF ADVANCE)
1977 JUL ANTONOMOV,S.LC.: PRIMARY — EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1977 JUL BAGRAMYAN,I.MSU.: 60 VICTORIOUS YEARS
1977 JUL BOGDANOV,V.LC.: GROUP CONTROL WITH MILITARY STUDENTS
1977 JUL BOL'SHAKOV,A.COL., RUZIN,N.COL.RES.: WORK IN A DEPARTMENT CHAIR (KAFADRA)
1977 JUL BORENNICHENKO,N.MGEN.: AN IMPORTANT SECTION OF IDEOLOGICAL WORK
1977 JUL GALLENGY.I.CAPT.: UNIVERSAL BRIDGING SLIDE RULE
1977 JUL DEMCHUKV.LC.: ON THE MAIN AXIS
1977 JUL DUROV.COL.: COMBAT IN ENCIRCLEMENT (TACTICS)
1977 JUL GOLOSUYEV.V.COL.: TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE DEMANDS OF COMBAT
1977 JUL GRACHEV,YU.C3.: OCEAN SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND MASTERY
1977 JUL GUSEV.YU.LC.: COMPLEX OCCUPATION WITH START OF THE BATTERY
1977 JUL KABULAKHIN,N.LC.: RULES FOR USE OF SHOOTING BY ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS
1977 JUL KIRYUKHIN.M.COL.: TACTICS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS (SECTION EDITED BY)
1977 JUL KISARETOVG.CAPT.: EXERCISE WITH A ROAD COMPANY (ENGINEER TROOPS)
1977 JUL KUPTSEVICH,YA.GDS.SR.LT.: AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION OF THE KOMSOMOL ACTIVIST GROUP
1977 JUL KURKOTKIN,S.GEN.: LIVING CONDITIONS OF SERVICEMEN— A COMMON CONCERN
1977 JUL LYZLOVV.COL., LOKTEV,G.LC.: ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE
1977 JUL MARGELOVV.GEN.ARMY.HSU.CMS.: IN CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS (AIRBORNE TROOPS)
1977 JUL MOTUZ,YU.LC.: IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL-TECHNICAL BASE
1977 JUL NOSKOVN.MAJ.: TEACHING INDEPENDENCE IN COMBAT (TACTICS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS)
1977 JUL SAVONOV,N.LC.: SEEKING A MEANS OF DECREASING FIRING ERRORS (PVO)
1977 JUL SAYENKO.P.MAJ.: PRECISE CALCULATION OF TIME AND TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF FIRE
1977 JUL SHABALIN,A.GEN.MAJ.TECH.TRPS.: FLAMETHROWERS SUPPORT MOTORIZED RIFLES
1977 JUL SHAGALOV,GDS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC.: IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING)
1977 JUL SHIYANM.LC.: KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENEMY, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT TERRAIN PECULIARITIES (TACTICKS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS)
1977 JUL STOLENEV,YU.LT.: INSTRUMENT FOR CALCULATING WINDS
1977 JUL STO'NIKOV,B.GEN.LT.ARMY.CMS.: IMPROVING CONTROL OF THE EDUCATIONAL-TEACHING PROCESS
1977 JUL YERMOL'YEV.N.LC.: CLOSING THE GAP (TACTICS)
1977 JUL YERMOLENKO,V.COL.: FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1977 JUL ZAMCHINSKIY.M.MAJ.: AT THE TANK FIRING DRILL
1977 AUG ANASHKIN.I.GEN.LT.ARTY.: IMPROVE THE ARTILLERY OFFICER'S TACTICAL THINKING
1977 AUG ANON.: ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
1977 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 7)
1977 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (TACTICS, FROM ISSUE 4)
1977 AUG ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 AUG ANON.: CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN THE USSR
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1977 AUG ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 AUG ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 AUG ANON.: PRACTICE ESTIMATING THE RADIATION SITUATION
1977 AUG ANON.: RIGHT-FLANKERS
1977 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (TACTICS)
1977 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 AUG ANON.: TROOP MARCH TRAINING
1977 AUG ANON.: USSR AIR FLEET DAY
1977 AUG ANON.: YOUNG OFFICERS JOIN FORMATION
1977 AUG ANON.: 1917 CHRONICLE
1977 AUG BESKOROVAYNYY.A.ENGR.COL.: HEARTS OF FOUR DANKO'S
1977 AUG BESSARAB.A.ENGR.-COL.: IN THE BEST MOTORIZED RIFLE COMPANY
1977 AUG GODOVANIK.V.SR.LT.: FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR ALL
1977 AUG BULYZHKIN,S.COL.: COMPOSITE PROBLEM WITH AIR DEFENSE BATTERY
1977 AUG BUSHUYEV,G.GEN.MAJ.: VIGILANCE IS OUR WEAPON
1977 AUG DEDYUKHIN.GDS.CAPT.: PODRAZDELENIYE AND FIRE CONTROL CLASSROOM
1977 AUG DMITRYUK,M.: IN GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR
1977 AUG GODOVANIK.B.ENGR.-LC.: CALCULATING MARCHES ACCORDING TO TIMED INTERVALS
1977 AUG GAMALIY.V.LC.: BATTALION IN TRAINING WITH COMBAT FIRE
1977 AUG GOLOVCHENKOL.MAJ.: ALL RESERVES IN ACTION
1977 AUG GUZIKS.LC.: LIEUTENANTS TRAIN
1977 AUG HAMALIY.V.LC.: BATTALION IN TRAINING WITH COMBAT FIRE
1977 AUG KOVACHEV,S.GEN.MAJ.BPA.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1977 AUG KOZACHKOV,V.COL.: ALL RESERVES IN ACTION
1977 AUG KOZACHKOV,V.COL.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICS
1977 AUG KURENKOV,K.GEN.MAJ.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1977 AUG KURKINM.COL.: UNANIMOUS APPROVAL
1977 AUG KURKINM.COL.: BUT IT ALSO COULD HAVE BEEN EXCELLENT
1977 AUG KURKINM.COL.: REMEMBER ALSO ABOUT HELICOPTERS (ON RATES OF ADVANCE)
1977 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 8)
1977 SEP ANON.: FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE
1977 SEP ANON.: IN THE MOTHERLAND'S SERVICE
1977 SEP ANON.: MODERNIZING REGISTRATION INSTRUMENTS
1977 SEP ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 SEP BADMAYEV,B.COL.: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FIRING ACCURATELY
1977 SEP CHEREPANOV,YU.: DECISIONS OF THE 25TH CPSU CONGRESS IN PRACTICE A TIME OF GREAT CHANGES
1977 SEP DRUZHININ,M.GEN.LT.: AN OFFICER'S RESPONSIBILITY
1977 SEP FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT.: THEY HAVE MASTERED AN ALLIED SPECIALTY
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1977 SEP GAVRIKOV, FCOL.: A FEARLESS SOLDIER IN GREAT BATTLES (F. E. DZERZHINSKIY)
1977 SEP GERMAN, V. CAPT.: IN A COMPANY EXERCISE
1977 SEP GLUKHOV, A. LT.: TACTICAL TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS
1977 SEP GRYAZNOV, V. MAJ.: EVALUATE FIRING MORE OBJECTIVELY
1977 SEP GUR’YEV, P. GEN. LT.: EVALUATING THE ACTIONS OF COMMANDERS AND PODRAZDELENIYE DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES
1977 SEP KONTSEVOY, Yu. LC.: FIRING, FROM BMP AT MOVING TARGETS
1977 SEP KOTIN, Zh. YA. ENGR. GEN. COL.: CONVERSATIONS WITH DESIGNERS FIRE, MANEUVER AND ARMOR
1977 SEP KULYUKHIN, N. LC., LUTSENKO, G. MAJ.: CHECKING THE RESULTS OF COMBINED SOUNDINGS
1977 SEP LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY.: AIR DEFENSE OF THE TROOPS
1977 SEP LEVISHCHEV, N. COL.: IN COMBINATION WITH TACTICS
1977 SEP LEVISHCHEV, N. COL.: QUALITY IN CLASSES
1977 SEP LEVISHCHEV, N. COL.: IN COMBINATION WITH TACTICS
1977 SEP LISOGOROV, N. ENGR. MAJ.: QUALITY IN CLASSES
1977 SEP LUDKO, A. COL., PAVLOVA, COL.: LESSONS WITH PERSONNEL OF THE GUARD
1977 SEP MAKAROV, V. COL.: INTEGRALY UNITED
1977 SEP MIRYANIN, V. ENGR. LC.: DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY—NOT TRANSLATED
1977 SEP ROGOVA.: COMBATING ARMORED TARGETS (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. I. YEZHOV)
1977 SEP SAPRUNOV, V. GDS. LC.: IMPROVING COMBAT TEAMWORK
1977 SEP SEMENKOV, V. CAPT.: ENGINEERS OPERATING WITH TANKS IN THE DESERT
1977 SEP SEREBRYAKOV, G. ENGR. LC.: WE ARE INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DECONTAMINATION
1977 SEP SERGEYEV, V. ENGR. MAJ.: INNOVATOR’S CONTRIBUTION
1977 SEP SMIRNOV, V. COL.: A LITTLE FEWER UNWARRANTED PAUSES
1977 SEP SURGEVICH, R. COL. PNR.: STRUGGLE FOR TRAINING QUALITY
1977 SEP TRET’YAK, I. GEN. ARMY.: A SPECIAL DEMAND IS PLACED ON A COMMANDER DURING COMBAT
1977 SEP USMANOV, V. LC.: CONSIDERING THE SITUATION AND TERRAIN
1977 SEP VALO, V. GEN. COL. CHSSR.: IN DEFENSE OF SOCIALISM
1977 SEP VINOGRADCHIY, A.: TECHNICAL TRAINING IN A SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY
1977 SEP YAKOVLEV, G. LC.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TECHNICAL TRAINING
1977 OCT ABYSKHIN, V. SR. LT.: WITH KOMSOMOL FERVOR
1977 OCT ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 OCT ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 OCT ANON.: IN COMMON COMBAT FORMATION
1977 OCT ANON.: PARTISANS IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
1977 OCT ANON.: IRON DIVISION, BORN OF THE REVOLUTION Number 1
1977 OCT ANON.: IRON DIVISION, COVERED WITH GLORY Number 2
1977 OCT ANON.: IRON DIVISION, STANDING GUARD Number 3
1977 OCT ANON.: WITH THOUGHTS OF THE PARTY
1977 OCT ANON.: WORDS OF OUR FRIENDS (QUOTES)
1977 OCT ANON.: 1917 CHRONICLE
1977 OCT ANON.: 1917 CHRONICLE
1977 OCT ANTOSYAK, A. CO. CHS.: SHOULDER TO SHOULDER WITH THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES
1977 OCT ANON.: OCTOBER IN THE LIVES OF THE FRONTLINESMEN
1977 OCT BARANOV, S. GEN. MAJ.: TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE OF THE SOVIET UNION
1977 OCT BLYUM, G.: CITY SOVIET DEPUTY
1977 OCT CHEPURNOY, V. MAJ.: TECHNICAL TRAINING TO THE FORE
1977 OCT DOLINSKIY, V. SR. LT.: IMPLEMENTING LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION
1977 OCT GRISHIN, S. COL. CMS. DOTS. HSU.: CHRONICLE OF THE ‘BOVKA BLOCKADE’
1977 OCT KARSANOVOV, K. GEN. MAJ. ARTY.: IT WAS IN ‘FORTY-ONE’
1977 OCT KHLEBNIKOV, N. GEN. COL. ARMY: THE GLORY OF THESE DAYS WILL NOT FALL SILENT
1977 OCT KOZLOVSKYI, L.: WITH PERSONAL FUNDS
1977 OCT KRASIKOV, A.: OCTOBER AND THE PLANET
1977 OCT KUROCHKIN, P. GEN. ARMY: IN THOSE UNFORGETTABLE OCTOBER DAYS
1977 OCT LELYUSHENKO, D. GEN. ARMY: ARMY OF MASS HEROISM
1977 OCT METELKIN, N.: STAGES OF THE GREAT PATH
1977 OCT OGADOV, N. MSU: SIXTY VICTORIOUS YEARS
1977 OCT PAVLYUK, I. LC.: FOR A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING
1977 OCT PROTAOSOV, YU. LC.: AT THE SOURCE OF ACCURATE FIRE
1977 OCT RAFTOPULLO, A. COL. RES.: TRUEST ROAD
1977 OCT REPINSKIY, G. GEN. LT.: SCHOOL OF INDOCTRINATION
1977 OCT ROMASHKO, V. LC.: GORYACHKIN, P. LC.: BY WORD AND DEED
1977 OCT SEDYKH, A. COL.: AN ASSAULT ON THE OLD WORLD
1977 OCT SREDING, G. GEN. COL.: SOURCE OF FORCE AND MIGHT
1977 OCT TEL'NOV, G.: BULLET-PIERCED PARTY CARD
1977 OCT TIKHONOV, V. GEN. MAJ. COM. TRPS.: COMPOSITE EXERCISE
1977 OCT YAKOVENKO, A. CAPT.: THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA
1977 OCT YEZHOV, N. COL.: UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
1977 NOV ZHUKOV, B. COL.: RADIO TRAINING PROCEEDS IN THE BMD
1977 DEC AGANOV, S. ENGR. GEN. COL.: ENGINEER SUPPORT TO THE LEVEL OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS
1977 DEC ANON.: 'VOYENNY VESTNIK' AT FINAL PROBLEMS OF THE JUBILEE YEAR
1977 DEC ANON.: AFTER THE JUBILEE GRADUATION
1977 DEC ANON.: COMBAT EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE FIELD
1977 DEC ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 DEC ANON.: INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNY VESTNIK' IN 1977
1977 DEC ANON.: SO AS NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES
1977 DEC ANON.: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO TECHNICAL TRAINING
1977 DEC ARKHIPOV, V. COL. RES.: A BOLD ATTACK
1977 DEC DUBROVINSKIY, S. ENGR. LC.: DEEP KNOWLEDGE PLUS INTENSIVE PRACTICE
1977 DEC FINKELYU. MAJ.: OUTSTANDING DIRECT LAYING
1977 DEC GLOTOVV, L. C.: TEST FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING
1977 DEC GORENHEV, V. LC.: IMPROVING TACTICAL TRAINING
1977 DEC KALINOVSKY, S. COL.: DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE
1977 DEC KRUGLIKOV, G. COL.: PRACTICES IN COMBAT WORK
1977 DEC KUDRYASHOV, V. ENGR. LC.: IN UNITY WITH TACTICAL AND WEAPONS TRAINING
1977 DEC KULAKOV, I. GEN. LT. COMM. TRPS.: TOWARD A SINGLE GOAL
1977 DEC LUTSENKO, V. COL. CPEDS.: AUTHORITY OF AN ORDER
1977 DEC LYZLOV, V. COL.: CONSIDERATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR TANK FIRING
1977 DEC MAGONOVI, I. GEN. LT.: OLDEST FORGE OF CADRES
1977 DEC METELKIN, V. COL. RES.: AERODYNAMIC PARACHUTE TRAINER
1977 DEC MOGUTOVV, COL.: SOVIET WAY OF LIFE
1977 DEC NAKASHIDZE, S. COL.: INTO THE ARMY WITH HIGH TRAINING
1977 DEC ORLOV, YU. COL. GWS.: MILITARY DIRECTION IN GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINES
1977 DEC POLISHEVICH, V. SR. LT.: SOURCES OF COMBAT EXPERTISE
1977 DEC SANDANOV, G. GEN. COL.: HIGH ATTACK TEMPO IS A DEMAND OF THE TIMES
1977 DEC SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. DPHS. PROF.: WE ARE THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1977 DEC SIDORENKO, V. GEN. LT.: DEFENDER OF THE PEOPLE
1977 DEC SIDORENKO, V. GEN. MAJ.: COMMANDERS' REFERENCE POINTS
1977 DEC SOROKIN, A. LC., BARTUN, V. CAPT.: SUGGESTION FOR SMALL ARMS TRAINER
1977 DEC THANGNGUEN, S. SR. LT.: FIGHTERS OF THE FORWARD EDGE
1977 DEC VASIL'YEV, V. COL.: SLIDE RULE [TACTICAL CALCULATIONS]
1977 DEC YEGOROVN, L. C.: WE ARE INCREASING TRAINING QUALITY
1977 DEC YEGOROVN. N. LC.: AT THE FINISH OF THE JUBILEE YEAR
1978 JAN AGAFONOV, N.: USE OF TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER BY SOUND RANGING PERSONNEL
1978 JAN ANISIMOV, V.: COMMANDER IS THE ORGANIZER FOR COMBAT
1978 JAN ANON.: A BROTHERHOOD FOR SOCIALIST COMPETITION
1978 JAN ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 JAN ANON.: CONTEST CONDITIONS
1978 JAN ANON.: EXPERIENCE OF THE LEADERS
1978 JAN ANON.: LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN ACTION—PUBLICITY
1978 JAN ANON.: NEW BOOKS
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1978 JAN ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1978 JAN ANON.: PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES FOR GROUND ARTILLERY OFFICERS
1978 JAN ANON.: SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE MOTHERLAND
1978 JAN ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS
1978 JAN ANON.: TO OUR READERS
1978 JAN ANON.: TOPICAL OUTLINE FOR 1978
1978 JAN APAKIDZE,V.: TO THE HEIGHTS OF EXPERTISE
1978 JAN BABUSHKO.A.: PLATOON IN AMBUSH
1978 JAN BAKSHI.A.: MILITARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
1978 JAN BELOUSOV.N.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL RECONNAISSANCE
1978 JAN BELOV,M.: AIRMOBILE ANTITANK FORMATIONS
1978 JAN BOYARINTSEV,A.: SOME METHODS TECHNIQUES
1978 JAN CHUMARINS., ANDREYEV,G.: DASH ACROSS THE ICE
1978 JAN DRAGUNSKIYD.: FIELD ACADEMY
1978 JAN GRISHANINV.: COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF INTELLIGENCE DATA
1978 JAN KISELEVK.: IN THE INTERESTS OF INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
1978 JAN KOBAL'.M.: GAS WATER HEATER
1978 JAN LATUKHIN.A.: DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET MILITARY EQUIPMENT
1978 JAN LEBEDEV,V.: TECHNICAL TRAINING OF SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY OFFICERS
1978 JAN LEBOV,M.: ARTILLERY RANGE TRAINING OF AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS
1978 JAN LOGACHEV,V.: NEUTRON BOMB
1978 JAN LYZLOV,V., GADALIN.8.: BE CREATIVE IN TEACHING TROOPS WEAPONS EXPERTISE
1978 JAN MAKAROV,V.: A UNIFORM PROCESS
1978 JAN MALYSHEV.A.: COMPETITION HELPED
1978 JAN MEL'NIKOV,P.: REGULATION ORDER IS THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS
1978 JAN MUKHAYLOV,K.: ENTHUSIASM AND CREATIVENESS OF YOUNG INNOVATORS
1978 JAN NAUMOV,N.: OUR READERS: IN A CONTAMINATED ZONE
1978 JAN OLEYNIK,A.: AIRBORNE PERSONNEL ACHIEVE NEW GOALS
1978 JAN OVERCHUK,A.: IN A SPIRIT OF POLITICAL VIGILANCE
1978 JAN PODOBED,I.: WE ARE IMPROVING TRAINING METHODOLOGY
1978 JAN POLYAKOV,B.: CONCRETELY MEANS EFFECTIVELY
1978 JAN PYATYROV,N., KOZAK,D.: MINE DETECTION GEAR
1978 JAN RASSKAZOV,G.: A LIEUTENANT ARRIVED IN THE CHAST'
1978 JAN RYMARINKA.A.: EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINER USE
1978 JAN SMOLYANSKIY,V.: WHO WILL REPLACE THE COMMANDER IN BATTLE?
1978 JAN VINOGRADOV,YE.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICS
1978 JAN VLASOV,A.: IF EACH IS IN THE PUBLIC EYE
1978 JAN ZHEREBYAT'YEV,V.: A RELIABLE ACCELERATOR
1978 FEB ANON.: A VICTORY SALUTE CROWNED THE GLORY
1978 FEB ANON.: BORN UNDER THE RED BANNER
1978 FEB ANON.: GUARDING PEACEFUL LABOR
1978 FEB ANON.: GUEST OF THE EDITORS
1978 FEB ANON.: IN CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS
1978 FEB ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1978 FEB ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1978 FEB ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1978 FEB ANON.: PROMOTED AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
1978 FEB ANON.: REFERENCE POINTS OF AIRBORNE PERSONNEL
1978 FEB ANON.: SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE MOTHERLAND
1978 FEB ANON.: WORD OF OUR FRIENDS
1978 FEB BATITSKIY.P.: DEFENDERS OF THE COUNTRY'S SKIES
1978 FEB BATOV,P.: EXPLOIT FOR THE CENTURIES
1978 FEB DYNIN,I.: HEROES FROM HERO STREET
1978 FEB FAZEKAS,L.: PARTY-POLITICAL WORK IN JOINT EXERCISES
1978 FEB FROLOV.A.: FOR INCREASING CLASS RATINGS
1978 FEB GORSHKOV,S.: SENTRYS OF THE MARITIME BORDERS
1978 MAR TEREUSHCHENKO, A., BIBIKOV, V.: IN A SITUATION APPROXIMATING COMBAT
1978 MAR UDOT, P.: HOW WE WORK WITH OFFICERS IN THE FIELD
1978 MAR VINOIFODOV, Yu.: CONSTRUCTION OF ANITANK DITCHES USING THE EXPLOSION METHOD
1978 MAR YEREMEYEV, M., PETROV, S.: A COMBINED CONTROL CLASS
1978 MAR ZAKHAROV, G.: OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTS
1978 MAR ZAYTSEV, V.: ONE RUSH IS NOT ENOUGH
1978 MAR Zimin, V.: RIVALRY
1978 MAR UDOT, P.: HOW WE WORK WITH OFFICERS IN THE FIELD
1978 MAR VINOKHODYU.: CONSTRUCTION OF ANTITANK DITCHES USING THE EXPLOSION METHOD
1978 MAR ZAYTSEV, V.: ONE RUSH IS NOT ENOUGH
1978 MAR ZIMIN, V.: RIVALRY
1978 APR ANDERSEN, Yu.: COMBAT WATCH IS PERFORMANCE OF A COMBAT MISSION
1978 APR ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION
1978 APR ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1978 APR ANON.: FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 APR ANON.: NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES DAY
1978 APR ANON.: PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
1978 APR ANON.: PROMOTION AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
1978 APR ANON.: RECONNAISSANCE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FORM OF COMBAT SUPPORT TO TROOPS
1978 APR APAKIDZEV.: DRILL TRAINING DEMONSTRATION
1978 APR BELASHCHENKO, T.: POISONERS OF THE AIRWAVES
1978 APR BELOKUR, M.: FOR SETTING UP A MOVING TARGET GUNNERY RANGE
1978 APR BEZVERSHENKO, V., STRELETSM.: CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING TACTICAL EXERCISES
1978 APR BOBROV, A., SHIROKIKH, V.: ELECTRONIC-LIGHT RANGE
1978 APR BOBYLVS.: PARTY AND ARMY
1978 APR DYNINI.: TACTICAL AIRBORNE LANDING
1978 APR FEDUTOV, A.: TRAINING OF AIRBORNE PERSONNEL GROWS STRONGER
1978 APR GADALIN, B.: COMPANY MARKSMANSHIP PRACTICE
1978 APR GIL' TSEV, A.: GUARD MILITARY INSTALLATIONS WITH VIGILANCE
1978 APR GANNOV, V.: MISSILEMEN ON GUARD
1978 APR GERASIMOV, A.: FOR COMPILING APPROXIMATE BULLETINS
1978 APR GRANKIN, P., TANIN, N., VOSTOKOV, Z.: LASERS IN GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
1978 APR IVANOV, V.: INVARIABLE CONDITION FOR VICTORY IN COMBAT
1978 APR IZMAYLOV, V.: LENIN'S BEHESTS ON VIGILANCE
1978 APR KAZAKEVICH, A.: LAYING MINEFIELDS
1978 APR KOZLOV, V.: FIGHTING DETACHMENT OF THE KOMSOMOL
1978 APR KOZLOVSKYI, P.: SHORT TACTICAL TRAINING PROBLEM
1978 APR KRYAKVIN, G.: TRAINING OF INTERCEPTOR PILOTS GROWS STRONGER
1978 APR KUNITSKYI, P., DOBRONRAVOV, V.: MODERN WARFARE AND INFORMATION
1978 APR LABUTIN, P.: TANK COMPANY IN THE ATTACK
1978 APR ORLOV, B.: INTERCOM FOR COMBINED OBSERVATION POSTS
1978 APR POPOV, N., BUBNOVO, O.: TECHNICAL FACILITIES FOR CADET TRAINING
1978 APR RUDOV, A.: IN THE INTEREST OF PROPAGANDA
1978 APR SEMOYLENKO, YA.: RAID OPERATIONS BY AIRBORNE PERSONNEL
1978 APR SEMENOV, Yu.: IMPROVE SOLDIERS' SWIM TRAINING
1978 APR SHELEHEN, M.: STEEP ASCENTS
1978 APR STAZHKOV, P.: COMPONENTS OF SUCCESS
1978 APR VAYSKOPA.: EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL'S, SUCCESS
1978 APR VEDERNIKOV, V.: FORMING ON THE LEADERS
1978 APR YAKOVENKO, A.: BATTALION COMMANDER
1978 APR ZHUKOV, Yu., BOTVINNIK, Yu.: CORRECTION TABLE FOR ROCKET ARTILLERY
1978 APR YAKOVENKO, A.: BATTALION COMMANDER
1978 APR AKIMOV, G.: HOW WE TRAIN SCOUTS IN A RAID
1978 APR ANON.: EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN MILITARY ROUTINE
1978 APR ANON.: FROM THE USSR VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 MAY ANON.: IN FAVOR OF FIRM REGULATION ORDER
1978 MAY ANON.: RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING SOCIALIST COMPETITION
1978 MAY BYSTROV, V.: DAILY CONCERN FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF PARTY MEMBERS
1978 MAY CHERNOUSOV, B.: MY CLOSEST ASSISTANTS
1978 MAY DMITRIYEV, M.: OZONE—NUCLEAR SUPERBOMB
1978 MAY DYNIN, I.: CENTRAL ARMY SPORTS CLUB TEAM
1978 MAY GLADKOV, V., KALUTSKY, N., SEMIOKHIN, I.: MALAYA ZEMLYA—PLACE OF HEROISM
1978 MAY KANTOR, A.: WITH INITIATIVE AND RESOLVE
1978 MAY KASPIROVICH, O., ZAKHAROV, D., YEGOROV, L.: CADET SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
1978 MAY KIRYUSHIN, A.: FIRM TECHNICAL SKILLS FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1978 MAY KORNEYEV, L.: ISRAELI MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
1978 MAY KOSTYK, YU.: AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL
1978 MAY KOTLYAROV, V.: FOR AN OUTSTANDING PLATOON
1978 MAY KORNET, P.: PREPARING TANK WEAPONS FOR SUBCALIBER FIRE
1978 MAY KOTT, V.: WE TRAIN MISSILE SOLDIERS
1978 MAY MEDLEY, L.: ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE FROM ABOARD A HELICOPTER
1978 MAY MIKHAYLOV, V.: SUCH MISTAKES MUST NOT BE MADE
1978 MAY NESHUMOV, YU.: ON GUARD OVER SOVIET BORDERS
1978 MAY PAVLYUK, I.: TRAINING COMPLEX
1978 MAY POTAPOV, V.: PREPARING TANK WEAPONS FOR SUBCALIBER FIRE
1978 MAY SHADRIN, V., KREYER, A.: CHIEF OF STAFF DIRECTS COMMUNICATIONS
1978 MAY SMETANKIN, S., NOVICHKOV, A.: CONSIDER FIRE CAPABILITIES
1978 MAY TOKRANOV, I.: MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON IN THE DEFENSE AT NIGHT
1978 MAY YAOVLEV, A.: FOR IMPROVEMENT IN TECHNICAL SERVICING
1978 MAY ZIYEMIN'SH, M.: METHODOLOGY TOLERATES NO STEREOTYPES
1978 JUN ANON.: AWARD OF THE MOTHERLAND
1978 JUN AVDEYEV, M.: SUCCESSIVE FIRE CONCENTRATION OR MOVING BARRAGE
1978 JUN BARSUKOV, V.: SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY IN THE ATTACK
1978 JUN BYKOVSKY, V.: IN AN ADVANCE PARTY
1978 JUN CHEREDNICHEKO, V.: HAVE FAITH IN THE POWER OF YOUR WEAPON
1978 JUN CHERNOUS'KO, L.: PEKING—IN THE RUT OF MAOISM
1978 JUN DIDUKH, A., ZHAVORONKOV, V.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS
1978 JUN DOBRYAKOV, I.: DOSIMETER AND CHEMICAL MONITORING
1978 JUN DROZDOV, S., DANILOVSKY, M.: RAISING ACCURACY OF ORIENTATION
1978 JUN FOMICHEV, V.: OBLIGATIONS AND DUTIES
1978 JUN GRIGOR'YEV, A.: RELYING ON COMRADES' HELP
1978 JUN ISAYEV, V.: HIT TARGETS WITH THE FIRST BURST
1978 JUN KALININ, V.: TODAY UNDER TOMORROW'S NORMS
1978 JUN KONONOV, I.: IN A DEFENSE WITH FIELD FIRING
1978 JUN KORTIKOV, A.: WHY ARE THERE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS
1978 JUN MONSTYRSKII, B., BIRYUKOV, N., RAKOVSKII, L.: ASSAULTING WATER OBSTACLES
1978 JUN NIKITIN, N.: US ARMY COMPANIES IN COMBAT
1978 JUN NIKOLAYEV, A., MYAKISHEV, P., KRASIKOV, A., RAYEV, V., SURMENKO, YU.: DAILY, IN AN INTEGRATED MANNER
1978 JUN OSTROUMOV, S.: REGISTERING BURST HEIGHT
1978 JUN RODIONOV, I.: MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ACHIEVE NEW GOALS
1978 JUN ROSSHVIN, O.: TO SPEED UP PERFORMANCE OF ENGINEER MISSIONS
1978 JUN RYZHKOV, A.: RECONNAISSANCE IN A MECHANIZED DIVISION
1978 JUN SHARAPOV, N.: AIR DEFENSE OF A RAILROAD TRAIN
1978 JUN SHISHKIN, N.: SURPRISE IN COMBAT AND WAYS TO ACHIEVE IT
1978 JUN ShUMISKII, P.: FOR REDUCING CALCULATION TIME
1978 JUN SKOKOV, L., VANIFAT'YEV, S., SKURATOV, V., MAMONTOV, V.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE NCO'S
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1978 AUG KOSSHAROVA,A.: TOGETHER WITH MY HUSBAND
1978 AUG KYNCHEV,M.: COMBAT SKILLS ARE IMPROVED IN THE FIELD
1978 AUG LAVRENT'YEV,A.: AAA PERSONNEL AT MALAYA ZEMLYA
1978 AUG LAVRENT'YEV,A.: FLIGHT OF ATTACKERS
1978 AUG LIMOREV,YU.: EFFECT OF THE INDIVIDUAL APPROACH
1978 AUG MAKSIMOVA,K.: FORCE OF PARTY INFLUENCE
1978 AUG MAL'TSEV,N.: IN THE INTERESTS OF THE COUNTRY'S DEFENSES
1978 AUG MALISOV,YU.: TANK FIRE OVER FRIENDLY FORCES AND IN THE INTERVALS
1978 AUG MELYAVKO,V.: IMPORTANCE OF THE PERSONAL EXAMPLE
1978 AUG MULYAVKO,V.: SEMINAR METHOD FOR STUDYING COMBINED-ARMS REGULATIONS
1978 AUG MUKHANOV,S.: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF FUTURE AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS
1978 AUG MARAKHANOVA,M.: TANK FIRE OVER FRIENDLY FORCES AND IN THE INTERVALS
1978 AUG MUKHANOVA,S.: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF FUTURE AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS
1978 AUG MOSIN,A.: DO WE NEED PRESCRIPTIONS?
1978 AUG MUKHANOVA,S.: A CONTINUATION OF TRADITIONS
1978 AUG NIKOLYUK,A.: THEORETICAL CONFERENCES OF ARTILLERYMEN
1978 AUG OLENIK,A.: WHAT LIES BEHIND THE SECONDS?
1978 AUG PETROVSKY,G.: COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND ECHELON
1978 AUG PETROVSKY,G.: THE CADET IS A FUTURE COMMANDER
1978 AUG ROZINTOVO,N.: A CONTINUATION OF TRADITIONS
1978 AUG RODNIKOVSKY,YU.: AIRBORNE BATTALION RAID IN THE ENEMY REAR
1978 AUG SAMIGULIN,YU.: NIGHT COMBAT OPERATIONS
1978 AUG SAVITSKIY,YE.: IN THE FIERY SKIES OF MALAYA ZEMLYA
1978 AUG SIMCHENKO,P.: BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT SOUNDS
1978 AUG SUKHOVANOV,M.: IN A FIELD FIRE EXERCISE
1978 AUG SUKHOVANOV,M.: DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG OFFICERS
1978 AUG SUKHOVANOV,V.: ALWAYS SEARCHING
1978 AUG SUKHORUKOV,D.: DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG OFFICERS
1978 AUG YEPIFANOVA,YU.: STRUGGLE FOR FIRE SUPERIORITY
1978 AUG ZUBKOV,A.: ON THE QUESTION OF SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES
1979 SEP ANDREYEV,YU.: WE MUST SPARE THE TIME FOR THIS
1979 SEP ANON.: Answers to problems of the Fourth Series (Artillery and Rockets)
1979 SEP ANON.: EFFECTIVE SEARCH
1979 SEP ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1979 SEP ANON.: MASTER ARMORED EQUIPMENT EXPERTLY
1979 SEP ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK OF COMPETITION
1979 SEP ANON.: ORDER OF LENIN TRANSBAIKAL MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE OF IDEOLOGICALindoctrination
1979 SEP ANON.: RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT
1979 SEP ANON.: WITH CONSIDERATION OF MOUNTAIN RELIEF
1979 SEP BELOKOBYL'SKIYA,Col.: ACROSS A SWIFT STREAM
1979 SEP BELUSOV,A.Col.: A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING LINE SOLDIERS
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: COMMAND AND CONTROL—THE COMMANDER AND THE STAFF
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: STAFF ORGANIZES AND THE STAFF HELPS
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: BE CLOSER TO PEOPLE
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: A CREATIVE APPROACH
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: FOR SUCCESS OF THE DEFENSE
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.:效果 OF THE INDIVIDUAL APPROACH
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: OUR INVALUABLE PROPERTY
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: A SECOND LIFE FOR TANKS
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: BATTLES FOR THE PASSES
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: COMMAND AND CONTROL—THE COMMANDER AND THE STAFF
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: EQUIPMENT IN RELIABLE HANDS
1979 SEP BOBAYEVA,YU.: EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECT FIRE
1978 SEP LAFEK, V. ENGR. GEN. MAJ.: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO COMMAND TRAINING
1978 SEP LAPYGIN, N. GEN. COL.: IN THE SPIRIT OF REGULATION REQUIREMENTS
1978 SEP MAKAROV, Yu. GEN. COL.: EFFECT OF A SEARCH
1978 SEP OZHEGOV, A. CAPT.: REDUCING DEADLINES AND INCREASING QUALITY
1978 SEP POTAPOV, Yu. M. GEN. COL.: AUGMENT THE GRAND TRADITIONS
1978 SEP PROTOPOPOV, V. SR. LT.: IN A STRONG MILITARY COLLECTIVE
1978 SEP RAFAILOV, R. LC.: ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 SEP REPIN, I. GEN. LT.: HIGH EFFICIENCY FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS
1978 SEP RIZANOV, V.: NIGHT CONTROL PROBLEM
1978 SEP RYSENKO, I. LC.: METEOROLOGICAL CORRECTION GRAPH
1978 SEP SELYAVIN, A. I. COL.: ON THE INSTRUCTIONS OF V. I. LENIN
1978 SEP BIAKHAY, V. COL.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1978 SEP SHERESHEVSKY, V. YE. COL.: GROUND FORCES AIR DEFENSE
1978 SEP SHILAPIVOY, A. COL.: COMPETITION INDOCTRINATES
1978 SEP SHpilev, Yu. COL.: PROTECTION OF PODRAZDELENIJE ON THE MARCH
1978 SEP SHUBIN, B. COL.: SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY ON THE DEFENSE
1978 SEP SHYAPINOY, COL.: ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 SEP SHILAPIVOY, A. COL.: CHANGES IN TACTICAL USES OF WATER
1978 SEP SHpilev, Yu. COL.: TRAINING IN TANK FIRING
1978 SEP ZINCHENKO, A. V. LT.: WE TAKE THE EXAMPLE FROM THE FRONTLINESMEN
1978 OCT ANON.: ANSWERS TO TASKS NO. 5 AND 6
1978 OCT ANON.: CHESS
1978 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1978 OCT ANON.: FROM THE VDNKH TO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 OCT ANON.: HOLIDAY OF SOVIET DEMOCRACY
1978 OCT ANON.: THE BASIC TASK IS THE HIGH LEVEL OF TROOP TRAINING
1978 OCT ANON.: UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
1978 OCT ANON.: YOU ASK, WE ANSWER
1978 OCT ANTONNO, A.: COMPANY WITH HIGH PROFICIENCY LEVEL
1978 OCT BISKUB, V.: OFFICERS MUST HAVE A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
1978 OCT DOBRONOVIY, I.: WITH CONCERN FOR THE GRADUATES
1978 OCT DOBRONOVIY, I.: OFFICERS
1978 OCT FEDOTOV, A.: COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH-SITE BATTERY
1978 OCT FOMIN, A.: FIRING TRAINING OF OFFICERS
1978 OCT IGNAT'YEV, V.: A FAMILY LIVES IN THE GARRISON
1978 OCT KALENICK, S.: TRAINING OF PTOUR OPERATORS
1978 OCT KUMRIVENKO, L.: MAIN DIRECTION
1978 OCT LUTSENKO, V.: METEOROLOGICAL POST IN THE BATTERY
1978 OCT MANOV, N.: ARTILLERY COMMANDER'S DECISION
1978 OCT MANOV, N.: METHOD OF INTENSIFYING THE CLASSES WITH STUDENTS
1978 OCT NOVOKSHANOV, V.: YOUR VITAL POSITION
1978 OCT PETUKHOV, M.: IN A PURPOSEFUL, COMPREHENSIVE MANNER
1978 OCT POMAZUNOVA, V.: FIRING IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 OCT RAFAILOV, R. LC.: ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 OCT ROGOV, A.: METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING WATER OBSTACLES
1978 OCT SAHRNOV, B.: PROBLEMS OF THE MORAL EDUCATION OF THE FIGHTING MEN
1978 OCT SHORONOV, O.: LOUDSPEAKER COMMUNICATION AT THE FIRE POSITION
1978 OCT SHULYACHENKO, R.: IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE ACCURACY OF THE METEOROLOGICAL PREPARATION
1978 OCT SINOSHENKO, V., FOMICHEV, V.: WHEN AN ASSAULT IS ATTACKED BY HELICOPTERS
1978 OCT STEFANOVSKYI, G.: FAITHFUL ASSISTANTS TO THE COMMANDERS
1978 OCT TITAKOV, K.: LYING AT THE BASIS OF SUCCESS
1978 OCT TUMANOV, V.: EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE
1978 OCT ZHAGANOV, A.: VANGUARD OF SOVIET YOUTH
1978 NOV ANON.: BORN OF THE REVOLUTION
1978 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 NOV ANON.: IMPROVE THE PHYSICAL TRAINING OF SOLDIERS
1978 NOV ANON.: LET'S SUMMARIZE RESULTS
1978 NOV ANON.: ROAD OF THE FATHERS
1978 NOV BACHINSKIY, V.LC.: CHEMICAL WARFARE SCOUT TRAINER
1978 NOV BOL'BAT, F. COL.: AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL IN THE BATTLE AT NOWY SACZ
1978 NOV DUBROVSKYI, L.C.: TEST PASSED
1978 NOV FILIMONOV, V. MAJ.: METHODS PREPARATION OF TRAINING PLATOON COMMANDERS
1978 NOV GALOCHKIN, P. COL.: AT THE SQUAD LEVEL
1978 NOV KOLIBERNOV, Y. E. LT. GEN. ENGR-TRPS.: FIELD TRAINING AND THE NORMS
1978 NOV KONONOVI, C. COL.: INSTILLING VOLITIONAL QUALITIES
1978 NOV KOVALENKO, A. COL.: ESTIMATING THE TERRAIN IN ORGANIZING A MARCH
1978 NOV LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL.: COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED TRAINING
1978 NOV PEPERNIK, V. L.C.: CHEMICAL SERVICE CHIEF IN AN EXERCISE
1978 NOV RAKITIN, S. SR. LT.: FOR AN OUTSTANDING KNOWLEDGE OF AUTHORIZED WEAPONS
1978 NOV SKROBOV, YA. GEN. LT.: SPEED IS THE ESSENCE OF MANEUVER
1978 NOV SOZINOV, G. LC.: SIMPLIFIED CALCULATION OF A CROSSING
1978 NOV URAZMATOV, R. SR. LT.: SURPRISE IN BATTLE—HOW IS IT ACHIEVED?
1978 NOV YEMCHENKO, A. CAPT.: HEIGTS OF THE CARPATHIAN PERSONNEL
1978 NOV YEMCHENKO, S. SR. LT.: CADET WITH A DIAMOND ON HIS CHEST
1978 DEC ANON.: FROM THE USSR VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 DEC ANON.: IMPROVE KNOWLEDGE, STUDY EQUIPMENT
1978 DEC ANON.: VOYENNY VESTNIK AT FINAL PROBLEMS
1978 DEC CHEREDNICHENKO,N.: OFFICER IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING
1978 DEC GOSTEVI.., MONASTYRSKIY,B., ULYBSHEV,P.: SNIPERS IN THE WAR
1978 DEC GRABOVOV,Y,: FROLOV,Y,: INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE GEAR OF NATO ARMIES
1978 DEC GUSEV,Y,: ON THE COURSE OF LENIN'S AGRARIAN POLICY
1978 DEC ISACHENKOS.: PLANS OF DOSAAF PUBLISHING HOUSE
1978 DEC KABULAKHIN,N.: LANDING FORCE REPULSES HELICOPTER ATTACK
1978 DEC KARESEV,A.: TRAINING SHEETS
1978 DEC KARDASHEVSKIYYU.: FIRING ROUNDS WITH TIME FUSES
1978 DEC KOTOV,N.: TRAINING IN FIRING FROM THE MOVE
1978 DEC KRAYUSHKINS., MASHAROV,S., TURENKO,V.: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBAT
1978 DEC KVASNIN.A., VAVILOV,V.: WORK OF SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
1978 DEC MORDASM.: CONTROL PROBLEM IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE
1978 DEC NENSV.:. THE EFFECT OF EXPLORATION
1978 DEC NIKITIN,YE.: POLITICAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM
1978 DEC PELEVIN,V.: COMMANDER AND SUBORDINATES
1978 DEC PETROV,Y.: TOWARD NEW GOALS OF COMBAT EXPERTISE
1978 DEC PROTASOV,YU.: A TEST OF MATURITY
1978 DEC SHUMAKOV,V.: IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF CREATIVE VIGOR
1978 DEC SUBBOTIN,V.: THE COMMANDER WORKS ON THE TERRAIN
1978 DEC TIMERKHANOV,D.: THE COMMANDER DETERMINES TASKS OF PARTY-POLITICAL WORK
1978 DEC USTINOV.A.: DESTRUCTION OF ENEMY NUCLEAR WEAPONS
1979 JAN BONDARENKO,G.: RAISING RELIABLE ASSISTANTS
1979 JAN BYSTROVV.: AUTOMATED ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
1979 JAN CHIRSKOY,A.: A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON A COMBAT OUTPOST
1979 JAN IVANOVK., GEORGIYEV,N.: ARMED FORCES OF THE CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC
1979 JAN KHOLOKHOLENKO,L., RABOVSKIYYE., CHUMAKOV.S.: COMPILING PHOTO MEASUREMENT DOCUMENTS
1979 JAN LAZOREKOV.: FIRING TRAINING COMPETITION
1979 JAN LUPINSKIY,V., BOSOY,V.: DURING A COMBINED CLASS
1979 JAN LYASHKOA.: TOGETHER FOR EVER
1979 JAN MEDVED'N.: DURING THE ARTILLERY SUPPORT PERIOD
1979 JAN MIKHAYLOV,L., ODOROBOKOV,Y.: A CHEMICAL SCOUT'S BOARD
1979 JAN ZHORNADZEV,Y: COMMANDER OF A TRAINING PLATOON
1979 JAN OLEYNIK,A.: WE ARE IMPROVING THE LAYING OF MINFIELDS
1979 JAN ORLOV,I.: WE ARE LEARNING TO CONTROL THE FIRE OF A COMPANY
1979 JAN OTRUBA,A.: RELIABLE AIR DEFENSE ENSURED THE SUCCESS
1979 JAN RYAZANTSEV,G.: STAFF OF A REGIMENT AND COMPETITION
1979 JAN SAKOV,G.: FIRING BARRIERS
1979 JAN SEMIREKO,A.: PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING OF AN OFFICER
1979 JAN SHEVCHUK,G.: AN AMBUSH IN THE ENEMY REAR
1979 JAN SHUBIN,B., TABENKOV,I.:peculiarities in podrazdeleniye operations during winter
1979 JAN STREL'NIKOV,I.: OUR COMMON CONCERN
1979 JAN SVERLOV,F.: REPULSING TANK ATTACKS
1979 JAN TYSHANYOVICH,V.: A ZSU PLATOON IN THE ATTACK
1979 JAN USACHEV,A.: SPECIFICALLY, EXPERTLY
1979 JAN VASYAGIN,S.: PARTY POLITICAL WORK—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS
1979 JAN YERMAKOV,V.: SHIFTING TO THE PURSUIT
1979 JAN ZYTYANOVA.: BATTALION COMMANDER CONDUCTS A RECONNAISSANCE
1979 FEB ANON.: IN DEFENSE OF OCTOBER'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1979 FEB BABUSHKO,A.: STUDENTS ORGANIZE FOR COMBAT ON THE GROUND
1979 FEB BEMBINOV, G., TELEGIN, S.: EXPLOIT OF THE PARTY AND PEOPLE
1979 FEB BULYZHIN, V.: A BATTERY IN THE ATTACK
1979 FEB DUDIN, N.: TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT
1979 FEB GRECHENOFSKIY, F.N.U.: A COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASS WITH A BATTERY
1979 FEB IVONIN, V.: DISCIPLINE IN A COMPANY IS A COMMON CONCERN
1979 FEB KORBEYEV, N.: SKILL OF PONTOON PERSONNEL IS GROWING
1979 FEB KURENKOV, K.: IMPROVE NIGHT TRAINING
1979 FEB MALININ, V.: A WORD ABOUT OUR CONSTITUTION
1979 FEB ZAYTSEV, M.: ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT TASK OF THE COMBINED ARMS COMMANDER
1979 MAR APAKIDZE, V.: INSPECTING A BATTALION'S READINESS FOR EXERCISES
1979 MAR BOGUSHEVICHI.: ARE WE CALCULATING MET CORRECTIONS
1979 MAR KANTOR, A.: IF THE ENEMY HAD USED MANEUVER
1979 MAR MALYSHENKO, M.: FORGE OF COMMAND CADRES
1979 MAR PROTASOV, YU.: FRONTIERS FOR AIRBORNE MEN
1979 MAR TIMOFYEYEV, V.: GOOD IN FORMATION—STRONG IN BATTLE
1979 APR BUKHARIN, K., VOROBOYEV, M.: FOR MEASURING MUZZLE VELOCITY
1979 APR BULAT, L.: THE SEARCH LED TO SUCCESS
1979 APR BUTORIN, A.: AIR BURST SIMULATOR
1979 APR CHISTAYAKOV, V.: WIRE COMMUNICATIONS IN THE U.S. ARMY
1979 APR DANILOV, V.: MORAL STIMULATION OF MILITARY WORK
1979 APR DYNIN, N.: EVERLASTING COMBAT
1979 APR KIRILYUK, YU.: WE ARE TEACHING THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS
1979 APR KIYASHKOV, A.: A COMPANY IS ATTACKING AT NIGHT
1979 APR KULAKOV, V.: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF SIGNAL OFFICERS
1979 APR LOZHKINA, A.: BE ABLE TO INFLAME THE HEART
1979 APR LUCHITSKY, V.: A MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD DEFENSE AREA SECURITY ZONE
1979 APR MARININ, N., PAVLOV, O.: HEIGHTS OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS
1979 APR PALAGUTAF, F.: ENGINEER FORTIFICATION OF A POSITION
1979 APR POLYAKA, V.: A STATIONARY CALIBRATION WORK SHOP
1979 APR POPOV, N.: IN THE VANGUARD
1979 APR RUDYUK, A.: IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN COMBAT MORE READILY
1979 APR TOLCHIN, B.: BOOK COULD BE BETTER
1979 APR YAKUSHIN, V.: A CLASSROOM TRAINER FOR FIRING TRAINING
1979 APR YUSUFOV, YU., GREBENNIKOV, S.: COMMANDER AND LAW
1979 APR ZHIGAYLOV, V.: FOR STUDENTS—COMMAND SKILLS
1979 APR ZHUKOV, B.: FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS
1979 AUG ANON.: LEARNING TO OPERATE AT NIGHT
1979 AUG ANDERSEN, YU.: USE OF UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
1979 AUG EVDEL', YU.: USE OF UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
1979 AUG IL'IN, V., VITSENT'YEV, G.: PREPARING FOR A TACTICAL EXERCISE
1979 AUG IVANOV, S.: DECISIVE FRONT
1979 AUG KOSTENKO, N.: IMPORTANT TASK OF STAFFS
1979 AUG KOSTYUK, N.: COMMUNISTS—THE ADVOCATES OF DISCIPLINE
1979 AUG LYASHKOV, V.: IN THE SPIRIT OF STRICTLY CARRYING OUT REGULATIONS
1979 AUG MASTERKOV, S.: IN ORDER TO BETTER THE NORMS
1979 AUG MIKHAYLOV, YU.: FROM EXPERIENCES IN OPERATING AN ARS (SPRAYTankER)
1979 AUG MUSLIMOVM, M.: A BATTALION SEIZES A MOUNTAIN PASS
1979 AUG OPILAT, V.: USE OF ENGINEER OBSTACLES
1979 AUG POPOV, N.: A RESERVE OF METHODS
1979 AUG PROSKURIN, I.: DEFENDING A SEACOAST
1979 AUG RADCHENKO, V.: FROM THE VSK (MILITARY SPORTS COMPLEX) BADGE—TO AN OLYMPIC MEDAL
1979 AUG SEROV, A.: EXACTINGNESS—REGULATION
1979 AUG SHINKAREV, G.: INCREASE THE FIRING SKILL OF BMP GUN LAYER—OPERATIONS
1979 AUG SHUBIN, B.: PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS AND COMBAT CAPABILITY
1979 AUG SHURYGIN, YU.: ON SERVICING A LAUNCH MOUNT DURING THE SUMMER
1979 AUG SOSNITSKIY, V.: NOT FOR A PERCENT—FOR COMBAT
1979 AUG STEFANOVSKYI, G.: IN THE STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND COMPETITION
1979 AUG STRIGIN, F.: A PORTABLE SLIDE PROJECTOR
1979 AUG Todorov, V.: INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS AND QUALITY. EACH COMMANDER—A SKILLFUL INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIST
1979 MAY VLADIMIROV, V.: AN ATTACHMENT FOR THE LETI-60 SLIDE PROJECTOR
1979 MAY VOLNENKO, A., IGNATENKO, B.: FOR DETERMINING SURFACE WIND CORRECTIONS
1979 MAY VOSKRESENSKIY, B.: INSTILLING A READINESS FOR AN HEROIC EXPLOIT
1979 JUN ANON.: IMPROVING THE TROOPS FIRING TRAINING
1979 JUN ANON.: IN THE INTERESTS OF PEOPLE'S SECURITY
1979 JUN BABICH, O.: A PLATOON IN THE DEFENSE
1979 JUN BAYKEYEV, R.: THROUGH PHYSICAL PERFECTION—TO COMBAT SKILL
1979 JUN BATOYEV, A.: THROUGH PHYSICAL PERFECTION—TO COMBAT SKILL
1979 JUN DOLGOV, V.: INSTILLING THRIFT
1979 JUN GATSENKO, A.: WE ARE MASTERCING FIRING THEORY AND PRACTICES
1979 JUN GLADILIN, V.: WE ARE TEACHING SKILLFUL OPERATIONS AT NIGHT
1979 JUN GORDEEV, V.: FOR TACTICAL TRAINING—SPECIAL ATTENTION
1979 JUN IVANOV, V.: HEADQUARTERS AND PREPARATIONS FOR EXERCISES
1979 JUN KOFMAN, G.: STUDYING AND SERVICING EQUIPMENT—A SINGLE PROCESS
1979 JUN KOROLEV, YU.: AN ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE PATROL
1979 JUN KIREYEV, G.: COMMANDER MAKES A DECISION
1979 JUN LUKINOV, V.: PECULIARITIES IN THE OPERATIONS OF A LAUNCH BATTERY ON MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN
1979 JUN MINALEV, V.: HOW WE STUDY THE EQUIPMENT
1979 JUN NIKANROV, V.: FIRING TRAINING WITH STUDENTS AT NIGHT
1979 JUN PIKALOV, V.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1979 JUN ROGOV, A.: AN AIR DEFENSE COMPLEX VS AN AIRCRAFT
1979 JUN SADOVSKY, A.: CONTRIBUTION OF YOUNG OFFICERS
1979 JUN SEMEKHIN, YU.: SEARCH
1979 JUN SHAPOCHKIN, YE.: FOR THE GOOD OF THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1979 JUL AKHMETVALIYEV, F.: USING MISSILES IN A BATTLE
1979 JUL BELOKUR, M.: USING RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS
1979 JUL BELAUSOV, A.: A TANK ATTACK
1979 JUL BENDAS, L.: CONTROL OF FIRING HAS IMPROVED
1979 JUL CHERKASHIN, A.: WE ARE MECHANIZING THE LAYING OF MINES
1979 JUL CHUYKO, P.: FOR THE EXCELLENT DRIVING OF COMBAT VEHICLES
1979 JUL DUBROVSKIY, Y.: TOPOGRAPHICAL GEODESISTS AND METEOROLOGISTS ON AN EXCERCISE
1979 JUL FEDOT'YEV, N.: INDEPENDENTLY MEANS CREATIVELY
1979 JUL GAYKOV, V.: PURPOSEFUL, DAILY
1979 JUL GLAZUNOV, N.: NEW ORGANIZATION OF BUNDESWEHR CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE
1979 JUL GUSEV, YU.: A TACTICAL EXCERCISE WITH A LAUNCH BATTERY
1979 JUL KALININ, V.: RETURN FROM TRAINING TIME
1979 JUL KONONOY, I.: A COMPANY IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1979 JUL KUZNETSOV, YE.: FOR FUTURE SERGEANTS—COMMAND SKILLS
1979 JUL LADYGIN, YU.: REPULSING A COUNTERATTACK IN A FOREST
1979 JUL MAL'ITSEV, N.: DEMOCRACY OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM
1979 JUL MALISOV, YU.: STRENGTH IS NOT ONLY IN THE MUSCLES
1979 JUL MOSKVIN, N.: A BOLD MANEUVER
1979 JUL ORKHKO V.: MILITARY OPERATIONS IN A FOREST
1979 JUL P'YAVKA, N.: RESCUE OPERATIONS IN CENTERS OF DESTRUCTION
1979 JUL SALIY, A.: FIRE ACCURATELY
1979 JUL SHALIMOV, O.: FIELD TRAINING IN THE FIRST PLACE
1979 JUL SHKODA, N.: INSTILLING LOVE FOR THE MILITARY PROFESSION
1979 JUL SHTEFANOVI G.: STUDENTS ARE COMPETING
1979 JUL SIDORCHUK, V.: WITH THE STRENGTH OF THE COMMUNISTS
1979 JUL SIMECHEKOV, P.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1979 JUL SOKOLENKO, V.: PREPARING SELF-PROPELLED MOUNTS
1979 JUL STANOVOV, YE.: SUMMING UP RESULTS—AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT
1979 JUL YAROSHENKO, B.: THE WAY TO THE AIR IS THROUGH THE TRAINERS
1979 AUG ANON.: UNREMITTING ATTENTION FOR RAISING VIGILANCE
1979 AUG BONDARENKO, M., SOLOTI NTSKIY, V.: PROGRESSIVE METHODS— IN TRAINING PRACTICES
1979 AUG BUSLOV, V.: THE FIELD—A SCHOOL OF TACTICAL TRAINING
1979 AUG CHUMACHENKO, A.: AN IMPORTANT ITEM IN SUCCESS
1979 AUG GLAZUNOV, N.: NEW ORGANIZATION OF BUNDESWEHR CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE
1979 AUG GUTENKO, P.: THE CROSSING WAS MADE AHEAD OF TIME
1979 AUG IVANOVSKIY, E.: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF OFFICERS
1979 AUG KLYACHIN, A.: RADIATION AND CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE ON THE MOVE
1979 AUG KONCHITS, V.: WE ARE PREPARING CADRES WITH HIGH QUALIFICATIONS
1979 AUG KOTOV, N.: TRAINING ON FIRING AT MOVING TARGETS
1979 AUG KOZLOV, E.: RADIO TRAINING IN A BATTALION
1979 AUG MATSULENKOV, A.: A DECISIVE BATTLE
1979 AUG PALATNY, YE.: EXCELLENT PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR SUVOROVITES
1979 AUG PISCHIKOV, G.: FROM THE MARCH—INTO BATTLE
1979 AUG POSTNIKOV, S.: ON THE PATH OF MILITARIZATION
1979 AUG PROTASOV, YU.: A RELAY RACE OF CREATIVITY
1979 AUG RDONIKOVISHIY, YU.: FOR SEVERAL DAYS—TO THE FIELD
1979 AUG ROGANOV, A.: ENGINEER TRAINING OF TANKERS
1979 AUG ROZHKO, V.: LOVE ONE'S PROFESSION, VALUE KNOWLEDGE
1979 AUG RYBIN, V., SMIRNOV, F.: PEOPLE'S CONTROL GROUP IN A CHAST
1979 AUG SHISHKIN, N.: MILITARY GUILE AND DECEPTION OPERATIONS
1979 AUG SHULAKOV, A.: CLOSE COORDINATION—THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS
1979 AUG SLADKOV, A.: A SUCCESSFUL SUPPLEMENT
1979 AUG STROGANOV, YU.: AN ARTILLERY BASIC FIRING PODRAZDELENIYE
1979 AUG TROKHACHENKO, N.: A COMMANDER AND AN INDOCTRINATOR
1979 AUG TRISHIN, V.: TOGETHER WITH TANKERS
1979 AUG VODOLAZIY, S.: AT NIGHT—ACCORDING TO DAYTIME NORMS
1979 AUG ZOLOTOY, N.: A SERGEANT IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE
1979 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 8)
1979 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (COMMUNICATIONS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4)
1979 SEP ANON.: TO OUR READERS
1979 SEP ANON.: MILITARY SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON KHALKI-GOL 40TH ANNIVERSARY
1979 SEP AKULICH, V. ENGR. LC., SIMAKOV, P. ENGR. LC.: DETERMINING INTERVALS AND ECHELONS IN A NON-LINEAR DEPLOYMENT OF GUNS
1979 SEP AVEVEY, V. COL.: OUR OPINION AND YOUR EXPERIENCE
1979 SEP BOGUSHEVICH, L. LT.: WE ARE SHORTENING SURVEY TIME
1979 SEP BOL'SHAKOV, S. GEN. MAJ. TECH. TRPS.: PROTECTING TROOPS—THE IMPORTANT DUTY OF A COMMANDER
1979 SEP CHERNIYEV, Yu. MAJ., MOSLOV, L. SR. LT., MIKHALEV, V. CAPT.: A SCHOOL OF SELF CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE
1979 SEP DOBRYGIN, I. MAJ.: PROFESSIONAL SELECTION OF TELEGRAPH OPERATORS
1979 SEP DRUKKER, M. ENGR. COL.: PREPARING 2SU FOR A MARCH (PVO)
1979 SEP DYXIN, N. COL.: FORCING A RIVER
1979 OCT SAVENKO, I. COL.: AIR DEFENSE OF A BATTALION
1979 OCT SHEVCHENKO, V. Capt., FEDORCHUK, A. Sr. Lt.: SIMULATORS
1979 OCT SHIRSHOV, V. Lc.: FIRST ACQUAINTANCE
1979 OCT SHUBIN, B.: IN STATE EXAMS
1979 OCT SHIRYIKOV, I.: INITIATIVE AND DECISIVENESS—THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS
1979 OCT SURGEVICH, R.: BROTHERHOOD—IN-ARMS
1979 OCT TIMERKHANOV, D. COL.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES
1979 OCT ZHETLOUKHOV, A. COL.: MANEUVER—THE BASIS OF SUCCESS IN COMBAT
1979 OCT AINzhonov, A. GDS. Maj.: COACHING—A VICIOUS METHOD
1979 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS ISSUES 6 AND 7)
1979 OCT AINzhonov, A. GDS. Maj.: COACHING—A VICIOUS METHOD
1979 OCT ANDREYEV, N. GDS. COL.: INCULCATION INTO PRACTICE
1979 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO FIRE AND WEAPONS PROBLEMS ISSUE 7)
1979 OCT ANON.: IN THE SERVICE OF SOCIALIST CONQUEST (CUBA)
1979 DEC ACHALOV, GDS. COL.: ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI) TAKE NEW LINES
1979 DEC ANON.: INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN ''VOYENNYY VESTNIK'' IN 1979
1979 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO ISSUE 11)
1979 DEC Belyakov, A. COL., POPOV, V. Lc.: MANUAL MACHINE FOR LOSSENING FROZEN GROUND (RMG)
1979 DEC Belyozor, A. Lc.: A COMPANY INSPECTION PARADE
1979 DEC BOGDANOV, V. CAPT.: EASY IN TRAINING, DIFFICULT IN COMBAT
1979 DEC GADALIN, B. LC.: A NATURAL FAILURE (PVO)
1979 DEC GERASIMOV, I. GEN. ARMY.: SEIZING AND MAINTAINING THE INITIATIVE IN COMBAT
1979 DEC IGNATOVIČ, A. SR. LT.: NIGHT CLASSES WITH FORWARD OBSERVERS (ARTILLERY)
1979 DEC ISACHENKO, S. COL. RES.: FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1979 DEC IVANOV, V. COL.: WHEN THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP
1979 DEC KALININ, V. COL.: WITH A GREAT RESERVE OF STRENGTH (PVO)
1979 DEC KAPITONOV, S. GDS. SR. LT.: RESULTS HAVE BEEN SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES
1979 DEC KARAPETYAN, K. MAJ. RET.: FOR LITERACY ATTACK
1979 DEC KIRSANOV, V. MAJ.: UNDER POLAR CONDITIONS
1979 DEC KIRYUKHIN, M. COL., PASHKOVSKIY, A. COL.: DURING AN INSPECTION AT THE AIR DEFENSE RANGE
1979 DEC KUKUSHKIN, P. GEN. MAJ.: VOYENIZDAT, 1980
1979 DEC LOGINOV, V. GDS. MAJ.: AND CONTROL, AND AID
1979 DEC MAKSIMOV, V. SR. LT.: INDEPENDENT STUDIES OF AN OFFICER
1979 DEC MALISOV, YU. COL.: MASKIROVKA (CAMOUFLAGE)—AN IMPORTANT TASK
1979 DEC MARGIN, S. MAJ.: OUR PATRIOTIC PATH
1979 DEC MOGIL'NIKOV, A. LT.: FOR THE COMBAT LEARNING
1979 DEC POTAPOV, YU. M. GEN. COL.: SKILLFULLY SERVICE AND MAINTAIN ARMORED EQUIPMENT
1979 DEC PROTASOV, YU. COL.: UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE
1979 DEC RUDOY, V. COL.: TWENTY FOUR HOURS WITH THE SCOUTS
1979 DEC SAROVNIKOV, V. MAJ.: MOVE TO THE FIELD. WHAT DID IT GIVE
1979 DEC SKORODUMOV, I. GEN. MAJ. TRPS.: OBLIGATIONS ARE HIGH BUT THE RESULTS?
1979 DEC SLADKOV, A. MAJ.: IF THEY ARE CONCERNED ABOUT COMMAND TRAINING
1979 DEC STOLYAROV, S. ENGR. LC.: PREPARATION OF AN AIR DEFENSE SELF-PROPELLED MOUNT FOR FIRING
1979 DEC VINOKUR, A. COL.: A BATTLE WHEN ENCIRCLED
1979 DEC VOKOV, YU. COL.: A TRAINING SESSION ON FIRE CONTROL (ARTILLERY)
1979 DEC YEGORSHIN, V. COL., SEDYKH, A. COL.: CLEAR THE LOWER DECKS AN INSPECTOR IS COMING
1979 DEC ZHURAVLEV, M. COL.: BEST RATING
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Voyennyy Vestnik. 1975-1979

1975 APR ABASHIN,D.: COMMANDER QUALITIES FOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS
1975 FEB ABRAMOV,A.: AT THE HEART'S BIDDING
1976 OCT ABRAMOV,A.LC.: NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE
1976 DEC ABRAHAMSEV,B.GE.MAJ. TECH.TRPS.: USE OF SMOKE IN THE OFFENSIVE
1977 JUN ABROSIMOV,N., ZOLIN,YU.: IMPROVEMENT IN ARTILLERY RECONNAISSANCE
1977 OCT ABYSHKIN,V.SR.LT.: WITH KOMSOMOL FERVOR
1978 JUL ABYSHKIN,V.GDS.COL.: WITH KOMSOMOL FERVOR
1979 DEC ACHALOV,V.GDS.COL.: ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI) TAKE NEW LINES
1975 MAR ADAMOV,K.: WHAT ABOUT MEDIUM CALIBER
1975 AUG AFANASENKO,I.: ALLOWANCE FOR CURRENT REQUIREMENTS
1977 JAN AGAFONOV,N.: USE OF TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER BY SOUND RANGING PERSONNEL
1977 DEC AGAFONOV,S. ENGR.GEN.COL.: ENGINEER SUPPORT TO THE LEVEL OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS
1977 APR AGARKOV,G.CAPT.: THE PARTY COMMITTEE AND OFFICER CLASS RATINGS
1977 JUL AKHMETVALIYEV,F.: USING MISSILES IN A BATTLE
1975 SEPT AKULICH,V. ENGR.LC., SIMAKOV,P. ENGR.LC.: DETERMINING INTERVALS AND ECHELONS IN A NON-LINEAR DEPLOYMENT OF GUNS
1975 OCT AKSENENKO,A.: BORN OF OCTOBER
1979 NOV AKUNZHO, A.: ALLOWANCE FOR CURRENT REQUIREMENTS
1978 SEP AKHMETVALIYEV,F., DORYANCHIKOV,A. GDS.COL.: TRAINING INITIATIVE
1975 SEP AKIMOV,N.: DURING MOVEMENT INTO THE FIELD
1976 JUN AKIMOV, I. GDS.COL.: TANKS IN STREET BATTLES
1977 AUG AKIMOV, I. GDS.COL.: TANKS IN STREET BATTLES
1978 JAN AKIMOV, I. GDS.COL.: TANKS IN STREET BATTLES
1979 NOV AKIMOV, I. GDS.COL.: TANKS IN STREET BATTLES
1975 SEP AKIMOV, I. GDS.COL.: TANKS IN STREET BATTLES
1975 NOV AL'TSOVSKY,S., MALKOVI.: THEY UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE
1979 MAY ANDERSEN,YU.: LEARNING TO OPERATE AT NIGHT
1978 APR ANDERSEN,YU.: THERE ARE COMMUNICATIONS
1977 JUL ANDRONOV,A. GDS.LC.: APPROXIMATING CONDITIONS LIKE WAR
1979 OCT ANDRONOV, IONA.: ROADS OF WAR
1977 JUL ANDRUSIV,V.CAPT.: INCREASING ONE'S CLASSIFICATION
1977 JAN ANDRYUSHENKO,A.: BOUND ACROSS THE DANUBE
1975 NOV ANDRYUSHENKO,A.: BOUND ACROSS THE DANUBE
1977 AUG ANDRONOV,A. GDS.LC.: APPROXIMATING CONDITIONS LIKE WAR
1978 OCT ANDRONOV, IONA.: ROADS OF WAR
1977 JUL ANDREYEV,G., CHUMARIN,S.: DASH ACROSS THE ICE
1977 JAN ANDREYEV,G., CHUMARIN,S.: DASH ACROSS THE ICE
1975 SEP ANDREYEV,N., VAYSMAN,B., YANOV,L., TSARIKOV,L.: TACTICAL TRAINING OF CADETS
1977 NOV ANDREYEV,N. GDS.COL.: INCULCATION INTO PRACTICE
1978 SEP ANDREYEV,YU.LC.: WE MUST SPARE THE TIME FOR THIS
1976 JUL ANDREYEV,YU.LC.MED.SVC.: TEACHING HOW TO AID WOUNDED
1977 NOV ANDREYEV,N. GDS.COL.: INCULCATION INTO PRACTICE
1977 SEP ANDREYEV,YU.LC.: WE MUST SPARE THE TIME FOR THIS
1976 JUL ANDREYEV,YU.LC.MED.SVC.: TEACHING HOW TO AID WOUNDED
1977 NOV ANDREYEV,N. GDS.COL.: INCULCATION INTO PRACTICE
1977 AUG ANON.: 1917 CHRONICLE
1977 OCT ANON.: 1917 CHRONICLE
1976 FEB ANON.: 25TH CPSU CONGRESS
1976 OCT ANON.: 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE POLISH FORCES, DEFENSE AT NIGHT
1976 OCT ANON.: 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY, ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES
1977 MAY ANON.: 8 MAY - THE DAY OF VICTORY
1977 JAN ANON.: A BROADER SCOPE FOR SOCIALIST COMPETITION
1977 MAR ANON.: A COMPLEX APPROACH IS THE BASIS OF TACTICAL TRAINING
1976 JAN ANON.: A GREAT BATTLE
1975 MAY ANON.: A GREAT FEAT OF THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1977 JUN ANON.: A MIGHTY INDUSTRY
1976 JAN ANON.: A MORTAR BATTERY IN THE MOUNTAINS
1977 JUL ANON.: A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF TACTICS (SERIES ON RATES OF ADVANCE)
1977 JAN ANON.: A SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL CONFERENCE
1978 FEB ANON.: A VICTORY SALUTE CROWNED THE GLORY
1976 FEB ANON.: A WORD FROM OUR FRIENDS
1976 NOV ANON.: AAA MEN AT THE RANGE
1977 DEC ANON.: AFTER THE JUBILEE GRADUATION
1976 MAY ANON.: AND THEY WERE FIRST TO ACCEPT BATTLE
1977 AUG ANON.: ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
1978 MAR ANON.: ANSWERS TO FIRST SERIES PROBLEMS
1976 SEP ANON.: ANSWERS TO FOURTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1976 OCT ANON.: ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4 (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1979 SEP ANON.: ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS OF THE FOURTH SERIES (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS)
1977 JUN ANON.: ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS PUBLISHED IN ISSUE 4 (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 FEB ANON.: ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND TROOP EDUCATION)
1977 JUL ANON.: ANSWERS TO READER'S QUESTIONS (TO AID STUDY OF RULES OF FIRE)
1978 OCT ANON.: ANSWERS TO TASKS NO. 5 AND 6
1979 DEC ANON.: ARMAMENT OF DEFENDERS OF THE WORKING MASSES (YUGOSLAVIA)
1979 DEC ANON.: ARMY OF A HEROIC PEOPLE (VIETNAM)
1978 OCT ANON.: ARMY OF A VICTORIOUS NATION
1976 APR ANON.: ARTILLERY COMPETITION
1976 APR ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES)
1976 JUN ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO SECOND SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1976 JUL ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (FOURTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1976 JUN ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1977 OCT ANON.: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS 5TH SERIES
1976 AUG ANON.: ARTILLERY—FIRE EXAMINATION (ANSWERS TO THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1976 AUG ANON.: ARTILLERY—FIRE EXAMINATION (FIFTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS)
1979 MAR ANON.: ARTILLERYMEN'S CONTEST - SECOND SERIES PROBLEMS
1976 JAN ANON.: AT THE ISTRA BASE OF OPERATIONS
1978 JUN ANON.: AWARD OF THE MOTHERLAND
1977 JUL ANON.: BASIC LAW OF OUR LIFE
1976 JAN ANON.: BATTLE FORMATIONS IN OFFENSIVE COMBAT
1978 NOV ANON.: BORN OF THE REVOLUTION
1978 FEB ANON.: BORN UNDER THE RED BANNER
1978 NOV ANON.: BRAZILIAN 'URUTU' APC
1977 APR ANON.: CALENDAR OF 1917 (NOT TRANSLATED)
1978 AUG ANON.: CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES - COMMAND TRAINING EXPERIENCE
1976 MAY ANON.: CHECK YOUR ANSWERS (EDUCATION AND TRAINING)
1978 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION
1978 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION
1979 NOV ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS ISSUES 6 AND 7)
1979 NOV ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO FIRE AND WEAPONS PROBLEMS ISSUE 7)
1979 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO ISSUE 11)
1979 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 9)
1979 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 8)
1979 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (COMMUNICATIONS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4)
1976 OCT ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 2, ISSUE 6)
1976 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, SET 1 ISSUE 5)
1977 APR ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5)
1977 JUN ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 6 IN ISSUE 3)
1977 JUL ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 5)
1977 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 7)
1977 SEP ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 8)
1977 AUG ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (TACTICS, FROM ISSUE 4)
1978 APR ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION
1978 NOV ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTION
1976 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8)
1976 DEC ANON.: CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8)
1978 OCT ANON.: CHESS
1977 MAY ANON.: CHRONICLE OF 1917 - MAY
1977 JUN ANON.: CHRONICLE OF 1917
1977 JUL ANON.: CHRONICLE OF 1917
1977 SEP ANON.: CHRONICLE OF 1917 SEPTEMBER
1977 MAR ANON.: CLASS EFFECTIVENESS IN THE FOREGROUND
1977 DEC ANON.: COMBAT EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE FIELD
1976 JAN ANON.: COMBAT MORALE
1975 DEC ANON.: COMBAT READINESS IS THE MAIN THING
1975 MAY ANON.: COMBAT TRADITIONS ARE ALIVE AND GROWING
1977 AUG ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 FEB ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 APR ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 MAY ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 AUG ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 SEP ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1976 DEC ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 MAR ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 APR ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 JUN ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1977 OCT ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 JAN ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 AUG ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 SEP ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON
1978 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(1)
1978 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(2)
1978 NOV ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(3)
1976 JAN ANON.: COMBAT TRAINING UNDERWAY
1977 APR ANON.: COMMANDER AND COMPETITION
1976 AUG ANON.: COMMUNICATIONS IN PODRAZDELENIYES OF ARMIES OF THE NATO NATIONS
1976 FEB ANON.: COMMUNISTS FORWARD
1976 JUN ANON.: COMPANY IN AMBUSH
1976 APR ANON.: COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT TRAINING
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1975 JAN ANON.: COMPETITION WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT
1976 JAN ANON.: CONFIRMED BY EXPERIENCE
1977 AUG ANON.: CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN THE USSR
1976 FEB ANON.: DAILY ROUTINE OF THE KANTEMIROVKA MEN
1976 AUG ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 MAR ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 JUN ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 OCT ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 DEC ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1978 APR ANON.: DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND
1977 MAR ANON.: DECORATIONS FOR THE WORTHY
1979 NOV ANON.: DECORATIONS FOR THE WORTHY
1979 JUN ANON.: DEVELOPING SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY
1976 FEB ANON.: DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS
1979 SEP ANON.: EFFECTIVE SEARCH
1976 JAN ANON.: ELECTRIC IGNITION COIL
1977 FEB ANON.: ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS
1976 FEB ANON.: EVERY TOWN WAS A SCENE OF DARING
1976 JAN ANON.: EXPERIENCE OF THE LEADERS
1978 MAY ANON.: EXPERIENCE IS FORGED IN MILITARY ROUTINE
1977 MAR ANON.: EXPERIENCE IS FORGED IN MILITARY ROUTINE
1977 JUN ANON.: EXPERIENCE IS FORGED IN MILITARY ROUTINE
1976 JAN ANON.: FIRE DISTRIBUTION IN A BATTLE
1976 JAN ANON.: FIRING FOR EFFECT
1976 MAY ANON.: FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS
1977 SEP ANON.: FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE
1979 JUL ANON.: FOR THE HIGH DRILL TRAINING OF THE TROOPS
1976 OCT ANON.: FOR THE SOVIET UKRAINE
1977 MAR ANON.: FOR THE TRIUMPH OF A JUST CAUSE
1977 APR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1976 AUG ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (FRG LT RECON VEHICLE 'LUKS', FRG REGULATIONS)
1976 MAY ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (TANK XM-1, IRISH BT TIMONI, STINGER)
1976 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (US BMP XM-723, FRENCH ARMORED VEHICLES)
1975 FEB ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 APR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 JUN ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 NOV ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1975 DEC ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 FEB ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 MAR ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1977 JUN ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1978 OCT ANON.: FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION
1976 DEC ANON.: FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR TROOP PRACTICE
1976 SEP ANON.: FOREMOST METHODOLOGY IS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
1977 FEB ANON.: FRIEND AND ADVISOR
1976 FEB ANON.: FROM CONGRESS TO CONGRESS
1977 FEB ANON.: FROM LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
1978 MAR ANON.: FROM THE BDNKH (EXPOSITION OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY) — TO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 APR ANON.: FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE
1978 MAY ANON.: FROM THE USSR VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE
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1976 NOV ANON.: MISSILE TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY
1977 SEP ANON.: MODERNIZING REGISTRATION INSTRUMENTS
1976 JAN ANON.: MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ATTACK
1978 JUL ANON.: MOUNTAINS HAVE THEIR OWN LAWS
1976 APR ANON.: NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES DAY
1977 APR ANON.: NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES DAY, 10 APRIL
1976 FEB ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 MAR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 APR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 MAY ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 AUG ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 OCT ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1976 NOV ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 JAN ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 APR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 MAY ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 JUN ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 AUG ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1977 DEC ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1978 JAN ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1978 FEB ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1978 APR ANON.: NEW BOOKS
1978 AUG ANON.: NEWS FROM DISTRICTS AND GROUPS OF FORCES
1978 OCT ANON.: NEWS FROM THE MILITARY DISTRICTS AND GROUPS OF FORCES
1977 JAN ANON.: OFFENSIVE
1977 SEP ANON.: OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
1975 JAN ANON.: ON FIRES AND AFTERMATHS OF FIRES, FRIENDS AND COMRADES
1977 APR ANON.: NATIONAL OVER THE FATHERLAND (ROMANIA)
1975 APR ANON.: ON LAND, IN THE SKIES, AND AT SEA
1976 NOV ANON.: ON RESULTS OF SOLUTIONS TO CONTEST PROBLEMS
1977 JUL ANON.: ON THE COURSE OF THE LENINIST AGRARIAN POLICY OF THE PARTY
1976 JAN ANON.: ON THE DAILY SCHEDULE
1978 JAN ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1978 FEB ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK
1978 FEB ANON.: ON THE RIGHT FLANK OF COMPETITION
1976 JAN ANON.: ON TIME NORMS
1976 JAN ANON.: ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF CADETS
1976 JAN ANON.: ONE REGIMENT’S POLITICAL WORKERS
1978 SEP ANON.: ORDER OF LENIN TRANSBAIKAL MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE OF IDEOLOGICAL INDOCTRINATION
1977 NOV ANON.: OUR CONSTITUTION
1976 DEC ANON.: OUTSTANDING PARTY AND STATE FIGURE (L.I. BREZHNEV)
1977 OCT ANON.: PARTISANS IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
1976 NOV ANON.: PENETRATION AND THE SHIELD
1977 JAN ANON.: PLANNED TOPICS (THEMATIC PLAN) FOR 1977
1976 JAN ANON.: PLANNING IN THE BATTALION
1976 NOV ANON.: POLISH ARMY JOURNAL ‘PRZEGLAD WOJSK LADOWYCH’ IS OUR GUEST
1978 JUL ANON.: POLISH JOURNALISTS VISIT US
1977 MAR ANON.: PRACTICE ESTIMATING THE RADIATION SITUATION
1977 AUG ANON.: PRACTICE ESTIMATING THE RADIATION SITUATION
1976 MAY ANON.: PREPARE THOROUGHLY, FIRE EXCELLENTLY
1976 JAN ANON.: PREPARING PODRAZDELENIYES FOR THE MARCH
1976 AUG ANON.: PROBLEM Number 4
1976 AUG ANON.: PROBLEM SET 4 ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS)
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1976 MAY ANON.: PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 1)
1976 JUL ANON.: PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 3)
1978 APR ANON.: PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
1976 JAN ANON.: PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES FOR GROUND ARTILLERY OFFICERS
1976 AUG ANON.: PROBLEMS ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 2)
1978 MAR ANON.: PROBLEMS ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
1978 FEB ANON.: PROMOTED AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
1978 APR ANON.: PROMOTION AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
1976 JAN ANON.: RADIATION IN CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE AT NIGHT
1976 AUG ANON.: RADIO ELECTRONIC COMBAT
1977 JUN ANON.: RAISE DISCIPLINE AND ORGANIZATION
1978 MAR ANON.: RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT
1978 JAN ANON.: READY FOR A FEAT
1978 MAY ANON.: RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING SOCIALIST COMPETITION
1977 APR ANON.: RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY DISTRICT, TECHNICAL TRAINING
1978 FEB ANON.: REFERENCE POINTS OF AIRBORNE PERSONNEL
1977 MAY ANON.: RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF ATTACK
1976 JAN ANON.: RELYING ON THE ACTIVE GROUP
1976 FEB ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1976 APR ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1976 MAY ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK MEN
1977 MAR ANON.: RIGHT-FLANK PERSONNEL
1977 AUG ANON.: RIGHT-FLANKERS
1976 JAN ANON.: RIGHT-HAND FLANK*COMPETITIONS, COMMUNIST SHIPOVSKIY
1978 NOV ANON.: ROAD OF THE FATHERS
1976 AUG ANON.: SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1978 AUG ANON.: SERGEANTS — OFFICERS' COMBAT ASSISTANTS
1978 AUG ANON.: SERVICE IS IMPORTANT, BUT THE ATTITUDE TOWARD IT...
1976 JAN ANON.: SINGLE COMBAT
1978 JAN ANON.: SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE MOTHERLAND
1978 FEB ANON.: SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE MOTHERLAND
1976 JAN ANON.: SKILL IS FORGED ON THE FIELD
1975 AUG ANON.: SKILLFUL EXECUTION OF MARCHES
1976 MAY ANON.: SNIPERS OF THE AIRWAVES
1977 DEC ANON.: SO AS NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES
1977 NOV ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS)
1977 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ENGINEER SUPPORT)
1976 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS)
1976 APR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 1)
1976 JUL ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 3)
1977 FEB ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5)
1976 JUN ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2)
1977 MAR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 6)
1977 APR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 MAY ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 JUL ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 SEP ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY)
1977 AUG ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (TACTICS)
1978 JAN ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS
1978 MAR ANON.: SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS
1976 DEC ANON.: SOME QUESTIONS OF BATTERY FIRE
1977 JUL ANON.: SOUTHERN GROUP OF FORCES
1978 AUG ANON.: SOVETSKIY SOLDAT
1976 SEP ANON.: WITH DUE REGARD FOR CONTEMPORARY DEMANDS
1976 JAN ANON.: WITH THE HELP OF NETWORK PLANNING
1977 OCT ANON.: WITH THOUGHTS OF THE PARTY
1978 FEB ANON.: WORD OF OUR FRIENDS
1977 OCT ANON.: WORDS OF OUR FRIENDS (QUOTES)
1976 FEB ANON.: YEAR OF THE CONGRESS IS A YEAR OF EXCELLENT TRAINING
1978 OCT ANON.: YOU ASK AND WE ANSWER
1975 JUN ANON.: YOUNG OFFICERS JOIN FORMATION
1978 OCT ANTONOVYU.GDS.LC.: IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING
1976 DEC ANUFRIYEVYU.GDS.LC.: IMPROVING INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS EXPERTISE
1975 DEC ARKHIPOV, V.: FROM THE DNEPR TO THE SAN
1977 DEC ARKHIPOV, V.COL.RES.: A BOLD ATTACK
1977 OCT AVRAMENKO.A.ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 MAY ARISTARKHOV, Yu.E-MAJ., KULYUKHIN, N. ENGR.LC.: EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECT FIRE
1976 OCT ARISTARKHOV, Yu. ENGR.AMJ.: IN ORDER TO DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND
1975 FEB ASHCHEULOVV. : AERODYNAMIC CATAPULT
1976 JUN ATTIP'YEV, A.: COMPANY WITH HIGH PROFICIENCY LEVEL
1975 SEP ARKHIPOV, V.: UNBREAKABLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND PEOPLE
1976 OCT ARISTARKHOV, Yu. ENGR.CAPT.: TARENENKO, V. SR.SGT., KOKURIN, A. KURSANT.: FOR TRAINING RADIOISTS
1977 AUG AVER'YANOV, A.GEN.MAJ.ARTY.: IMPROVING INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS EXPERTISE
1975 SEP AVKSENT'YEV, A.: WITH THE DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME SIGHT
1977 SEP AVDIEYEV, M., COL.: OUR OPINION AND YOUR EXPERIENCE
1977 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1977 SEP AVDIEYEV, M. COL.: IN PASSING THROUGH AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
1976 MAR AYDINYAN, ACOL., SHADRIN, L.C.: IN ORDER TO DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FIRING ACCURATELY
1977 SEP BABUSHKIN, I., YEMEL'YANOV, G.: IN AN OUTSTANDING BATTALION
1975 SEP BABUSHKIN, A. LC.: PRIMARY — EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A. SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 OCT AVRAMENKO, A., ENGR.LC.: OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING
1976 AUG AVRAMENKO, A., SR.LT.: WE TRAIN FUTURE SERGEANTS
1976 JUL AVTONOMOV, S.LT.COL.: GUARDS' STEP IS FIRM
1976 AUG BAKIMOV, I., DVORYANCHIKOV, A.: INSTILLING INITIATIVE
1977 JAN BAKS, M.SR.LT., SOROKIN, A.LC.: UNDER JAMMING CONDITIONS
1978 JAN BAKSHI, A.: MILITARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE.
1975 SEP BAKUNENKO, F., KRASKEVICH, YE.: A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR OBJECTIVE MONITORING (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS)
1975 DEC BAL'SHEM, N.: ALONG OBSTACLES AND RESTRICTED PASSAGES
1976 AUG BALAKIREV, I.MAJ., ZUYEV, I.LC.: STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS)
1977 JAN BAKSHIA.: MILITARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE.
1975 SEP BAKUNENKO, F., KRASKEVICH, YE.: A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR OBJECTIVE MONITORING
1975 DEC BAL'SHEMN.: ALONG OBSTACLES AND RESTRICTED PASSAGES
1976 AUG BALAKIREV, I.MAJ., ZUYEV, I.LC.: STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS)
1977 JAN BALDIN, N.LC.: PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
1976 FEB BALISTOVSKYI, L.: WE ARE IMPROVING COMBAT EXPERTISE
1976 SEP BALITSKIY, V.COL., KAGAN, V.COL.: WE INCREASE RESULTS
1977 MAY BARABASHV, L.: INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF FIRING FOR EFFECT
1977 FEB BARANCHUK, I.LC.RES.: ELECTRIFIED BOARD
1975 AUG BARANOV, S.: A SCIENCE TESTED BY FIRE
1977 FEB BARANCHUK, I.LC.RES.: ELECTRIFIED BOARD
1978 JUL BARANOV, S.: GREAT PATH OF STRUGGLE AND VICTORIES
1977 OCT BARANOV, S.GEN.MAJ.: TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE OF THE SOVIET UNION
1975 MAR BARDADYM, I., IVANOV, V., VINOKUROV, M., DERYUGIN, F.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1975 MAR Basistov, Yu., Skotnikov, Yu.: IN THE SPIRIT OF FRIENDSHIP AND FRATERNITY
1977 APR BASHKIROV, I.LC.RES.: ELECTRIFIED BOARD
1975 OCT BAZARNYY, F., MARISHCHUK, V., YEVSTAF'YEV, B.: PHYSICAL CONDITIONING COMPLEX
1979 APR BEDULIN, A.: FOR THE HIGH TRAINING OF STUDENTS
1978 APR BELASHCHENKO, T.: POISONERS OF THE AIRWAVES
1975 SEP BELIK, P.: IN SKILL, NOT IN NUMBERS
1978 SEP BELIK, P.GEN.: FRONTLINE EXPERIENCE OF INDOCTRINATION INTO PRACTICE
1975 JUN BELIKOV, R.: EFFECTIVENESS AND PURPOSEFULNESS IN TECHNICAL PREPARATION
1978 MAY BELIKOV, V.: THE COMMANDER AND SERVICE OF TROOPS
1979 MAY BELIKOV, V.GEN.COL.: HIGH QUALITY COMMAND TRAINING
1977 OCT BELOBREV, N.GEN.COL.: SKILL AND COURAGE OF SIGNALMEN
1978 SEP BELOKOBYL, K.: ACROSS A SWIFT STREAM
1979 DEC BELOKOBYL, K.: ACROSS A SWIFT STREAM
1975 JUL BELOKUR, M.: ADJUSTMENT CALCULATION INSTRUMENT
1978 JUL BELOKUR, M.: FOR SETTING UP A MOVING TARGET GUNNERY RANGE
1978 AUG BELOKUR, M.: SIMPLIFICATION NOT TO THE DETRIMENT OF ACCURACY
1979 JUL BELOKUR, M.: USING RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS
1976 NOV BELOKUR, M.COL.RES.: SOME QUESTIONS OF SHORT BASE REGISTRATION
1975 AUG BELONOGYHO, S.: THOROUGHNESS OF COMMANDERS AND STAFFS IN EXERCISES
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Chernikov, V., Kamenskiy, L., Lobko, M., Varenik, V.</td>
<td>Responses to the Article Infantry Combat Vehicles in Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Chernikov, V., Kamenskiy, L., Lobko, M., Varenik, V.</td>
<td>Responses to the Article Infantry Combat Vehicles in Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Chernikov, V., Kamenskiy, L., Lobko, M., Varenik, V.</td>
<td>Responses to the Article Infantry Combat Vehicles in Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>NOV</td>
<td>Chernikov, V., Kamenskiy, L., Lobko, M., Varenik, V.</td>
<td>Responses to the Article Infantry Combat Vehicles in Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>Chernikov, V., Kamenskiy, L., Lobko, M., Varenik, V.</td>
<td>Responses to the Article Infantry Combat Vehicles in Combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Chernogorov, V. S.R. Lt.</td>
<td>Students are Competing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Chernomazov, V.</td>
<td>Let us Teach Noncommissioned Officers the Methods of Fire Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>Chernous'ko, L.</td>
<td>Peking—in the Rut of Maoism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>Chernous'ko, L.</td>
<td>Zionism—the Poisonous Weapon of Imperialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Chernousov, B.</td>
<td>My Closest Assistants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>Chernov, N.</td>
<td>In Order to Increase the Speed of a March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>Chernov, V. Maj., Moslov, L.Sr. Lt., Mikhaiev, V. Capt.</td>
<td>A School of Self Control and Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>APR</td>
<td>Chernyshov, V.</td>
<td>Platoon Advance on an Infantry Combat Vehicle Involving Field Firing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>NOV</td>
<td>Chevokin, Yu.</td>
<td>Field Exercises are in Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>Chirsko'y, A.</td>
<td>A Motorized Rifle Platoon on a Combat Outpost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Chirtsov, V. Engr. Capt.</td>
<td>Norms with a High Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Chistov, B.</td>
<td>Registering Targets Using Air Bursts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Chistov, B.</td>
<td>Using a Time Fuze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Chuguyev, I. Capt.</td>
<td>Command Maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>Chumachenko, A.</td>
<td>An Important Item in Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>NOV</td>
<td>Chumakov, S.</td>
<td>Compiling Photo Measurement Documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>Chumakov, S.</td>
<td>Dash Across the Ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Chumakov, S.</td>
<td>First Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Chumakov, S. Col., Andreyev, G. Col. Ret.</td>
<td>Selflessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>APR</td>
<td>Degtyarev, N.</td>
<td>Field Training to the Foreground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Dem'yanchuk, A.</td>
<td>Foundations of High Field Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Degtyarev, N.</td>
<td>Relying on the Active Membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Davydov, S.</td>
<td>Seizing and Holding on to Favorable Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Davydov, Ya.</td>
<td>Behind the Line of the Operations Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Ded'yukhin, V. Gds. Capt.</td>
<td>Fusion of Word and Deed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Ded'yukhin, V. Gds. Capt.</td>
<td>Increasing Glorious Traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>JUL</td>
<td>Deg'te, L. Capt.</td>
<td>How Preparations were Made for the Offensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Deg'ye, V.</td>
<td>Moral Stimulation of Military Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>JUN</td>
<td>Danilov, A.</td>
<td>Raising Accuracy of Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Davydov, S.</td>
<td>Seizing and Holding on to Favorable Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Davydov, Ya.</td>
<td>Behind the Line of the Operations Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Ded'yanuk, A. Gen. Lt.</td>
<td>Fusion of Word and Deed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Ded'yukhin, V. Gds. Capt.</td>
<td>Increasing Glorious Traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>JUL</td>
<td>Deg'te, L. Capt.</td>
<td>How Preparations were Made for the Offensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Deg'te, V.</td>
<td>Moral Stimulation of Military Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Dem'yanchuk, A.</td>
<td>Foundations of High Field Training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1977 FEB DEMCHUK, V.LC.: INDIVIDUAL WORK LOG
1977 JUL DEMCHUK, V.LC.: ON THE MAIN AXIS
1976 OCT DEMCHUK, V.LC.: WORKING WITH EACH ONE
1978 JUL DEMENT'YEY, V.: SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS FOR TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION
1977 FEB DEMENT'YEY, V.GEN.LT.: PARTY ORGANIZATIONS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR MILITARY DISCIPLINE
1977 NOV DEMENT'YEY, V. YE. LT.: A SPECIALIST IN THE MAKING
1975 NOV DEMIDOV, A.: ALLOWANCE FOR THE ACTUAL SITUATION
1976 MAR DEMIDOV, A.: GROUP EXERCISES AT NIGHT
1976 MAR DEMIDOV, V.: ECOL.: THE GOAL IS HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
1977 MAR DERYUGIN, F., BARDADYM, I., VINOKUROV, M., IVANOV, V.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1976 SEP DESYATNYUK, I. MAJ.: DETERMINING INSTRUMENT ERROR OF A COMPASS
1975 AUG DIBRONRAVOV, V., KUNITSKIY, P.: MODERN WARFARE AND INFORMATION
1978 OCT DOROZHKIN, D. L.C.: TRAINING OFFICERS TO ORGANIZE FOR COMBAT ON THE TERRAIN
1977 JUN DMITRIYEVM., KARPOV, V., BELOV, A.: TECHNICAL SECURITY ON THE MARCH AND DURING A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1978 JUN DOROKHOV, YU. L.C.: CONCERNS OF AN ARTILLERY BATTALION COMMANDER (PVO)
1976 DEC DROZHGIN, D. L.C.: TRAINING OFFICERS TO ORGANIZE FOR COMBAT ON THE TERRAIN
1976 DEC DOLODONOV, S. COL.: RADIATION AND CHEMICAL SURVEY IN THE DEFENSE
1975 APR DOROKHOV, YU. L.C.: CONCERNS OF AN ARTILLERY BATTALION COMMANDER (PVO)
1975 AUG DOROZHANOV, V. L.C.: IN A CONTAMINATED ZONE
1979 JUL DROZHGIN, A. COL.: EMPLOYMENT OF TACTICAL AVIATION (BASED ON FOREIGN PRESS)
1979 JUL DROZHDIN, V. ENGR. MAJ.: TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1979 AUG DRAGOMIRETSKIY, F., GORKIN, A.: CAMOUFLAGE MUST BE TAUGHT
1977 JAN DRAGUNSKII, D.: FIELD ACADEMY
1978 SEP DRAGUNSKII, D. A. GEN. COL.: ALLEGIANCE TO DUTY
1978 JAN DREGLAV, V., NULMOV, M.: IN A CONTAMINATED ZONE
1977 APR DREGLAV, V. CAPT.: AIRBORNE COMPANY SEIZES AN OBJECTIVE IN THE MOUNTAINS
1976 DEC DROZHDIN, V. ENGR. MAJ.: TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1979 JUL DUBOYTSKII, A.: SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE BATTALION
1979 JUL DUBROVINSKIY, S. ENGR. L.C.: DEEP KNOWLEDGE PLUS INTENSIVE PRACTICE
1978 JUL DUBROVSKIY, YE.: TOPOGRAPHICAL GEODESISTS AND METEOROLOGISTS ON AN EXERCISE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978 NOV</td>
<td>DUBROVSKIY, Ye.Lc.</td>
<td>TEST PASSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 FEB</td>
<td>DUDIN, N.</td>
<td>TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINE. A.</td>
<td>SMOKE SCREEN BATTERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUL</td>
<td>DUKOV, R. Col.</td>
<td>COMBAT IN ENCIRCLEMENT (TACTICS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUL</td>
<td>DUTOV, E.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 FEB</td>
<td>DUDIN, N.</td>
<td>TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 MAY</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINETS, A.</td>
<td>OPERATION BREZNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 FEB</td>
<td>DUDIN, N.</td>
<td>TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 MAY</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINE. A.</td>
<td>SMOKESCREEN BATTERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINETS, A.</td>
<td>OPERATION BREZNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUL</td>
<td>DUTOV, E.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 FEB</td>
<td>DUDIN, N.</td>
<td>TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 MAY</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINE. A.</td>
<td>SMOKE SCREEN BATTERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINETS, A.</td>
<td>OPERATION BREZNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUL</td>
<td>DUTOV, E.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 FEB</td>
<td>DUDIN, N.</td>
<td>TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 MAY</td>
<td>DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A.</td>
<td>A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINE. A.</td>
<td>SMOKE SCREEN BATTERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 MAY</td>
<td>DUGINETS, A.</td>
<td>OPERATION BREZNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUL</td>
<td>DUTOV, E.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1977 MAR GLOTOV, V.GDS.LC., OLEYNIK, A.GDS.LT.: DEMANDS OF DISCIPLINE ARE THE LAW
1977 DEC GLOTOV, V.LC.: TEST FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING
1977 SEP GLUKHOV, A.LT.: TACTICAL TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS
1976 AUG GNEUSHEV, A.MAJ.: QUALITY IN THE FOREGROUND
1975 JUL GODOVANIK, B.: GRAPHIC METHOD OF MARCH CALCULATION
1975 AUG GODOVANIK, B. ENGR.-LC.: CALCULATING MARCHES ACCORDING TO TIMED INTERVALS
1975 NOV GODOVANIK, M., ZVEREV, A., SYEDIN, S., DENISOV, V.: PRIZE, HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
1977 JUL GOLOSUYEV, YE.COL.: TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE DEMANDS OF COMBAT
1975 DEC GOLOVAN', V.: COMPETITION AUGMENTS FORCES
1977 AUG GOLOVCHENKO, M.MAJ.: ALL RESERVES IN ACTION
1977 JAN GOLUBEV, G.MAJ.: ORIENTING GUNS WHEN LACKING A BUSSOL ON FIRE POSITIONS
1977 AUG GOLOVCHENKO, M.MAJ.: ALL RESERVES IN ACTION
1975 JUL GOLUBEV, G.MAJ.: ORIENTING GUNS WHEN LACKING A BUSSOL ON FIRE POSITIONS
1978 SEP GOLUBEV, I.COL.: A CREATIVE APPROACH
1976 JUN GOLUBEVI, L.C.: CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE)
1975 JAN GOLUBKOV, A.: ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME
1979 NOV GOLUBKOV, A.COL.: LESSENING THE PREPARATION PERIOD FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE
1977 FEB GOLYSHEV, V.COL.: FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING CLASSROOM
1976 APR GONCHAROV, N.GEN.MAJ.: A COMMUNIST'S HIGH DUTY
1977 JUN GONCHAROV, V.GEN.COL.: LENINIST STYLE IN WORK OF MILITARY CADRES
1976 SEP GORACHEK, V.GEN.COL.: FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
1977 JUN GORACHEK, A. ENGR.GEN.LT., KOTOV, I.COL.: RIVER CROSSING AND BRIDGING MEANS OF FOREIGN ARMIES
1978 SEP GORACHEK, A. ENGR.GEN.MAJ.: THEY TRAIN FOR COMBAT IN THE FIELD
1976 OCT GORACHEV, V.: LANDING FORCE REPELS HELICOPTER ATTACKS
1979 JUN GORBANOVS, L.T.: MOST IMPORTANT IS PERSISTENCE (VOYENNYY VESTNIK QUESTIONNAIRE)
1977 APR GORDEYENKOV, I. LC., LOVI, A.COL.: FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE
1976 AUG GORDEYENKOV, I. LC., LOVI, A.COL.: FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE
1976 JUN GORDEYENKOV, I. LC., LOVI, A.COL.: FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE
1977 MAY GOROVDOR, C2.CPEDS.: KNOW AND CONSIDER THE MEN'S INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PECULIARITIES
1979 SEP GOROKHOV, M.COL.: A PENCIL CASE FOR STORING AND CARRYING ELECTRIC DETONATORS
1977 FEB GOROUSHENKO, G.CAPT.: EFFECTIVENESS IS THE MOTTO OF EVERY EXERCISE
1976 JUN GORSHKO, V.LC.: SIGNALMEN IN FIELD EXERCISES
1978 FEB GORSHKOVS.: SENTRIES OF THE MARITIME BORDERS
1977 OCT GORYACHKIN, P.LC., ROMASHKO, V.LC.: BY WORD AND DEED
1978 DEC GOSSHKO, V.LC.: RESERVE OF STRENGTH
1978 DEC GORSHEV, I., MONASTYRSKIY, B., ULYBYSHEV, P.: SNIPERS IN THE WAR
1977 MAY GOS'TEV, K., COL.: COORDINATING ARTILLERY AND HELICOPTERS
1977 FEB GOTTWALD, K.: HIGH ATTACK TEMPOS
1976 JUN GOVOROV, V.GEN.LC.: ALLY OF YOUTH AND EXPERIENCE
1978 DEC GRABOVOY, I., FROLOV, I.: INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE GEAR OF NATO ARMIES
1975 OCT GRABOVOY, I.: UNDER SMOKESCREEN CONDITIONS
1975 MAY GRABOVOY, I., COL.CMS.DOTS.: BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFYEY AND SHAMSHUROV'S ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION)
1977 JUL GRACHEV, YU.C3.: OCEAN — SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND MASTERY
1978 OCT GRANKOV, A.LC.: A BATTALION FORCES A WATER BARRIER
1978 APR GRANKIN, V., TAIN, N., VOSTOKOV, Z.: LASERS IN GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
1976 APR GRANKIN, V.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS.: ESTIMATE OF THE SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE SITUATION (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
1977 APR GRANKIN, V.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS.DMS.PROF.: ELECTRONIC WARFARE
1979 APR GREBENNIKOV, S., YUSUFY, YU.: COMMANDER AND LAW
1979 MAR GREBENNIKOV, V.: TRAINING IN THROWING HAND GRENADES
1978 FEB GRECHENOVSKY, F.NU.: A COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASS WITH A BATTERY
1978 NOV ISHCHEMKO, G. GEN. LT.: PARTY EXACTINGNESS
1978 JUL ISKOROSTINSKIY, A., MASHKOV, N.: IN A FOREMOST BATTALION
1976 MAY IVANIN, A. COL.: PLATOON NIGHT ATTACK
1977 JAN IVANISOV, S. SR. LT.: ACCURACY IN FIRING DEPENDS ON THE DRIVER-MECHANIC
1979 NOV IVANOV, A. COL., IRKHA, M. LC.: A SPECIAL TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ENGINEER BATTALION
1976 SEP IVANOV, A. ENGR. COL., LISOVSKYI, V. GDS. MAJ.: TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO A BATTALION ON THE MARCH
1976 NOV IVANOV, A. ENGR. COL. RES., SOLOMENKO, I. ENGR. COL., SIDENKO, P. MAJ.: SERVICING DAY
1979 NOV IVANOVS.: DECISIVE FRONT
1975 MAR IVANOV, S.: VICTORY IN THE FAR EAST
1979 JUN IVANOV, V.: HEADQUARTERS AND PREPARATIONS FOR EXERCISES
1975 MAR IVANOV, V.: MOLDING OF LIEUTENANTS
1979 JUN IVANOV, V.: RETURN FROM TRAINING TIME
1977 JUL IVANOV, V.: RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN MOUNTAIN TAIGA TERRAIN
1978 JUN IVANOV, V.: BEST RADIO OPERATORS OF THE DISTRICT
1975 JAN IVANOV, V.: BUT WHERE ARE THE TANKS?
1977 JUL KABULAKHIN, N. LC.: RULES FOR USE OF SHOOTING BY ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS
1976 SEP KAGAN, V. COL., BALITSKIY, V. COL.: WE INCREASE RESULTS
1975 OCT KALENIK, S.: TRAINING OF PTURS OPERATORS
1978 OCT KALENIK, S.: A MEETING OF VETERANS
1976 OCT KALININ, V.: HIGH QUALITY FOR COMMUNICATIONS
1979 OCT KALININ, V.: WORK IS CRITICAL BUT THE ATTITUDE TOWARD IT
1978 APR KALININ, V.: IN VARIABLE CONDITION FOR VICTORY IN COMBAT
1975 JUN KALININ, V.: MOLDING OF LIEUTENANTS
1977 FEB KALININ, V.: DISCIPLINE IN A COMPANY IS A COMMON CONCERN
1979 OCT KALININ, V.: THE IMPORTANT THING IS THE FINAL RESULT
1978 OCT KALININ, V.: TODAY UNDER TOMORROW'S NORMS
1978 MAR KALININ, V.: WORK IS CRITICAL BUT THE ATTITUDE TOWARD IT
1976 OCT KALININ, V.: HIGH QUALITY FOR COMMUNICATIONS
1979 OCT KALININ, V.: A MEETING OF VETERANS
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1976 DEC KAZARNOVSKIY,YU.GEN.MAJ., RUBTSOV,P.COL.: PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT FORMATIONS
1975 JUN KEREYEV,ZH.: ALLOWANCE FOR THE CONCRETE SITUATION
1975 MAR KESSLER,G.: UNBREAKABLE SOLIDARITY
1977 APR KHANKAK,I.COL.: ARTILLERY BATTALION LONG-DISTANCE MARCH
1976 MAR KHAR'KIN,F.: GROUP ATHLETIC WORK IN A REGIMENT
1976 MAY KHARCHUK,B.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS.: TEACH, BUT DON'T SUBSTITUTE
1975 JAN KHAKITONOV,V., BUBNOVMO.: A GAGE FOR SMOKE AGENT CALCULATION
1978 NOV KHASANOV,R.LC.: DUTY AND POSITION
1977 MAR KHITRENKO,M.COL.CES.: PARTY ECONOMIC STRATEGY (25TH CONGRESS CPSU)
1977 OCT KHELEBNIKOV,N.GEN.COL.ARTY.: THE GLORY OF THESE DAYS WILL NOT FALL SILENT
1975 OCT KHOBOLOV.,V.: MILITARY HISTORY AND IDEOLOGICAL WARFARE
1979 SEP KHMUL'SKII,YU.COL.: BALLISTIC OPERATIONAL-TACTICAL ROCKETS (FOREIGN)
1975 OCT KHOVATOV,P.: COMMUNICATIONS IN FRG TROOPS
1976 JUL KIKESHEV,N.CAPT.: SO AS NOT TO BE FOUND AT THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
1977 FEB KIKISHEV,N.CAPT. : WHEN COORDINATED ACTION IS ONLY DESIGNATED
1976 JUN KIKISHEV,N.CAPT.: PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY)
1978 FEB KIRILYUK,M.COL.: RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE COMMANDERS
1976 AUG KIRILYUK,YU.: WE ARE TEACHING THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS
1975 DEC KIRILYUK,YU.: RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE COMMANDERS
1977 APR KIRILYUK,M.COL.: COMBATE IN THE CITY
1978 JUN KIRILYUK,M.COL.: UNANIMOUS APPROVAL
1976 MAR KIRIN,I.COL.: NINE HEROES OF AN ANTIAIRCRAFT BATTERY
1979 DEC KIRILIN,S.COL.: ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS IN A FIGHT FOR THE LEAD
1976 OCT KIRILIN,S.COL.: GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS LIES IN RELIABLE NEUTRALIZATION BY FIRE
1975 MAR KIRICHKO,L.: THE LINE HAS BEEN TAKEN, AND ANOTHER IS AHEAD
1978 JUL KIRICHKO,L.: FIRM TECHNICAL SKILLS FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1979 JUN KIRILIN,S.COL.CTS., NOVIKOV,P.ENGR.C2.: TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1977 JUN KIRKIN.I.COL.: UNDER POLAR CONDITIONS
1975 JUN KIRKIN.I.COL.: TACTICAL DRILL PROBLEM WITH LAUNCH BATTERY
1979 MAR KIRKIN.I.COL.: NINE HEROES OF AN ANTIAIRCRAFT BATTERY
1976 DEC KIRILYUK,YU.: WE ARE TEACHING THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS
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1978 JAN KISELEV,K.: IN THE INTERESTS OF INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
1977 DEC KISELEV,K.MAJ.TECH.SVC.RES.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
1976 FEB KISELEV,P., SHILOV,A.: TRAINER EXERCISE
1976 JUL KISELEV,P.ENG.R.LC., SHILOV,A.LC.: TRAINING CHEMICAL OBSERVERS
1977 APR KISELEVICH,S.LT.: WE EMPLOY TRAINERS
1976 MAR KISINAS,YE., KARPOV,YE.: A TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ARTILLERY BATTALION
1976 MAR KITSULA,I.: IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPEED UP THE DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIPMENT
1976 FEB KIPEL',V.MAJ.RES.: SEARCH
1976 MAR KLYACHINI.COL.: ON THE TRUE PATH
1976 SEP KOBAL',M.MAJ.: COMPETITION IN THE PLATOON
1976 SEP KOBZAR'.A.GEN.MAJ.ARTY., RAZUVAYEV,A.COL.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1975 MAY KOCHETKOV,A.: BUILDERS OF STEEL FORTRESSES
1977 FEB KOCHETKOV,A.LC.RES.: TULA'S MILITARY EXPLOIT
1975 JUL KOCHU,A.: MAIN HEIGHT
1976 DEC KOCHUKOVA.LC.: A THIRD CHOICE WAS NOT GIVEN
1979 AUG KLYACHIN,A.: RADIATION AND CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE ON THE MOVE
1976 DEC KLYACHIN,I.COL.: ON THE TRUE PATH
1976 AUG KLYUYEV,A.GEN.LT.: URGENT TASKS IN TRAINING OFFICER CADRES
1976 JUL KLYUYEV,A.GEN.MAJ.: IN THE INTEREST OF FIELD TRAINING
1977 FEB KNECH.G.COL.NNA.GDR.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN THE ARMY OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
1975 MAR KNYAZEVV.: WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS TAKEN TO COMPETITION
1978 AUG KOBAL',M.: CADETS FULFILL THE NORMS
1978 MAR KOBAL',M.: GAS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE DK-4
1978 JAN KOBAL',M.: GAS WATER HEATER
1979 DEC KOBAL',M.: PROTECTION AGAINST CARBON MONOXIDE
1976 MAY KOBAL',M.MAJ.: COMPETITION IN THE PLATOON
1976 SEP KOBAL',M.MAJ.: NUCLEAR BURST SIMULATORS
1976 SEP KOBZAR'.A.GEN.MAJ.ARTY., RAZUVAYEV,A.COL.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1975 OCT KOLBINEVV.ENGR.LC.: HOW TO FORECAST FAILURES OF MODULATOR TUBES
1978 NOV KOLIBERNOV,YE.LT.GEN.ENGR-TRPS.: FIELD TRAINING AND THE NORMS
1976 APR KOLON,d,YU.COL.CMS.: ARTILLERY IN THE BREAKTHROUGH OF FORTIFIED AREAS
1975 OCT KOLUBKOV.N.: SPECIAL TACTICAL TRAINING WITH THE PONTOON COMPANY
1975 JUL KOMAR,V., SMIRNOV,M.: ENGINEER OFFICER IN TRAINING
1977 JAN KOMAR,V.COL.: ON BRIDGE CROSSINGS IN WINTER – FLOATING HOUSE METHOD
1977 JAN KOMAROV,G.SR.LT.: COMPETITION DURING CLASSES (ENGINEERS)
1975 NOV KORBOZEV,A-.: PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS
1976 SEP KONCHITS.V.: TRAINING IN A COMPLICATED SITUATION
1979 AUG KONCHITS.V.: WE ARE PREPARING CADRES WITH HIGH QUALIFICATIONS
1977 DEC KONCHITS.V.GEN.LT.: EXERCISES AND MANEUVERS, PAST AND PRESENT
1979 FEB KONOBEEYEV,N.: SKILL OF PONTOON PERSONNEL IS GROWING
1979 JUL KONONOV,I.: A COMPANY IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1978 JUN KONONOV,I.: IN A DEFENSE WITH FIELD FIRING
1975 SEP KONONOV,I.: USE OF MOVING PICTURES FOR TRAINING PURPOSES
1978 SEP KONONOV,I.COL.: IN A RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
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1978 NOV KONONOV, I. COL.: INSTILLING VOLITIONAL QUALITIES
1977 MAR KONONOV, I. COL.: WHEN TANKS ATTACK A LANDING FORCE (AIR DESANT)
1978 AUG KONOPLYA, P.: BATTALION ACTIONS IN ISOLATION FROM THE MAIN BODY
1979 SEP KONOPLYA, P. COL.: COMBATING ANTI-TANK HELICOPTERS DURING AN ATTACK
1977 SEP KONSTEVOY, YU. LC.: FIRING FROM BMP AT MOVING TARGETS
1977 DEC KOPAT', F. MAJ.: AS A SUPPLEMENT TO SCHEDULED CLASSES
1978 FEB KORBELYAM.: METHODOLOGY OF CONDUCTING TACTICAL PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES
1979 OCT KORF, N. MAJ. RES. CMS. DOTS., MALYUCIN, N. COL. DMS. PROF.: DRIVER — SPECIALIST OF COMBAT
1975 JUN KORITCHUK, V.: ACTION AGAINST ANTI-TANK WEAPONS IN AN OFFENSIVE
1979 OCT KORNIYENKO, I. COL.: A RELAY RACE OF SKILL
1977 MAR KORNIYETS, A. SR. LT.: FIELD DECIDES THE GRADE
1976 FEB KOFEV, K.: ON PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALIST INTERNATIONALISM
1976 MAY KORYAKIN, YU. LC. CMS., BELOV, M. COL. DMS. PROF., OPILAT, V. LC.: REMOTE MINELAYING (SCATTERABLE MINES)
1979 JUN KOROLEV, YU.: AN ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE PATROL
1978 MAY KOROLEV, YU. CMS. DOTS.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICAL COVER AND DECEPTION (MASKIROYKA)
1975 DEC KOSTINS.: A NEW UPSURGE IN SOVIET INDUSTRY
1977 MAY KOSTIN, S. COL.: UNITY OF THE PARTY’S ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES
1977 MAY KOSTITYSN, S. P. LT.: BOND OF GENERATIONS
1976 MAY KOSTYCOV, S. LT.: WORKING WITH THE PLATOON AKTIV
1978 AUG KOVACHEV, S. GEN. MAJ. BPA.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1977 MAR KOSOV, V. ENGR. COL., VINOKHODOV, YU. ENGR. LC.: PERFORMING DEMOLITIONS WORK
1979 MAY KOSTYUNIN, V. A. CAPT.: FAITHFUL TO LENINIST PRECEPTS
1977 MAY KOTIN, ZH. YA. ENGR. GEN. COL.: CONVERSATIONS WITH DESIGNERS FIRE, MANEUVER AND ARMOR
1978 SEP KOTIN, ZH. YA. ENGR. GEN. COL.: CONVERSATIONS WITH DESIGNERS FIRE, MANEUVER AND ARMOR
1977 MAR KOTKOV, N. COL.: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR. GEN. LT.: RIVER CROSSING AND BRIDGING MEANS OF FOREIGN ARMIES
1975 SEP KOTOV, N.: AIMING INSTRUCTION
1977 JUL KOTOV, N.: COMPANY COMMANDER ORGANIZES A MARCH
1978 DEC KOTOV, N.: TRAINING IN FIRING FROM THE MOVE
1979 AUG KOTOV, N.: TRAINING ON FIRING AT MOVING TARGETS
1979 NOV KOTOV, N. GDS. MAJ.: TRAINING ROCKET LAUNCHER MEN IN THE COMPANY
1978 MAY KOTOV, N. MAJ.: TRAINING TO FIRE AT NIGHT
1978 SEP KOVACHY, I. COL.: BATTLES FOR THE PASSES
1978 AUG KOVACHEV, S. GEN. MAJ. BPA.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1978 DEC KOVALENKO, A.: COMMANDER’S INDIVIDUAL SITUATION MAP
1978 NOV KOVALENKO, A. COL.: ESTIMATING THE TERRAIN IN ORGANIZING A MARCH
1978 MAY KOVALENKO, A. COL.: IMPROVING SKILLS IN ORIENTATION
1978 MAY KOVALENKO, A. LT.: WITH A TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR IN THE MOUNTAINS
1979 OCT KOVALENKO, V.: DO NOT STOP WITH WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED
1976 JUN KOVALENKO, V. LC.: NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY
1976 AUG KUL'TIYASOV, V.LC.: GREATER INDEPENDENCE FOR COMMANDERS

1979 APR KULAKOV, I.: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF SIGNAL OFFICERS

1977 DEC KULAKOV, I.GEN.LT.COMM.TRPS.: TOWARD A SINGLE GOAL

1978 OCT KULAKOV, V., MIKHAYLOV, YU.: REDUCTION OF DEADLINES—AN IMPORTANT STAFF TASK

1979 NOV KULAKOV, V.LT., VASIL'YEV, I.CAPT., NEDOREZOV, G.CAPT.: OUR EXPERIENCE IN PREPARING ARTILLERY COMMANDERS

1977 FEB KULIK, N.CAPT.: EXERCISES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MOTORIZED RIFLE CADETS

1978 SEP KULIKOV, I., N.ENG.R.LC., ARISTARKHOV, YU. E-MAJ.: EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECT FIRE

1977 SEP KULIKOV, N.LC., LUTSENKO, G.MAJ.: CHECKING THE RESULTS OF COMBINED SOUNDINGS

1976 MAR KUMSHAYEV, B.: INFANTRY ANTIAIRCRAFT MEN ON THE PVO (AIR DEFENSE) TRAINING FIELD

1978 APR KUNITSKIY, P., DOBROVIAZOV, V.: MODERN WARFARE AND INFORMATION

1977 JUL KUPTSEVICH, YA.GDS.SR.LT.: AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION OF THE KOMSOMOL ACTIVIST GROUP

1978 MAR KURENKOV, K., RUDOY, V.: A COMPOSITE SUBJECT

1979 FEB KURENKOV, K.: IMPROVE NIGHT TRAINING

1977 AUG KURENKOV, K.GEN.MAJ.: MAKE FULLER USE OF TRAINING INSTALLATIONS AND TRAINERS

1978 SEP KURENKOV, K.GEN.LT., TARASOV, A.COL.: SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES

1976 AUG KUTSENKO, B.GEN.LT.ARTY.: PATH TO TACTICAL COHESIVENESS (PVO)

1977 APR KUTSENKO, B.GEN.LT.ARTY.: WITH THE FIRST MISSILE OR FIRST BURST

1978 AUG KUZNETSOV, V.: TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF THE MARCH OF TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE

1977 AUG KUZNETSOV, V.LC.: FIRE SYSTEM IN THE DEFENSE OF A BATTALION

1979 JUL KUZNETSOV, YE.: FOR FUTURE SERGEANTS—COMMAND SKILLS

1978 DEC KVASNIN, A., VAVILOV, V.: WORK OF SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY RECONNAISSANCE GROUP

1978 AUG KYNACHEV, M.: COMBAT SKILLS ARE IMPROVED IN THE FIELD

1977 OCT LADYGIN, V., ERYUPIN, N., VORONOY, YE.: ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS

1978 DEC LABAN, BRATISLAV, COL.: YEARS OF STRUGGLE AND VICTORIES (YUGOSLAVIA)

1976 MAR LABICHEV, B.: CALCULATING ONE'S STRENGTH

1978 MAR LAFEK, V., ENGR.GEN.MAJ.: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO COMMAND TRAINING

1978 SEP LAFEK, V., ENGR.GEN.MAJ.: IN THE SPIRIT OF REGULATION REQUIREMENTS

1977 FEB LAPYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS.: TANK DRIVING—A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING)

1976 JUN LAPYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS.: IN DEFENSE OF SOVIET POWER

1978 AUG LAPYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS.: IN THE SPIRIT OF REGULATION REQUIREMENTS

1977 FEB LAPYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS.: TANK DRIVING—A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING)

1976 SEP LASHCHENKO, P.GEN.ARMY.HSU.: FORMATION OF THE MILITARY COLLECTIVE

1978 JAN LAVRINOV, A.: DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET MILITARY EQUIPMENT

1977 FEB LAVRNIK, S.RT.: TACTICS OR PARADE PRECISION

1978 AUG LABRENT'YEV, A.: AAA PERSONNEL AT MALAYA ZEMLYA

1978 AUG LABRENT'YEV, A.: FLIGHT OF ATTACKERS

1978 OCT LABRENT'YEV, A.: MAIN DIRECTION

1979 JAN LAVRENT'YEV, A.: TIMELY AND ACCURATELY
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1977 SEP LUTSENKO.G.MAJ., KULYUKHIN.N.LC.: CHECKING THE RESULTS OF COMBINED SOUNDINGS
1978 OCT LUTSENKO.V., TESLENKO.M.: ARTILLERY COMMANDER'S DECISION
1977 DEC LUTSENKO.V.COL.CPEDS.: AUTHORITY OF AN ORDER
1977 MAR LUTSENKO.V.GEN.MAJ.ARTY., BOBROVSKYI.YU.COL.: BATTALION COMMANDER ASSIGNS MISSIONS TO ARTILLERY IN THE DEFENSE
1975 OCT LYADSKYI.V.: CALCULATION OF ADJUSTMENTS IN FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER
1975 DEC LYTALUK.A.: ADDITIONAL SKILL POTENTIAL
1975 FEB LYTASHCHENKO.I.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1979 JAN LYTASHKO.V.:
1975 JUL LYASHCHENKO.I.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1979 MTT LYTASHKO.V.: TOGETHER FOR EVER
1978 FEB LYUBCHENKO.: BRIDGES CAN BE BUILT FASTER
1977 FEB LYUDVIG.V.ENG.CAPT., FEN'.A.GEN.MAJ.: TARGET RAISING DEVICE
1975 OCT LYZLOV.V., RAKITIN.A.: FIRE AT AERIAL TARGETS FROM TANKS
1976 JUN LYZLOV.V.COL.: AT MAXIMUM RANGE—WITH ONE SHOT
1977 DEC LYZLOV.V.COL.: CONSIDERATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR TANK FIRING
1977 JUL LYZLOV.V.COL., LOKTEV.G.LC.: ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE
1977 MAR LYZLOV.V.COL.: WEAPONS TRAINING CONTROL PROBLEM
1977 NOV LYZLOV.V.COL.: AT DECREASED RANGES
1975 AUG MADUDOVN.: TANKMEN ON THE OFFENSIVE
1977 DEC MAGONOVI.GEN.LT.: OLDEST FORGE OF CADRES
1975 JUN MAKARENKO.YA.: FAR OFF AND UNFORGETTABLE
1979 NOV MAKAROVA.MAJ.: WARRANT OFFICERS—THE TEACHERS OF SUBORDINATES
1976 JUL MAKAROV.M.ENG.RC., SOSKOV.A.COL.: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBINED ARMS
1978 JAN MAKAROV.V.: A UNIFORM PROCESS
1979 FEB MAKAROV.V.: SOCIALIST, OF ALL PEOPLE
1977 MAY MAKAROV.V.COL., BYSTROV.V.COL.: A WELL OF COMBAT SPIRIT
1978 SEP MAKAROV.V.COL.: INTEGRALLY UNITED
1978 SEP MAKAROV.YU.COL.: EFFECT OF A SEARCH
1975 JUN MAKOGONOV.V.: FERRYING OPERATION
1978 AUG MAKISMOV.K.: FORCE OF PARTY INFLUENCE
1979 DEC MAKISMOV.V.SR.LT.: INDEPENDENT STUDIES OF AN OFFICER
1977 JUN MAKISMOV.V.: DEMOCRACY OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM
1978 AUG MAL'TSEV.N.: IN THE INTERESTS OF THE COUNTRY'S DEFENSES
1976 JUL MAL'TSEV.N.COL.CHS.DOTS.: THE CPSU—THE PARTY OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNISM
1976 FEB MAL'TSEV.O.: EXPERTISE PLUS COURAGE
1979 FEB MALININ.V.: A WORD ABOUT OUR CONSTITUTION
1975 NOV MALININ.V.: THIS IS NEED FOR COMBAT
1976 MAR MALISOV.YU.: COURSE ON QUALITY—COMBATTING DEFICIENCIES
1978 AUG MALISOV.YU.: RATIONALIZERS NEED SUPPORT
1979 JUL MALISOV.YU.: STRENGTH IS NOT ONLY IN THE MUSCLES
1978 JAN MALISOV.YU.: WHY ARE THERE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS
1977 JAN MALISOV.YU.COL.: IDENTICAL MISSIONS, DIFFERENT RESULTS
1979 DEC MALISOV.YU.COL.: MASKIROVKA (CAMOUFLAGE)—AN IMPORTANT TASK
1975 OCT MALKOV.V., AL'TOVSKYI.S.: THEY UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE
1977 MAR MALKOV.I.GEN.MAJ.ARTY.: SIX HOURS IN THE FIELD
1979 MAR MALKOV.V.: MASTERING THE ART OF FIRING ACCURATELY
1979 MAR MALYSHENKO.M.: FORGE OF COMMAND CADRES
1978 JAN MALYSHCHEV.A.: COMPETITION HELPED
1977 DEC MALYSHCHEV.A.LC.CTS.DOTS., MATVEYEV.V.COL.: MAKING A DECISION FOR COMBAT
1977 JAN MALYSHCHEV.A.SR.LT.: EACH TRACE EFFECTIVE
1979 OCT MALYUGIN.N.COL.DMS.PROF., KORF.N.M.GEN.MAJ.RES.CMS.DOTS.: DRIVER — SPECIAIST OF COMBAT
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1979 JAN MORCHADZE, V.: COMMANDER OF A TRAINING PLATOON
1976 MAR MORDAS, M., BOYKO, I.: COMBAT DRILL EXERCISE AT NIGHT
1978 DEC MORDAS, M.: CONTROL PROBLEM IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE
1976 JUL MOROZOV, S. CAPT.: A COMMUNICATIONS CLASS WITH MOTORIZED RIFLE SERGEANTS
1977 JUL MOSEYEV, Z. COL.: AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS (SEA DESANTS) OF THE ARMY OF THE USA
1975 JUN MOSHKOVSKII, I.: ROADS AT THE FRONT
1978 AUG MOSIN, A.: DO WE NEED PRESCRIPTIONS?
1976 FEB MOSKALENKO, S.: LEADING FORCE
1979 JUL MOSKVIN, N.: A BOLD MANEUVER
1978 AUG MOSINA.: DO WE NEED PRESCRIPTIONS?
1976 FEB MOSTOVOY, S. GDS. LC.: COMPETITIVENESS ENSURES SUCCESS
1977 JUL MOTUZ, YU. LC.: IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL-TECHNICAL BASE
1976 DEC MOVCHAN, V. MAJ.: RECONNOITERING AN ICE CROSSING
1977 MAY MUKHAMEDZHANOV, G. MAJ.: AN ATTACK IN THE DEPTHS OF THE DEFENSE
1978 AUG MUKHANOV, S. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF FUTURE AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS
1979 OCT NAZARIOV, V.. DIDYK, A.: OVERCOMING AN ANTITANK DEFENSE
1975 MAR NEGIN, V.: DETERMINATION OF TARGET HEIGHT DIFFERENCE
1976 MAY NEKHLYUDOV, S. LC.: WE ARE RAISING THE EXACTINGNESS PLACED ON SERGEANTS
1978 JUN NIKITIN, N.: US ARMY COMPANIES IN COMBAT
1977 NOV NIKITIN, N. COL.: THE ARMS RACE CONTINUES
1978 MAR NIKITIN, YE.: A WORTHY REBUFF FOR BOURGEOIS FALSIFIERS
1978 DEC NIKITIN, YE.: POLITICAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM
1977 AUG NOVIKOVCHUK, I. ENGR. GEN. JAM.: ENGINEER CHASTS - CONTEMPORARY TEACHINGS ON THE MATERIAL-TECHNICAL BASIS
1978 JUN NIKOLAYEV, A., MYAKISHEV, P., KRASIKOV, A., RAYEV, V., SURMENKO, YU.: DAILY, IN AN INTEGRATED MANNER
1977 FEB NIKOLAYEV, A. GDS. LC.: DEMONSTRATION CLASS FOR COMPANY COMMANDERS
1977 MAR NIKOLAYEV, A. LC.: MASTER FOREMOST METHODOLOGY
1976 SEP NOVIKOV, A. ENGR. COL. CTS., STOL'NIKOVB, GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS.: FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF TELEVISION IN TRAINING
1979 JUN NIKOLAYEV, V., VOROB'YEV, M.: AN ARTILLERY BATTALION MET POST
1975 AUG NIKOLAYEV, YU., LEBEDEV, B.: AUTOMATION OF TROOP CONTROL
1978 AUG NIKOLYUK, A.: THEORETICAL CONFERENCES OF ARTILLERYMEN
1976 JUN NIKOLYUK, A. COL.: APPLICATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN EXERCISES
1977 APR NIKOLYUK, A. COL.: SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY FIRING COMPOUND
1976 MAY NILOGOV, YE. LT.: OPERATOR TRAINING (PVO)
1979 MAR NORDSHTEYN, M.: TACTICAL THINKING OF ARTILLERY OFFICERS
1977 MAR NORDSHTEYN, M. LC.: COMBAT MODEL FOR THE FIRER
1975 AUG NORENKO, R.: TEAM AS THE BASIC ELEMENT
1977 JUL NOSKOV, N. MAJ.: TEACHING INDEPENDENCE IN COMBAT (TACTICS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS)
1979 FEB NOSOV, F.: INCREASING SURVEY ACCURACY WITH THE HELP OF LAND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
1976 AUG NOSOVETS, I. COL.: FOR QUALITY OF WEAPONS TRAINING
1975 NOVIKOV, A.: ARTILLERY FIRE SIMULATION KIT
1978 MAY NOVIKOV, A., SMETANKIN, S.: CONSIDER FIRE CAPABILITIES
1979 MAR NOVIKOV, A.: IMPROVE FIRING METHODS
1977 FEB NOVIKOV, A. COL.: SMALL ARTILLERY FIRING RANGE
1976 FEB NOVIKOV, A.: TRUE TO THE CAUSE OF THE PARTY
1976 JUL NOVIKOV, P. ENGR. C2., KIRILIN, S. ENGR. COL. CTS.: TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
1978 OCT NOVOKSHANOV, V.: YOUR VITAL POSITION
1975 JUL NOVOPAVLOVSKIY, A.: DDA-53 TRAINING STAND
1976 OCT NOVOSEL'TSEV, V. LC. RES.: ASSAULT LANDING OBSTACLES (MINES)
1975 OCT NOZDRACHEV, V.: ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER
1977 AUG NYRKOV, I. LC.: PREPARATION OF SPECIALISTS IN COMPRESSED TIME
1976 DEC OCHKIN, A. MAJ.: BY ALL FORMS
1979 JAN ODROBOKOV, V., MIKHAYLOV, L.: A CHEMICAL SCOUT'S BOARD
1977 AUG OGANDZHANYAN, A. LC. CMS.: PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF CHEMICAL SOLDIERS
1977 JAN OGAREV, A. GDS. MAJ.: CONSIDERING INDIVIDUAL PECULIARITIES
1977 OCT OGARKOV, N. MSU.: SIXTY VICTORIOUS YEARS
1976 MAR OGLANOV, YA., CHISTOV, B.: USING A TIME FUZE
1976 DEC OGLANOV, YA. COL., KHOREV, V. ENGR. MAJ.: INCREASE ACCURACY OF ROCKET ARTILLERY FIRE
1976 APR OKANIN, V. GDS. CAPT., KUDRYASHOV, V. GDS. MAJ.: REPETITION OF EXPERIENCE
1976 OCT OLEYNIK, A. GDS. LT.: SERVICE IS A TEST
1975 NOV OLEYNIK, A.: A DARING ASSAULT
1978 JAN OLEYNIK, A.: AIRBORNE PERSONNEL ACHIEVE NEW GOALS
1979 FEB OLEYNIK, A.: PRICE OF ENCOURAGEMENT
1979 JAN OLEYNIK, A.: WHAT LIES BEHIND THE SECONDS?
1978 AUG OLEYNIK, A.: WE ARE IMPROVING THE LAYING OF MINEFIELDS
1977 MAR OLEYNIK, A. GDS. LT., GLOTOV, V. GDS. LC.: DEMANDS OF DISCIPLINE ARE THE LAW
1977 JAN OLEYNIK, A. GDS. LT.: INSTILLING EXACTINGNESS AND INDEPENDENCE
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1975 JAN PASHKOVSKIY, V.: FIRE IN EXECUTION OF A COMBINED MISSION
1977 JAN PASHKOVSKIY, V. COL.: A TACTICAL CLASS WITH A PLATOON (AIR DEFENSE)
1975 AUG PAVLENOKO, V.: MONITORING OF TACTICAL WORK
1977 SEP PAVLOV, A. COL., LUDKO, A. COL.: LESSONS WITH PERSONNEL OF THE GUARD
1975 AUG PAVLOV, B.: ON EXTINCT VOLCANOES OF MANCHURIA
1977 APR PAVLOV, B. COL. RES.: EXPLOIT OF A MACHINEGUNNER (DEFENSE)
1976 MAY PAVLOV, I. LC.: ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND ZAYTSEV’S BOOK PARTY BATTLE)
1979 APR PAVLOV, O., MARININ, N.: HEIGHTS OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS
1977 APR PAVLOV, P. LT.: FOR RECEIPT OF TRAINING TEXTS
1975 SEP PAVLOV, S.: ELIMINATION OF THE AFTEREFFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT
1976 OCT PAVLOV, S. GEN. COL. TECH. TRPS.: CHEMICAL SUPPORT FOR PODRAZDELNIYE COMBAT OPERATIONS
1975 AUG PAVLOV, V.: DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN CADETS
1976 MAY PAVLOVSKYI, G. GEN. ARMY. HSU.: A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS
1977 JAN PAVLOVSKYI, G. GEN. ARMY. HSU.: INCREASING RESPONSIBILITY AND INDUSTRIOUSNESS
1978 MAY PAVLYUKI, I.: TRAINING COMPLEX
1977 OCT PAVLYUKI, I. LC.: FOR A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING
1975 MAR PECHNIKOV, V.: INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS, STEREOTYPE AND SEARCHING
1979 MAR PEPELINV, V.: LANDING OPERATION REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND DECISIONS
1975 MAR PIKALOV, V.: FIELD TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1979 JUL PEREDEL'SKII, A. MSL. ARTY.: SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE MOTHERLAND
1977 JAN PEREDEL'SKII, I.: THE FIELD. THE SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL
1975 OCT PEREDEVENTSEVA, COL.: RALLY
1977 MAY PEREFEL'TSEV, A. COL.: RALLY
1975 MAY PEPELINV, V.: DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN CADETS
1978 OCT PEPELINV, V.: CHEMICAL SERVICE CHIEF IN AN EXERCISE
1975 JUN PERFIL'YEV, B. COL.: A SHORT TACTICAL EXERCISE
1976 APR PERSIKOV, A. LT.: AFTER THE EXERCISE (TACTICS)
1977 JUN PETROV, F. ENGR. GEN. LT.: POWER OF ARTILLERY IS IN FIRE
1977 DEC PETROV, S.: TOWARD NEW GOALS OF COMBAT EXPERTISE
1977 FEB PETROV, V. GEN. ARMY.: GETTING CLOSER TO PEOPLE
1979 MAY PETROV, V. COL.: IN A SPIRIT OF ANTI-SOVIETISM (CHINA TODAY)
1978 AUG PETROVSKYI, G.: COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND ECHELON
1975 OCT PETROVSKYI, G.: MOTORIZED INFANTRYMEN ADVANCE
1977 FEB PETUKHOV, A. CAPT.: TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS (AIR DEFENSE)
1978 OCT PETUKHOV, M.: IN A PURPOSEFUL, COMPREHENSIVE MANNER
1975 MAR PIGANOV, V.: TO BUILD ROADS MORE RAPIDLY
1975 MAR PIGANOV, V.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1976 MAY PIKALOV, V.: FIELD TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1975 MAR PIKALOV, V.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1979 MAY PIKALOV, V.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS
1975 APR PIROGOV, I.: USE OF THE PUS-7 IN TRAINING
1976 DEC POPOV,YU.SR.LT.: SITUATION-COMPLEX. INSTRUCTIVENESS-HIGH
1976 SEP POPOVICH.S.LT.: KOMSOMOL COMMITTEE IN AN EXERCISE
1976 NOV POPOVINN.V.MAJ.: CONTROL AND THE TIME FACTOR
1977 MAY PORTONOV.V.ENG.MAJ., SHMUL’, S.: A STAND FOR THE CONTAMINATION ROENTGEN METER
1979 AUG POSTNIKOV,S.: ON THE PATH OF MILITARIZATION
1978 FEB PROTASOV,YU.LC.: IMENI FRUNZE
1977 OCT PRODOBRAZHENSKII,Y.V.MAJ.: PREPARING A RECONNAISSANCE PODRAZDELENIYE
1977 MAR PROSKURIN.I.COL.: IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
1979 MAY PROSKURIN,I.: DEFENDING A SEACOAST
1978 DEC PROTASOV,YU.M.GEN.COL.: UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE
1978 SEP PODRAZDELENIYE
1976 DEC POPVALYAYEV.YU.MAJ.: IN FIELD PRACTICE
1979 SEP POVKH,N.CAPT.: TACTICAL DRILL CLASS WITH A BATTERY
1976 OCT POPOVICH.S.LT.: KOMSOMOL COMMITTEE IN AN EXERCISE
1978 SEP POPOV,YU.M.GEN.COL.: SKILLFULLY SERVICE AND MAINTAIN ARMORED EQUIPMENT
1976 AUG POVALYAYEV,YU.MAJ.: IN FIELD PRACTICE
1975 JUL PROKHOROV,M.COL.: HELPING THE INFANTRY
1979 MAY PROTASOV,YU.: A RELAY RACE OF CREATIVITY
1979 AUG POTAPIEV.V., PAKHOMOV,A., STADNIK,V.: THEY ARE LEARNING ON TRAINERS
1976 SEP POTAPIEV,YU.M.GEN.COL.: A TEST OF MATURITY
1978 JUL PROTOPOPOV,V.: ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS
1977 AUG PRRAFIAVLOV,R.LC.:
1978 NOV PRRAFIAVLOV,R.LC.: FOR AN OUTSTANDING KNOWLEDGE OF AUTHORIZED WEAPONS
1979 MAR PRRAFIAVLOV,R.LC.: IN THE GENERATION OF VICTORS
1977 JUL PRRAFIAVLOV,R.LC.: FATE OF A VETERAN
1978 JAN PRASIAZOV.G.: A LIEUTENANT ARRIVED IN THE CHAST’
1978 JUN RAYEV,V., MYAKISHEV,P., KRASIKOV,A., NIKOLAYEV,A., SURMENKO,YU.: DAILY, IN AN INTEGRATED MANNER
1976 SEP RAZUVAYEV,A.COL., KOBZAR',A.GEN.MAJ.ARTY.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE OFFICERS
1976 APR RAZUVAYEV,N.COL.: FROM EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING HEAT ENGINE OPERATORS
1977 MAY REMIZOV,K.COL.: WE ARE PREPARING EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY FIRE
1975 SEP REPIN,I.: A HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS
1979 JUN REPINOVA..SAVKINL.: A CLASS ON THE CONTROL LINE
1976 OCT RODCHENOKL.LC., BORISOVU.LC.: A RANGE-FINDER FOR A RIFLE RANGE
1978 MAR ROZHIN,A..PALYANITSAB.: A PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS
1977 MAY ROZANOV,V.:. CROSS OBSTACLES AT NIGHT
1979 SEP ROZHEK.V.: LOVE OUR PROFESSION, VALUE KNOWLEDGE
1978 MAR ROZHIN,A., PALYANITSAB.: A PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS
1979 APR RUDYUK,A.: IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN COMBAT MORE READILY
1976 DEC RUDAKOV,B., KAZARNOVSKYU.YU.GEN.MAJ.: PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT FORMATIONS
1977 AUG RUDYUK,A., KURENKOV,K.: TWENTY FOUR HOURS WITH THE SCOUTS
1979 JAN RYAZANTSEV, G.: STAFF OF A REGIMENT AND COMPETITION
1976 NOV RYAZANTSEV, M. COL.: COMMANDER AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES WORK
1976 OCT RYB'YAKOV, M. GEN. LT.: COMBINATIONS DURING TACTICAL CLASSES AND EXERCISES
1979 AUG RYBIN, V., SMIRNOV, F.: PEOPLE'S CONTROL GROUP IN A CHAST
1978 JAN RYMARENKO, A.: EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINER USE
1978 SEP RYSENKO, I. LC.: METEOROLOGICAL CORRECTION GRAPH
1976 JUN RYZHKOV, A. COL. CMS. DOTS.: JAPANESE INFANTRY TACTICS
1977 APR S'YEDIN, S. ENGR. LC. CTS., KALININ, V. COL.: SPECIALISTS CAN BE TRAINED FASTER
1975 AUG S'YEDIN, S., ZVEREV, A., GOL'DSHTEYN, M., DENISOV, V.: TO FIRE ACCURATELY FROM A TANK
1979 DEC SADOVNIKOV, V. MAJ.: MOVE TO THE FIELD. WHAT DID IT GIVE
1976 JUN SAFONOV, V. GDS. MAJ.: INSTRUCTIVE VALUE OF AN EXERCISE (AIR DESANT)
1978 OCT SAFRONOV, B.: PROBLEMS OF THE MORAL EDUCATION OF THE FIGHTING MEN
1978 MAY SAMOYLENKO, V. SR. LT.: AGAINST TANKS AND HELICOPTERS (PVO)
1978 APR SAMOKHINA.: DRESSING ON THE RIGHT FLANK MEN
1976 JUN SAMOYLENKOV, S. SR. LT.: AGAINST TANKS AND HELICOPTERS (PVO)
1977 MAR SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ.: WE ARE THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1977 MAR SAPTOHINSKIY, V.: FIRE AT UNOBSERVED TARGETS IN MOUNTAINS
1976 JUL SAPTOHINSKIY, COL.: PLANNING AN ARTILLERY BATTALION'S MOVE IN THE MOUNTAINS
1979 OCT SAVINOV, A.: AN ARTILLERY BATTALION ON AN EXERCISE WITH LIVE FIRING
1977 MAR SAVKO, L.: USE OF CONTROL POINT AT THE FIRING POSITION
1978 JUL SAVOL'YEV, V. MAJ., KIRIKOV, V.: MIGHTY ASSAULT CROSSING OF A RIVER
1977 SEP SARAPULOV, S., NIKIFOROV, YU.: FOR TROUBLEFREE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES
1976 SEP SAVKO, L.: TARGET DOWNED
1979 JAN SAVOKIY, V.: CONTRIBUTION OF YOUNG OFFICERS
1977 MAR SASHKIN, M. COL.: TACTICAL DRILL PROBLEM IN FIRE CONTROL
1977 JAN SAVEL'YEV, V. COL.: THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN – THERE IS NO VAGUENESS
1976 SEP SAVEL'YEV, V. COL. CMS., SHKEPAST, V. LTCOL.: MANEUVER IS THE SOUL OF TACTICS
1979 OCT SAVINOV, A. SR. LT., ZAKHARENKO, N. SR. LT.: FROM EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING SERGEANTS
1978 AUG SAVINOV, N. LC.: IN THE FIERY SKIES OF MALAYA ZEMLYA
1979 JUN SAVKO, L.: A CLASS ON THE CONTROL LINE
1975 MAR SAVKO, L.: MUTUAL CHECKING OF WEATHER STATIONS
1977 MAY SAVKO, V. CAPT.: WE DO IT THIS WAY (PVO)
1977 JUL SAVKO, N. LC.: SEEKING A MEANS OF DECREASING FIRING ERRORS (PVO)
1977 JUL SAYENKO,P.MAJ.: PRECISE CALCULATION OF TIME AND TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF FIRE
1977 NOV SCHEDLOV,A.CAPT-1T.: AT A NEW STAGE
1976 FEB SEDYKH,A.: COMMANDERS' MILESTONES
1978 FEB SEDYKH,A.: TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF FIRE
1977 JUL SEDYKH,A.: THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE
1977 OCT SEDYKH,A.COL.: AN ASSAULT ON THE OLD WORLD
1979 NOV SEDYKH,A.COL., YEGORSHIN.V.COL.: CLEAR THE LOWER DECKS AN INSPECTOR IS COMING
1978 FEB SEDYKH,A.: COMMANDERS' MILESTONES
1975 NOV SEDYKHA.: CONTINUITY OF FIRE ASSAULT OF THE ENEMY IN THE OFFENSIVE
1978 NOV SEDYKH,A.: TAMING THE "ROYAL TIGERS"
1975 JUL SEDYKHA.: THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE
1978 SEP SEDYKH,A.I.COL.: ON THE INSTRUCTIONS OF V. I. LENIN
1979 MAR SEDYKH,A.COL.: SEARCH
1975 SEP SEMENKOV,V.CAPT.: ENGINEERS OPERATING WITH TANKS IN THE DESERT
1976 NOV SEMENOV,N.GDS.CAPT.: OVER DIFFICULT BARRIERS
1978 NOV SEMENOY,YE.GDS.MAJ.: SHOULD A MEETING ENGAGEMENT ARISE
1978 APR SEMENOY,YU.:. IMPROVE SOLDIERS' SWIM TRAINING
1979 AUG SEMEROZHIYEV,A.: A RELIABLE SHIELD FOR THE MOTHERLAND
1976 JUN SEMIN,A.LC.: SOUND RANGING CALCULATOR (CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE)
1978 MAY SEMIOKHIN.I., KALUTSKIY.N.. GLADKOV,V.: MALAYA ZEMLYA—PLACE OF HEROISM
1979 JAN SEMIREKO,A.: PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING OF AN OFFICER
1976 SEP SEMOV,S.: MILITARY JOURNALISTS OF SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF RUMANIA AND CSSR ARE OUR GUESTS (PHOTOS)
1979 APR SERDYUKL.., BELOUSOV,YU.: TO HELP RLS (RADAR) OPERATORS
1975 SEP SERDYUK,V.: MINELAYING INSTRUCTION
1977 SEP SEREBRYAKOV,G.ENGRL.C.: WE ARE INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DECONTAMINATION
1978 MAY SERDIN,V.., KREYER,A.: CHIEF OF STAFF DIRECTS COMMUNICATIONS
1977 JUN SEREYEV,G.ENG.R.SR.LT., SOKOLOV,E.MAJ.TECH.SVC.: TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM TROOP EXPERIENCE)
1979 MAY SEROV,A.: EXACTINGNESS—REGULATION
1975 SEP SHABALIN,A.: CONTROL EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY
1977 JUL SHABALIN,A.ENG.MAJ.TECH.TRPS.: FLAMETHROWERS SUPPORT MOTORIZED RIFLES
1978 MAY SHADRIN,V., KREYER,A.: CHIEF OF STAFF DIRECTS COMMUNICATIONS
1977 SEP SHERAEV,S.ENG.R.SR.LT., KRAPIVIN,YU.LC.: FOR CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS
1977 JUL SHAGALOV,GDS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC.: IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING)
1979 MAR SHAKOZAYAN,A.: MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ARE LEARNING TO OPERATE IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 SEP SHAKOZAYAN,A.ENG.R.SR.LT.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1978 SEP SHAKOZAYAN,A.COL.: IN AN ENVELOPING DETACHMENT
1979 MAR SHAKOZAYAN,YE.: WINTER STREAM CROSSINGS
1979 MAR SHAKOZAYAN,A.COL.: ENSURING TROOP ADVANCE
1979 JUL SHALIMOY,D.: FIELD TRAINING IN THE FIRST PLACE
1977 NOV SHALOIY,D.COL.: THREE DAYS IN THE LIFE OF AN AAA BATTERY
1975 JUN SHALOVALOY,V.D.: FIELD TRAINING IN THE FIRST PLACE
1979 JUL SHALOVALOY,YE.: TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST ENEMY TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED Missiles
1976 APR SHAMANSKIY,V.LC.: TO TRAIN OFFICER CANDIDATES
1979 JUN SHAPPOCHIKIN,YE.: FOR THE GOOD OF THE SOVIET PEOPLE
1978 NOV SHAPPOCHIKIN,YE.: SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL PROPAGANDA CENTER
1979 JUN SHARAPOV,N.: AIR DEFENSE OF A RAILROAD TRAIN
1978 NOV SHAROYKO,YA.: CONFIRMATION OF CLASS
1978 OCT SHARY,Y.B.: CONFIRMED BY PRACTICE
1977 FEB SHARYY, B.GEN.MAJ. ARTY.: IN ORDER FOR ARTILLERY SUPPORT TO BE CONSTANT
1977 MAR SHATS, YE.LT.: WITH RELIANCE ON THE AKTIV
1975 APR SHATUNOV, V., EFRON, I.: IN ORDER NOT TO LOWER COMBAT EFFICIENCY
1975 MAR SHECHEGLOV, I.: TRAINING IS THE MAIN THING
1976 NOV SHECHEKOHICHIN, P. COL.: INDOCTRINATE EACH ONE
1975 JUL SHCHERBAKOV, V.: COMMANDER RESOURCEFULNESS IN COMBAT
1975 AUG SHCHUKIN, N.: FIELD TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND
1975 JUN SHIDANOV, N.: A VALUABLE HANDBOOK
1977 JUN SHEFER, YU. COL. MED. SVC. COM. DOTS.: SELECTING SNIPER CANDIDATES
1977 JUN SHEIN, B. COL.: DON'T FORGET ABOUT SURPRISE
1976 APR SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. CMS. HSU.: PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS)
1977 JAN SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. HSU.: SURPRISE AND DECISIVENESS
1976 OCT SHEVCHENKO, V. CAPT., FEDORCHUK, A. SR. LT.: SIMULATORS
1979 AUG SHCHEGLOV, N.: SWIFTNESS AND IMPACT
1976 SEP SHEVTSOV, S. GEN. MAJ.: TECHNICAL SYSTEMS IN THE RECONNAISSANCE TRAINING OF OFFICERS
1978 JUL SHIBAYEV, N. COL.: SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM IS COMPLICATED (ARTILLERY)
1976 AUG SHIBIL'SKIS, P. ENGR. LC. CTS.: OFFICER-CANDIDATE AND MILITARY SCIENCE WORK
1976 MAR SHIBURN'KO, A.: GENERAL PURPOSE WRENCH
1977 JUN SHIBLYAN, M. LC.: KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENEMY, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT TERRAIN PECULIARITIES (TACTICKS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS)
1976 DEC SHKADOV, I. GEN. ARMY.: A GRAND ANNIVERSARY (OF THE CUBAN REVOLUTION)
1976 SEP SHKEPAST, V. LTCOL.: SAVEL'YEV, V. COL. CMS.: MANEUVER IS THE SOUL OF TACTICS
1975 OCT SHKIDENCHIKO, P.: SKILLFUL APPLICATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF REGULATIONS
1979 JUL SHKODA, N.: INSTILLING LOVE FOR THE MILITARY PROFESSION
1976 SEP SHKRUDNEV, D. GEN. LT.: EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL
1978 OCT SHORONOV, O.: LOUDSPEAKER COMMUNICATION AT THE FIRE POSITION
1978 SEP SHPILEVOY, A. COL.: COMPETITION INDOCTRINATES
1975 OCT SHPIRKO, A.: LET US STRENGTHEN COMRADESHIP IN ARMS
1979 MAR SHREYBER, A. LC.: AND A POLITICAL FIGHTER
1979 JUL SHTEFANOV, G.: STUDENTS ARE COMPETING
1975 AUG SHTEYNBERGM.: WATER SUPPLY IN THE DESERT
1977 DEC SHTEYNBERGM., LC.: ENGINEER TEAMS COMPETE
1977 JAN SHURMAK., L.GDS., CAPT.: SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION, A RELIABLE SUPPORT FOR AN OFFICER
1975 AUG SHUBIN, B.: COMPANIES COMPETE
1979 OCT SHUBIN, B.: IN STATE EXAMS
1979 JAN SHUBIN, B., TABENKOV, I.: PECULIARITIES IN PODRAZDELENIYE OPERATIONS DURING WINTER
1979 MAY SHUBIN, B.: PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS AND COMBAT CAPABILITY
1977 NOV SHUBIN, B., COL.: DEFENSE OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT PODRAZDELENIYE
1977 JAN SHURMAK., L.GDS., CAPT.: SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION, A RELIABLE SUPPORT FOR AN OFFICER
1975 AUG SHUPEN'KOM.: DEPENDABILITY OF PLANNING OF THE TRAINING PROCESS
1979 NOV SHURKHAVETSKIY, V., CAPT.: IN PURSUIT—ATTACK TANKS
1979 MAY SHURYGIN, YU.: ON SERVICING A LAUNCH MOUNT DURING THE SUMMER
1979 JUL SIDORCHUKV.: WITH THE STRENGTH OF THE COMMUNISTS
1978 AUG SIMCHEKOV, P.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1979 JUL SIMCHEKOV, P.: COMMANDER AND STAFF
1978 AUG SIMCHENKO, P.: BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT SOUNDS
1977 DEC SIMCHENKO, P.: A PLUS FOR THE EFFORTS OF A STAFF
1976 OCT SIMCHENKO, P., COL.: MANEUVER IS THE KEY TO VICTORY (ADVANCE RATES)
1977 APR SIMONOVSERGEY, G.: WEAPONS WORTHY OF A FIGHTING MAN (INTERVIEW WITH WEAPON DESIGNER)
1975 DEC SINGAYEVSKIV, V., KRYSANOV, V.: ARTILLERY IN THE ATTACKING COMBAT FORMATION
1975 NOV SINITSYN, A.: EXAMPLE OF A SUPERIOR
1978 OCT SINOSENKO, V., V.: WHEN AN ASSAULT IS ATTACKED BY HELICOPTERS
1977 MAY SINGAZERSKIV, K., P., COL., RES.: MOST HUMANE INDIVIDUAL
1976 MAY SIRENKO, N., CAPT.: COMPLEX PROBLEM
1977 MAY SIRENKO, N., CAPT.: ROUTE OF A CHEMICAL SCOUT
1977 JAN SIRENKO, N., CAPT.: WE ARE INCREASING THE QUALITY OF TRAINING
1979 AUG SOLOTNITSKIY, V.: BONDARENKO, M.: PROGRESSIVE METHODS—IN TRAINING PRACTICES

1976 APR SOLOV'YEV, A. COL.: AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SPRING (REVIEW OF OSHURKOV AND GLUSHCHETS BOOK)


1977 DEC SOROKIN, A. LC., BARTUN, V. CAPT.: SUGGESTION FOR SMALL ARMS TRAINER

1977 JAN SOROKIN, A. LC., BAKS, M. SR. LT.: UNDER JAMMING CONDITIONS

1976 OCT SOROKIN, B. LC.: CLASSES WITH ARTILLERY WARRANT OFFICERS

1978 JUN SOROKIN, V.: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBAT TRAINING

1976 JUL SOKSOV, A. COL., MAKAROV, M. ENGR. LC.: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBINED ARMS POORAZDELENIYE

1979 MAY SOKSNITSKIY, V.: NOT FOR A PERCENT—FOR COMBAT

1975 JAN SOSUL'NIKOV, M., IL'YEVSIIY, B.: MORE ABOUT FIRE ADJUSTMENT WITH A SMOKE SHELL

1978 JUN SOSUL'NIKOV, M.: ON CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS

1979 OCT SOTNIKOVI.: INITIATIVE AND DECISIVENESS—THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS

1977 JUL SOTNIKOV, I. G3.: STARSHINA OF THE CREW

1978 NOV SOZINOV, G. LC.: SIMPLIFIED CALCULATION OF A CROSSING

1976 SEP SPIVAK, YA.: ACHIEVEMENT OF TEAMWORK IN THE MEDICAL PROCESSING PLATOON

1979 JUN SPORYSH, S.: WE ARE IMPROVING TACTICAL SKILL

1979 DEC STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS.: IMPROVING CONTROL OF THE EDUCATIONAL-TEACHING PROCESS

1979 MAY STADNIK, V., PAKHOMOV, A., POTAPOV, V.: THEY ARE LEARNING ON TRAINERS

1975 MAR STAKHEYEV, V.: INTELLIGENCE TRAINING OF TROOPS

1979 FEB STARETSKIY, G.: FAITHFUL ASSISTANTS TO THE COMMANDERS

1976 JUL STEINBERG, M.: OBSTACLE CONCENTRATION IN MOUNTAINS

1977 JUL STELYUN, V.: FOR THE PENNANT FROM OUTER SPACE

1978 APR STAVKOV, P.: COMPONENTS OF SUCCESS

1978 OCT STEFANOVSKIY, G.: FAITHFUL ASSISTANTS TO THE COMMANDERS

1977 JUL STROZHENKO, V.: AT THE TANK PARK AND IN THE FIELD

1979 JAN STREL'NIKOV, I.: OUR COMMON CONCERN

1976 JUL STREL'TSOV, B. LC.: THE COMPANY IS A CENTER OF POLITICAL INDOCTRINATION WORK

1978 APR STRELETZIY, M., BEZVERSHEII, V.: CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING TACTICAL EXERCISES

1979 NOV STRELETSKIY, N. COL.: FIND THE WAY TO THE PEOPLE'S HEARTS

1975 OCT STRIGUN, F.: A PORTABLE SLIDE PROJECTOR

1975 MAY STRIGUN, F.: A PORTABLE SLIDE PROJECTOR

1978 AUG STRYOVNOV, N.: ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER
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1977 JAN STULETNEV, YU. LT.: CHECKING REFLECTION
1976 DEC STVOLOV, P. ENGR. COL., TSEKHANSKYI, YU. ENGR. RES. LC., POLOVINKIN, R.: PLOTTING BOARD FOR METEOROLOGIST-COMPUTER
1975 OCT SUBBOTIN, V.: ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE OF A TACTICAL LANDING OPERATION
1976 DEC SUBBOTIN, V.: THE COMMANDER WORKS ON THE TERRAIN
1976 OCT SUBBOTIN, V. COL.: ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERYMEN IN THE DEFENSE
1976 DEC SUBOCH, I. GDS. LT.: SURE OF SUCCESS
1977 DEC SUDLENKOVI, M. MAJ.: A COMMANDER'S EXPERTISE IS TESTED IN BATTLE
1975 JUL SUKHAREV, V.: STREAM CROSSING IN BAD WEATHER
1978 JUL SUKHORUKOV, D.: DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG OFFICERS
1978 JUL SUMBATYAN, YU. COL. CPHS.: A DEVELOPED SOCIALIST SOCIETY
1979 OCT SURGEVICH, R.: BROTHERHOOD-IN-ARMS
1979 JAN SURGEVICHR.: MAIN CONCERN—COMBAT TRAINING
1977 SEP SURGEVICH, R. COL. PNR.: STRUGGLE FOR TRAINING QUALITY
1979 JUN SVERDLOV, F.: IS THE COUNTERATTACK WORTHWHILE
1979 JAN SVERDLOV, F.: REPULSING TANK ATTACKS
1978 JUN SVETIKOV, V.: A WORD ABOUT SELF-INDOCTRINATION
1976 OCT SVETIKOV, V. LT.: WHEN I SOUNDS DIFFERENT
1977 FEB SVINTSOV, A.: TANKERS ATTACK AT NIGHT (A TACTICAL PROBLEM)
1975 MAR TARASEVICH, YU., VYLITOK, V.: DECONTAMINATING TROOPS AT NIGHT
1976 OCT TARASOV, A. COL., KUTEPOV, V. LC.: SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES
1975 OCT TATARINOV, V.: PATH TO SUCCESS
1976 OCT TARITSYN, A., FILIPPOV, A.: VOLLEY FIRE SYSTEMS
1976 MAR TATARINOV, V.: OVERCOMING INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE GDR'S NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ARMY)
1978 APR TAMANOVA, V., GRANKIN, V., VOSTOKOV, Z.: LASERS IN GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
1976 JUN TARAKANOVA, V. COL.: CONVENTIONAL TACTICAL SYMBOLS USED BY FOREIGN ARMIES
1976 OCT TARAN, I. COL., CHENOV, YE. LC.: LIAISON COMMUNICATIONS (RADIONETS)
1977 JUL TARANENKO, V. SR. SGT., APEL', S. SR. SGT., VARLOMOV, V. ENGR. CAPT., KOVCHENKO, A. KURSANT.: FOR TRAINING RADIOISTS
1979 FEB TARASEVICH, YU., VYLITOK, V.: DECONTAMINATING TROOPS AT NIGHT
1976 NOV TARASOV, A. COL., KUTEPOV, V. LC.: SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES
1975 DEC TARITSYN, A., FILIPPOV, A.: VOLLEY FIRE SYSTEMS
1976 MAR TATARINOV, V.: PATH TO SUCCESS
1977 OCT TEL'NOV, G.: BULLET-PIERCED PARTY CARD
1979 FEB TEL'NOV, G.: BULLET-PIERCED PARTY CARD
1975 FEB TEREKHOV, A.: PLATOON IN ACTION IN MOUNTAINS
1976 MAR TERENIN, V.: INCIDENT TRAINING
1978 MAR TERECHENKO, A., BIBIKOV, V.: IN A SITUATION APPROXIMATING COMBAT
1978 JUN TEREKHOV, A., BIBIKOV, V.: IN A SITUATION APPROXIMATING COMBAT
1976 MAY TEREKHIN, G. SR. LT.: TRAINING OBSERVERS (PVO)
1978 OCT TESLENKO, M., LUTSENKO, V.: ARTILLERY COMMANDER'S DECISION
1977 DEC THANG, NGUEN, SR.LT.: FIGHTERS OF THE FORWARD EDGE
1979 MAR TIKHOLAZ, I.: USE TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY
1975 FEB TIKHOMIROV, N., PANASENKO, A.: CAPTURE OF AN AIR BASE
1978 DEC TIMERKHANOV, D.: THE COMMANDER DETERMINES TASKS OF PARTY-POLITICAL WORK
1979 OCT TIMERKHANOV, D. COL.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES
1977 OCT TIMOFYEV, A.: WITH LENIN IN HIS HEART
1975 MAR TIMOFYEV, V.: GOOD IN FORMATION-STRONG IN BATTLE
1979 OCT TIMOFYEV, V.: A BATTALION IS OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 DEC TIMERKHANOV, D.: THE COMMANDER DETERMINES TASKS OF PARTY-POLITICAL WORK
1979 OCT TIMERKHANOV, D. COL.: SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES
1978 OCT TIKHOMIROV, N.., PANASENKO, A.: CAPTURE OF AN AIR BASE
1975 MAR TIKHOLAZ, I.: USE TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY
1979 MAR TIMOFYEV, V.: A BATTALION IS OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 DEC TIKHOMIROV, N.., PANASENKO, A.: CAPTURE OF AN AIR BASE
1975 MAR TIKHOLAZ, I.: USE TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY
1979 MAR TIMOFYEV, V.: A BATTALION IS OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS
1978 DEC TIKHOMIROV, N.., PANASENKO, A.: CAPTURE OF AN AIR BASE
1975 MAR TIKHOLAZ, I.: USE TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY
1979 MAR TIMOFYEV, V.: A BATTALION IS OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS
1979 SEP TSVETKOV, V. COL. : UNITY OF RIGHTS AND DUTIES
1976 SEP TSYBAYEV, M. ENGR. LC., RAZIN, N. COL. RES.: PROBLEM TRAINING IN SCHOOL
1976 MAY TSYGANChUK, V. LT.: WE TRAIN GUN COMMANDERS
1979 JAN TSYGANOVICH, V.: A ZSU PLATOON IN THE ATTACK
1975 JAN TSYTPURIN, A., POPOV, N.: AERIAL RADIATION RECONNAISSANCE
1978 OCT TUMANOV, V.: EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE
1977 JUL TUMANOV, V. LC.: CONTROL OF FIRE MEANS, ALLOTTING FOR DIRECT FIRE
1976 NOV TUMANOV, V. LC.: PRACTICE IN ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT
1978 DEC TURENKO, V., MASHAROV, S., KRAYUSHKIN, S.: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBAT
1976 MAR TUROV, Ye.: SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS
1975 SEP TYSYMKOV, P., TSELIKOVSKIY, B., USIK, P., PANTELEYEV, N.: PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF SIGNALMEN
1976 AUG TYAGUNOV, M. GEN. LT.: EFFICIENCY IN TROOP CONTROL (TACTICS)
1978 JUL TYCHENKO, A.: ORGANIZATION OF A BEACH DEFENSE
1976 MAR TYUSTING, COL.: BATTALION INSPECTION PARADE
1978 FEB UBIYKON, V.: AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL RETURNED THE BANNER
1975 MAR UPOROV, V., SHAKIROV, A.: WINTER STREAM CROSSINGS
1978 NOV URAZMATOV, R. SR. LT.: SURPRISE IN BATTLE—HOW IS IT ACHIEVED?
1977 JAN URYANTSOVA, N. CTS., DOLGOV, K. ENGR. COL. CTS.: TANKS IN ARMIES OF CAPITALIST COUNTRIES
1975 OCT URYUPIN, M., IVANOV, V., VORONOV, Ye.: ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
1979 JAN USACHEV, A.: SPECIFICALLY, EXPERTLY
1975 JUN USHKOVO, G.: PARTY COMMITTEE IN A TRAINING EXERCISE
1976 AUG USIK, P., TSELIKOVSKY, B., TUROVSKIY, P., PANTELEYEV, N.: PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF SIGNALMEN
1977 SEP USMANOV, V. LC.: CONSIDERING THE SITUATION AND TERRAIN
1978 AUG USTAVSHCHIKOV, G. LC., SAPOZHNIKOV, A. GEN. LT. ARTY.: TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY
1978 DEC USTINOV, A.: DESTRUCTION OF ENEMY NUCLEAR WEAPONS
1975 OCT UTKIN, B.: TOWARD HIGH MILITANCY OF PARTY ORGANIZATIONS
1977 JAN UTKIN, B. GEN. LT.: THE FOUNDATION OF SERVICE IS DISCIPLINE
1979 APR UTKIN, V.: FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK
1976 JUL UTKIN, V. ENGR. COL.: TANK TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN AN ATTACK
1978 JUL VAKS, V., SOROKIN, A.: REMOTE CONTROL OF A CAMERA
1975 MAR VALEMKOV, V. GEN. COL.: WAR EXPERIENCE, THE DIVISION IN COMBAT (REVIEW OF A.I. RADZIEVSKY'S TACTICS IN COMBAT EXAMPLES. DIVISION)
1977 SEP VALO, V. GEN. COL. CHSSR.: IN DEFENSE OF SOCIALISM
1978 JUN VANIIFAT'YEV, S., SKOKOV, L., SKURATOV, V., MAMONTOV, V.: COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE NCO'S
1975 AUG VARENIK, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBOK, M., KAMENSKIY, L.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 SEP VARENIK, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBOK, M., KAMENSKIY, L.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 OCT VARENIK, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBOK, M., KAMENSKIY, L.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 NOV VARENIK, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBOK, M., KAMENSKIY, L.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
1975 DEC VARENIK, V., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBOK, M., KAMENSKIY, L.: RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT
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1975 OCT VARENNIKOV, V.: COMMANDER CREATIVITY ON THE BATTLEFIELD
1977 AUG VARENNIKOV, V. GEN. COL.: TRAINING QUALITY TO THE FOREGROUND
1975 NOV VARICHENKO, S.: COMMANDER TRAINING EXERCISES IN PROTECTION
1977 AUG VARICHENKO, S. GEN. LT. TK. TRPS.: RELIANCE ON AGGRESSIVENESS
1977 JUL VARLOMOV, V. ENGR. CAPT., APEL', S. SR. SGT., TARANEKNO, V. SR. SGT., KOKURIN, A. KURSANT.: FOR TRAINING RADIOISTS
1979 NOV VASIL'YEV, I. CAPT., KULAKOV, V. LT., NEDOREZOV, G. CAPT.: OUR EXPERIENCE IN PREPARING ARTILLERY COMMANDERS
1977 DEC VASIL'YEV, V. COL.: SLIDE RULE [TACTICAL CALCULATIONS]
1979 MAY VASIL'YEV, V. COL.: A GRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINING CORRECTIONS
1976 JUL VASIL'YEV, V. LC.: PRACTICAL RESEARCH IS NEEDED
1975 APR VASILENKO, V.: A HIGHLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN COMBAT READINESS
1975 SEP VASILEVSKIA, M. SU. HSU.: SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE CONTAINED IN THE LOVE FOR THE MOTHERLAND
1975 MAR VASIN, A., TOLKACHEV, V.: FIRE AT HELICOPTERS FROM A SELF-PROPELLED ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY MOUNT
1979 JAN VASYAGIN, B.: PARTY POLITICAL WORK—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS
1978 FEB VASYAGIN, S.: THE PARTY IS OUR LEADER AND GENERAL
1975 APR VASYAGIN, S.: TOWARD A NEW UPSURGE IN IDEOLOGICAL WORK
1977 OCT VAVILOV, V., KVASNIN, A.: WORK OF SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
1978 APR VEYKOPOV, A.: EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL'S SUCCESS
1979 OCT VELIKOV, V.: EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION OF SOLDIERS
1979 JAN VISHCHERSKIY, V. G. DS. MAJ.: THE PARTY ORGANIZATION AND YOUNG OFFICERS
1978 APR VIKHREV, V.: FORMING ON THE LEADERS
1979 OCT VIKHREV, V.: VIGILANCE IS OUR WEAPON
1975 OCT VERKHOVNYH, V.: CEMENTING FORCE OF THE FORMATION
1979 OCT VERSHININ, A. SR. LT.: IDEOLOGICAL WORK IN THE REGIMENT
1975 APR VESHEL'OV, V.: THE COMPANY TAKES UP GUARD DUTY
1977 SEP VESHEL'OV, V., SELYAVIN, V.: WHEN THE BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE COMBAT
1978 JUL VESHEL'OV, V.: WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN
1975 NOV VESHEL'OV, V.: OFFICER TRAINING IN THE US AND FRG ARMIES
1976 JUL VESHEL'OV, V.: TRAINING SYSTEMS IN THE U.S. AND FRG ARMIES
1977 SEP VEVZIN, V.: ASSAULT IN TWO AND THREE BATTLE LINES
1975 DEC VINNIKOV, V.: WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN
1976 JUL VINNIKOV, V.: WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN
1977 SEP VINOGRADOCHIY, A.: TECHNICAL TRAINING IN A SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY
1976 JUL VINNIKOV, V.: WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN
1978 JAN VINNIKOV, V.: IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICS
1977 MAR VINOKHODOV, YU. ENGR. LC., KOSOV, V. ENGR. COL.: PERFORMING DEMOLITIONS WORK
1978 DEC VINOKUR, A. COL.: A BATTLE WHEN ENCIRCLED
1975 MAR VINOKUROV, M., BARDADYM, I., IVANOV, V., DERYUGIN, F.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
1979 DEC VINOKUR, A. COL.: A BATTLE WHEN ENCIRCLED
1975 MAR VINOKUROV, M., BARDADYM, I., IVANOV, V., DERYUGIN, F.: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING
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1979 May Vitsent'Yev, G., Il'in, V.: Preparing for a Tactical Exercise
1975 May Vityurk, A.: Kalinin Roadstead
1979 May Vladimir'ev, V.: An Attachment for the Leti-60 Slide Projector
1978 Jan Vlasov, A.: If Each Is in the Public Eye
1976 May Vlasov, A., Gds. Sr. Lt.: To Long Ranges
1979 Aug Vodolaz'si, S.: At Night—According to Daytime Norms
1977 Dec Volkov, V.: We Are Increasing Training Quality
1979 May Vlidenko, A., Ignatenko, B.: For Determining Surface Wind Corrections
1977 Jan Volkov, A., Engr. Lt.: An Attachment for Automatically Controlling a Slide Projector from a Tape Recorder
1975 Aug Volodin, Ye.: Battery Commander's Individual Situation Map
1975 Apr Voloshchenko, V., GdS. Lc.: Each Officer a Skilled Methodologist
1979 Apr Voloshin, I., Maj.: Commander Initiative and Independence in Combat
1978 Dec Voolaz'siys, V.: At Night—According to Daytime Norms
1977 Jan Voloosenko, V., Engr. Lc.: An Attachment for Automatically Controlling a Slide Projector from a Tape Recorder
1975 Apr Volo'shin, I., GdS. Lc.: For Measuring Muzzle Velocity
1976 Apr Voloshe'nko, V., GdS. Lc.: Each Officer a Skilled Methodologist
1979 Apr Voloshin, I., Maj.: Commander Initiative and Independence in Combat
1978 May Vorob'Yev, I., Maj.: Tactical Prudence
1976 Jun Vorob'Yev, I., Col. Res.: Antiaircraft Battery Commander
1979 Apr Vorob'Yev, M., Nikolayev, V.: An Artillery Battalion Met Post
1976 Apr Vorob'Yev, V., Bukharin, K.: For Measuring Muzzle Velocity
1977 May Voro'nov, M., Gudymenko, B., Lc.: Commanders Work Over the Radio
1975 Mar Voroshkevich, V.: The Standards Go into Combat
1979 Nov Vorotila'yak, A., Maj.: Checking Parachutes Before a Jump
1976 Nov Vorotila'yak, A., Maj.: Checking Parachutes Before a Jump
1976 May Voskresenskiy, B.: Instilling a Readiness for an Heroic Exploit
1976 Apr Voronova, O., Gavrish, V., Gds. Lc.: In Garrisons Near and Far
1979 May Volnenko, A., Ignatenko, B.: For Determining Surface Wind Corrections
1979 Apr Voloshin, I., Maj.: Commander Initiative and Independence in Combat
1978 May Vorob'Yev, I., Maj.: Tactical Prudence
1976 Jun Vorob'Yev, I., Col. Res.: Antiaircraft Battery Commander
1979 Apr Vorob'Yev, M., Nikolayev, V.: An Artillery Battalion Met Post
1976 Apr Vorob'Yev, V., Bukharin, K.: For Measuring Muzzle Velocity
1977 May Voro'nov, M., Gudymenko, B., Lc.: Commanders Work Over the Radio
1978 Sep Voyerchuk, N., Capt.: Ways to Restore Combat Effectiveness
1976 Jun Voyerchuk, N., Capt.: Ways to Restore Combat Effectiveness
1979 Feb Vylytok, V., Tarasevich, Yu.: Decontaminating Troops at Night
1976 Mar Yakus'kin, V.: To Increase the Skill of Launch Control Officers
1978 Jan Yakimenko, G.: Expertise of Rated Specialists Grows
1979 Jan Yakimenko, G., Maj.: Specialists Acquire Expertise
1975 May Yakovenko, I.: Maneuvering of Fire
1978 Apr Yakovenko, A.: Artillery Battery Commander
1979 Feb Yakovenko, A.: On the Ascent
1978 Nov Yakovenko, A., Capt.: Heights of the Carpathian Personnel
1977 Nov Yakovenko, A., Capt.: There's an Armored Car in the Post Area
1977 Sep Yakovlev, G., Lc.: In the Interests of Technical Training
1977 Jan Yakovlev, K.: In Peacetime as in War
1978 Feb Yakovlev, K.: It was at Khalkhin-Gol
1976 Nov Yakovlev, K., Col. Res.: Expertise is Forged in the Field
1978 Feb Yakovlev, V.: Chemical Warfare Specialists Master Equipment
1975 May Yakubov'skiy, I.: Dependable Shield of Socialism
1975 Jan Yakubov'skiy, V.: Through Preparation Is the Foundation of Success
1975 Feb Yakushin, V.: Headquarters and Combat Readiness of Troops
1976 Apr Yakushin, V.: Urgent Problems of Modern Combat
1976 Dec Yakushin, V., Gen. Col.: An Important Factor in Raising Combat Readiness (Time, Norms, Staff Work)
1976 Jun Yampol'skiy, V., Col.: Promotion of the Training Process (Artillery)
1977 Apr Yampol'skiy, V., Col., Tarasov, B., Engr. Maj.: Trainer for Practicing Fire Missions
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1978 May Yaovlev, A.: For Improvement in Technical Servicing
1977 Jun Yargul'yan, V.: In a Forward Detachment
1979 Jul Yaroshenko, B.: The Way to the Sky is Through the Trainers
1979 Apr Yaroshhevsky, V.: A Classroom Trainer for Firing Training
1976 Mar Yaroshhevsky, V.: Becoming Proficient in the Art of Accurate Fire
1975 Nov Yaroshhevsky, V.: Tank Fire Marksmanship Training in the Company
1978 Sep Yaroshhevsky, V.: Training in Tank Firing
1976 Oct Yasenko, V.: Combat Assistants for Officers
1978 Feb Yashnov, M.: Indissoluble Unity of the Army and the People
1977 Mar Yefimov, G.: Features of Combat in a City (Tactics WW II Experience)
1977 Jan Yefimov, I.: Today is a Military Day for Students
1976 May Yaroshevsky, V.: Becoming Proficient in the Art of Accurate Fire
1975 Nov Yaroshevsky, V.: Tank Fire Marksmanship Training in the Company
1978 Sep Yelesin, I.: Experience is the Property of the Persistent
1978 Nov Yemchenko, S.: Cadet With a Diamond on His Chest
1977 May Yevdokomov, I.: Commander's Example
1976 Mar Yershkov, V.: Special Exercises
1977 Feb Yandonduychir, Gen. Lt.: Advancing to New Limits
1978 Aug Yeppanov, I.: Struggle for Fire Superiority
1978 Sep Yeppanov, I.: Restoring the Combat Capabilities of Artillery Units
1977 Jan Yeppanov, I.: Stability of Artillery Control Points
1976 Aug Yeppanov, V.: But It Also Could Have Been Excellent
1978 Nov Yeppanov, V.: Maintaining the Mark for a Field Launch
1979 Sep Yeppanov, V.: The School's Rationalizers
1978 Mar Yermeyev, V.: A Combined Control Class
1979 Jan Yermakov, V.: Shifting to the Pursuit
1976 Aug Yermakov, V.: In a River Outpost (Engineer Pontoon Troops)
1977 Jul Yermol'yev, N.: Closing the Gap (Tactics)
1977 Jul Yermolenko, V.: For Increasing the Effectiveness of Training
1977 Jan Yershkov, V.: Platoon in Movement Security (Tactical Drill)
1977 May Yevodkovich, I.: Gds. Lt.: Commander's Example
1978 Jan Yezhov, N.: Armament of Small Podrazdelevyi
1976 Jun Yezhov, N.: Sergeants Learn Fire Control
1978 Nov Yezhov, N.: Under Difficult Conditions
1979 Jun Yukhnovich, V.: Effectiveness of Command Training
1976 Apr Yukhimenko, I.: Gds. Capt.: Quality of Training in the Foreground
1979 Jun Yurchenko, S.: For Future Warrant Officers—The Fundamentals of Pedagogics and Psychology
1978 Jun Yurekov, V.: Competition of Innovators
1979 Apr Yusufov, Yu., Grebennikov, S.: Commander and Law
1977 Jan Zababurin, V.: Gds. Lt.: The Command's Example
1979 Sep Zabavnikov, V.: Engr. Maj.: Increasing the Effectiveness of Using Artillery Ballistic Sets
1979 Mar Zagoruls'ko, I.: Protecting a Battalion in the Defense
1976 Sep Zagryadskiy, I.: Col.: Be an Individual
1976 OCT ZAKHARENKO, N. SR. LT., SAVINOV, A. SR. LT.: FROM EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING SERGEANTS

1978 MAY ZAKHAROV, D., KASPIROVICH, O., YEGOROV, L.:CADET SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

1978 MAR ZAKHAROV, G.: OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTS

1976 AUG ZAKHAROV, G. GEN. LT. TK. TRPS.: CONCERN AND ATTENTION FOR YOUNG OFFICERS

1977 AUG ZAKHAROV, YU. COL.: REMEMBER ALSO ABOUT HELICOPTERS (ON RATES OF ADVANCE)

1977 JUN ZAKHAROV, G.: OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTS

1978 APR ZAKHAROV, G. COL.: ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT TASK OF THE COMBINED ARMS
COMMANDER

1976 FEB ZAKHAROV, G. COL.: TIME IS NOT BORNE COMMANDERS

1978 APR ZAKHAROV, G. COL.: FOR STUDENTS—COMMAND SKILLS

1975 JUL ZAMCHINSKIY, M. MAJ.: AT THE TANK FIRING DRILL

1977 AUG ZAMCHINSKIY, M. MAJ.: AT THE TANK FIRING DRILL

1976 APR ZAVGORODNIY, E. PIGANOV, V.: TO BUILD ROADS MORE RAPIDLY

1977 AUG ZAYETS, N. MAJ.: IN ALL EXERCISE PHASES

1976 FEB ZAYTSEV, M.: THEY ARE NOT BORN COMMANDERS

1976 MAY ZAYTSEV, M.: THEY ARE NOT BORN COMMANDERS

1979 FEB ZAYTSEV, M.: ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT TASK OF THE COMBINED ARMS
COMMANDER

1976 OCT ZAYTSEV, M.: ARTILLERY OF FOREIGN ARMEES (BASED ON THE FOREIGN PRESS)

COMMANDER

1976 JUN ZAYTSEV, M.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1978 AUG ZELENIKOV, M.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1978 SEP ZELENNIKOV, M.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1975 JUL ZEMZEROV, V.: COMPREHENSIVEIDEOLOGICAL TRAINING WORK

1977 SEP ZELENNIKOV, M.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1976 JUN ZHENKEVICH, S. CAPT.: RELIABLE ASSISTANTS

1977 SEP ZELENNIKOV, M.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1975 JUN ZHADOV, A.: FROM THE NEISSE TO THE ELBE

1976 FEB ZHAPKOV, A.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1978 JUN ZHAPKOV, A.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1976 AUG ZHITOMIRSKY, V. GULOV, N.: AGAINST HELICOPTERS AT EXTREME RANGE

1979 JUN ZHAPKOV, A.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1978 MAR ZHAPKOV, A.: AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS

1979 NOV ZHIVILOVA, COL.: A POWERFUL FACTOR OF COMBAT READINESS

1978 OCT ZHUGANOV, A.: VANGUARD OF SOVIET YOUTH

1976 OCT ZHULENEN, COL.: GUARDING THE REVOLUTION

1978 MAR ZHULENEN, COL.: GUARDING THE REVOLUTION

1978 JUN ZHUKOV, B.: FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS

1979 DEC ZHUKOV, B.: FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS

1978 SEP ZHUKOV, B.: FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS

1975 FEB ZUBP.: MISSILE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

1978 AUG ZUBKOVA.: ON THE QUESTION OF SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES

1979 NOV ZUBOV, S. SR. LT.: AT THE BASE OF SUCCESS—STRONG DISCIPLINE

1976 FEB ZUYEV, I.: BMD ENSURES MANEUVER (EXPERIENCE OF A BATTALION EXERCISE)
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1976 AUG ZUYEV, I. LC., BALAKIREV, I. MAJ.: STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS)
1975 NOV ZVEREV, A., GOL'DSHTEYN, M., S'YEDIN, S., DENISOV, V.: PRIZE, HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
1978 JUN ZVEZDOV, V.: TRAINING CENTER AND CADET FIELD TRAINING
1976 OCT ZYRANOV, A. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS.: KNOW AND FOLLOW REGULATIONS
1979 JAN ZYRYANOV, A.: BATTALION COMMANDER CONDUCTS A RECONNAISSANCE
1976 APR ZYRYANOV, A. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS.: NEW DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE USSR ARMED FORCES
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